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though he hated to vote against the wishes
of the Senator from Waldo, and more particularly the wishes of Representative
Poor of Belfast, who is a member of the
committee, he felt that the report was just
and proper. It would be a bad precedent,
he said, to have the Legislature in the
fourth week of its session turn down the
report of one of its committees which had
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was devoted wholly to the exemplification of
degree work and to brief addresses by
prominent members of the order. It is proposed to have similar jubilees regularly in

the future,

I

number of the leading citizens of the tow n
of Belfast, and the work of maintaining the
hospital has been carried on by personal
subscriptions and by benevolence and the
The
cost amounts to about $500 a month.
petitioners asked for $3,000 a year for likto
and 1000, but in executive session the committee voted that the act ought not to pass.
The committee next considered a petition
in favor of an appropriation in favor of the
Children’s Aid Society of Belfast of $1500
annually for tbe next two years and $500
Rev. Harry Lutz and Hon.
for repairs.
Arthur I. Brown explained the condition of
affairs at the Home, which in their opinion
and well managed and is doing a good deal
of good. The Home, which is owned by the
State, has been carried on for nine years
and in that time homes have been found for
At present there are 15 girls
150 children.
in the institution, whoare taught household
work and everything that will tend to hiake
them useful in the homes to which they
will be admitted later. The committee in
executive session voted that the petition
ought to pass in new draft which provides
$1250 annually for two years and $500 foi
repairs, instead of $1500 and $500 for re-

pairs

as

provided

SOCIETIES.

The eastern Maine Pythian Jubilee in
Bangor, Jan. 26th, was attended by about
300 delegates, although over 10,000 had been
expected and but for the storm would have
been present. Every Pythian lodge east of
Waterville was represented. The session

of the act, explained that the Waldo County
Hospital, situated in Belfast, occupies a lot
of several acres, holding a three story house,
erected by David l’eiree at a cost of about

a

Iiium

vote

SECRET

Two hearings absorbed the attention of
the committee on appropriations and financial affairs last Thursday afternoon. The
first matter to be considered by the committee was an act in favor of the Waldo County
General Hospital, which comes to the State
for aid for the first time. Hon. William H.
Swan of Belfast, president of the Hospital
Association, Dr. S. W. Johnson and Kev.
Harry Lutz of Belfast, who spoke in favor

$15,000; is furnished with modern plumbing
and sanitary conveniences and is steam
heated. The hospital is thoroughly equipped with the most modern appliances and
is provided with a caretaker, matron and
The management of the hospital is
nurse.
in the care of an association formed of a

u

of 11 to 7 the Senate voted to
table the report.
Senator Putnam asked
Senator Morse to name an early date for
taking the report from the table and the
Waldo Senator said, Wednesday, February
1st.
a

against resubmission.
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committee on appropriations and financial
affairs had given the matter a full afternoon’s hearing and consideration and

In the Senate Jan. 25th Mr. Morse of
Waldo presented the remonstrance of Tolford Durham and 48 others of Monroe
against resubmission; also remonstrance of
John N. Cox and 32 others of Searsmont
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and he was glad that they did not hold out
their hands in vain. “And although the
governor has warned us,” said he, “that we
must avoid extravagance,I do not think that
he wished us to turn down these worthy institutions.”
Senator Putnam replied, snying that, the

Society of Castine.

»'!•

|

name

lively

Speaking on his motion to table the committee’s report, Senator Morse said in part:
“No doubt the members of the committee
on Appropriations
and Financial Affairs
acted np to their highest conception of duty
in making their report. I have no doubt as
to the manner in which the case was
presented.
The attorney who was to have
presented the matter was unavoidably absent.
Hut still, 1 will say that I had no idea
that this resolve would meet with this fate.”
lie then read a statement of the hospital
work and went on to cite the aid which the
State has given to other hospitals. He said
that they were certainly worthy institutions

gregational parish of Castine and to legalize the doings of said parish as heretofore

<mt at

was a

Senator Morse of Waldo asked the
Senate to lay the report on the table till
such a time as he could have an
opportunity
to get the people of Waldo together and
have a new hearing on the matter. This
motion was opposed by Senator Putnam at
Houlton, the chairman of the committee on
appropriations and financial affairs. The
Senate heard both men and then voted to
turn the finance committee down and the
Waldo hospital resolve now rests on the
table in the care of its friend Senator
Jlorse.

Jan. J5th Sargent of Castine introduced
an act to incorporate the Trinitarian Con-
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time.
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County General Hospital there
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pany. These bills authorize this company
to build its road across an inlet of Cape
Jellison harbor; to lease or sell its road tc
the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad Company,
the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad Company to guarantee the first mortgage bond!
of the Northern Maine Seaport Railroad
Company ; and to locate a bridge across tide
waters on the l’assagassawaukeag river.
Mr. Chaplin said the four bills could be
considered together.
With the aid of a
map he explained clearly what was desired.
The proposed railroad will start
from Lagrange and proceed to Stockton
harbor and thence to Belfast, in all a distance of 70 miles, lie stated that the inlet
of Cape Jellison harbor was a marsh on
which were no buildings or other property
to be damaged by the crossing of the railroad.
The permission of the legislature to locate the road across the tide waters of l’assagassawaukeag river is merely preliminary to obtaining a permit from the United
At Belfast the road
States government.
will have an open harbor and connect w ith
the Maine Central. Mr. Chaplin made no
argument in support of any one of the bills,
understanding there was no opposition.
No one spoke against the measure.
The committee on legal affairs held hearings the same day and voted ought to pass
on an act to authorize the Bangor Investment Co. and the Northern Maine Seaport
Railroad Co. to build wharves and piers in

Drawing the Dead Line..
ilit* Mate Liquor Agency.,

i

LOCAI

Hugh R. Chaplin, Esq. of Bangor appeared before the committee on railroad!
and expresses Wednesday afternoon, Jan.
2Sth, in favor of four bills in relation to the
Northern Maine Seaport Railroad Com-
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the finance committee came in with
“ought
not to pass” written across the resolve to

in the original petition.

presented a resolve in favor of appropriating $60,000 in 1905 and $20,000 in 1906
for building a highway bridge across the
Kennebec river at or near Pishon’s Ferry,
between the towns of Clinton and Fairfield, to connect the counties of Kennebec

Jackson Tent 03, Knights of the Maccabees,
held its first public installation recently.
State Deputy S. C. C. Ward of Augusta was
present and gave a very able address on
“Fraternity." Jackson band furnished the
music for the entertainment. Grange hall
was packed to the doors by the friends of
the members, tvho came from all over Waldo
county. The business session started at
3 p. m., followed by a public meeting which
lasted until 4 a. m. Twenty-four applications were acted upon during the business
session, and supper was served to over 300.
The evening was finished by a social dance
lasting well into the morning.
THE

ENFORCEMENT

Confidence

BILL.

Expressed in its Passage.

Avoi sta, Jan. 28, 1905. During the past
week the Sturgis Kill, calling for the appointment of a commission by the Governor, whose duty it will he to enforce the
liquor law, has gained wonderfully in
strength and it is predicted that it will pass
both houses with votes to spare.
The
strength of a measure is usually judged by
the talk made about it, but in this case
there has been little said in the corridors
and foyer, though there is a strong and determined undercurrent of feeling that something must be done to compel the enforcement of the prohibitory law which is being
openly violated in many counties in the
State. The Sturgis Kill is thought to meet
this demand. The measure has the endorsement of the leaders in both houses, though
all are averse to talking for publication.
A prominent member of the House said
Friday, “The bill will surely pass. It has
enough members already pledged to insure
this. There has been a constantly growing
sentiment for the enforcement of the liquor
law all over the State, It was one of the
lending issues of Governor Cobb’s campaign and if there ever had been any doubt
as to where he stood on this vital question
his strong words in his inaugural address
demanding the enforcement of this law are
sufficient answer. That this portion of the
address
has had a great influence with the
;
| members of the legislature cannot be doubtIt has evidently been carefully con| ed.
sidered anil it shows a clear insight into
the underlying principles involved.”

and Somerset.

Say* Sturgis Kill is Too Expensive.
In an address in Portland last Sunday
In the Senate Jan. 26th Mr. Morse of
stable of race horses areowuVV.
(jowen of Waterville said:
I
f.
afternoon
I (ientner and son of Belfast, Waldo presented the petition of Mrs. E. H.
“The people of the State of Maine are
Wilson and 32 other for a home for the fee'mg the number owned will
opposed to resubniission. This is proven
i
by the fact that already in this session of
abiy with any stable in Maine. ble-minded.
the
legislature many petitions have been rewe will mention is the
|
good
In the House Mr. Morton of Jackson pre- ceived against resubniission while not one
an- (lelatine Queen,
-J
by Jim
has been received in favor of resubmission.”
Hat Mr. tieutner purchased at sented the remonstrance of Rev. J. W.
The proposed Sturgis law for a commissul* .She has a record of 2.10, Hatch and 20others of Belfast; E. S. Phil- sion to have an oversight over the enforcein, stands 15-3 hands, weighs
of the liquor business was next treatment
brook and 30 others of Belfast; of Mark T.
on the pace and does not
ed by Mr. Gowen, who thought it would
-nng and can brush a two Dodge and 22 others of Troy; all against re- entail too great expense and that the purMr (!. will start her in the submission.
poses of this bill would be amply served by
u season.
Then lie lias the
the governor exercising his authority in re"bin Wilkes,.2.20 1-4, by Joe
from office any sheriff who nullifies
In the Senate Friday the following acts moving
’>) Wilkes Boy, weighs 1100,
the prohibitory law.
■
ids, a rich chestnut in color, were read and assigned :
“\Ve have law enough now on the statute
■ I Imrse.
This horse started
All act to authorize the Northern Maine books,” said Mr. Gowen, “to drive every
lun4, "on seven firsts, one secin this State out of business if
rumseller
and
the
Bangor
Seaport Railroad Company
"ii thirds, has trialed a mile
Investment Company to build wharves anil the Christian people would take hold of
i|iiarter in 31 1-2 sec. An- piers in or near Cape Jellison Harbor.
this
question.”
|
this stable well known to
Mr. Gowen expressed the belief that
An act to authorize the
Bangor and
"•is is that good race horse,
Aroostook Railroad Company to guarantee more stringent regulations should be niadf
IT 1-4, by Emperor Wilkes,
the first mortgage bonds of the Northern ! in flu- State agency.
I'sjclie 2, 17 1-4, by Arabian Maine Seaport Railroad Company.
| “There'll be no resubmission considered
se Henry Titer, 2.17 1-4, has
“It wil
An act to authorize the Northern Maine by our legislature,” he declared.
aces, won 24 firsts, 2 seconds
Railroad Company to locate and i get less votes than it did two years ago
out in another for foul driv- Seaport
fornow
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will
We
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of
Jelliinlet
the
by
prohibition
build a road across
Cape
is another horse in Maine
ever.”
son harbor.
a better showing than this, I
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Beef Trust
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5.7
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the United
decision
unanimous
n eat
By
Belfast in 1904. Mr. Henry
of Thorndike in favor of Waldo States Supreme Court the Beef Trust ii
ownes that great snow horse others
l,.
Mr. Poor re- definitely and once for all put under thi
Il'i ’eke, 2.19 1-4, by Ervin M., 2.19. County General Hospital.
ban of the law.
as good a sleigh horse as there
ported from the eommittee on appropriations
The cattle raiser of the West may now
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for
on
and
financial
affairs,
petition asking
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u‘ ""l is a rugged looking chap.
Aid
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ls 1-4, by
resulting fair prices for his steers; thi
St j.,
Strathmore, bay geld- an appropriation for the Children’s
from the terrors o!
it> 1 hands, weighs 925 lbs.
This Society of Maine that resolve ought to pass. butchers may be freed
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fdsh and road llorse, is good lookit
fixed
an
of
'd for a
tion
arbitrarily
price the con
lady to drive. The last
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St,
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Association —New York Herald.
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Monutary
for the purpose of developing and propa
gating fish and game in and near Knight
Pitcher, Tilden and Andrews ponds, with «
capital stock of $50,000 and not more that
$500,000. Ruel Robinson, George C. Aller
incorporate

and Charles C. Wood of Camden are namec
as the incorporators.
In the Senate, Friday, when the report ol

Maine Leaves Portland.

Portland, Me., Jan. 29. The battle
ship Maine, which came to this port Satur
day for the presentation of a banner by thi ;!
Daughters of the American Revolution
sailed shortly after 1 o'clock this after !
noon.
The ship will go to New York fron
here, to be docked and cleaned, preparator;
to going south to join the squadron of whicl |
she will be the flagship.

ui
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Proposed Deep Water Terminal.
Sears Island Bought.

The first assembly last Friday night was
a decided success. Good
Mrs. Carrie M. Sargent died at her home
music, a good floor,
When asked Friday as to the truth ol a
attractive decorations and numbers of pret- in Monroe Friday, January 20th, aged 61
report that Sears Islaud had been bought
ty gowns made the evening enjoyable for years, 7 months and 12 days. The deceased
or leased by a coal company President Cram
the number present. The receiving com- was born in North
of the Northern Maine Seaport railroad
Lovell, Maine, the
said that the island had been bought by the mittee was composed of President and Mrs. daughter of J. R. and Mary E. McAlister.
Bangor Investment Company and bad not Fellows, Mrs. Ralentine, Dean Hart and Mr. In early life she went with her parents to
Lewiston, where her girlhood days were
been sold or leased to any coal company. George F. Thompson of Orono.
passed. January 29, 1873, she married
The Bangor Investment Co. is an allied
Friday evening the first game of basket Noah P. Sargent of Monroe and went with
corporation with the Bangor A Aroostook,
Northern Maine Seaport railroad and the ball with a college will be played, when him to Monroe, where she passed the reAroostook Construction Co.,and was organ- Colby comes to Ofono. There will doubt- mainder of her life. She was a woman of
ized for the purpose of taking over land less be a number present as this will be an sterling character and will be greatly
along the line of the proposed new road. interesting game and the last one to be missed, not only by her own family, to
The report that the islaud was to be utilized played here until after the return of the whom she was so much, but by many
for coal pockets was not denied and may team from their trip. They play Westbrook friends and neighbors. The deceased had
therefore be accepted as correct.
Seminary February 18th, going from there always found her Saviour dear to her and
to Ashland, N. H., where they play the asked to have the Bible read to her a few
Athletic Club; continuing their trip to play hours before she passed away, anil said she
While we doubt if the location of the BelSt. Johnsbury, Norwich Uni- longed to see her Saviour. All that medifast terminus of the Northern Maine Sea- Dartmouth,
and Tufts. The first game they will cal aid or loving hands could do was done,
versity
decided
is
port Railway
definitely
upon,
after their returu will be on March but without avail. Her death did not come
Judge Stearns is quoted as saying: The route play
to Stockton Springs is to be in as straight 4th, when they will meet New Hampshire without warning, yet it was hard to give up
the hope that her life might be spared.
State College.
a line as
possible; from there it passes
Besides her husband, Mrs. Sargent leaves
through the rear part of Searsport proper,
Exams began last Saturday and are con- to mourn their loss an
only daughter, Miss
and, after crossing the “shore road” three
tinuing through the week. A uumber of Mae, an aged mother, Mrs. McAlister of
or four times, it readies the station which is
students have been able to arrange visits Auburn, one
sister, Mrs. J. G. Harmon, and
to be built near the east end of the Lower
home during the week.
Registration for a brother, C. \\ MoAlister. The neighbors
Bridge. From this station a long railroad the
spring term begins next Saturday. A and friends deeply sympathized with and
bridge it is to be built diagonally to connect number of
new courses are being offered giadly helped Mr.
Sargent’s family in their
with the M. C. R. R. track at a point

opposite what is known as Robbinstown, where
the M. C. R. R. track swerves around a
curve just below the Fpper Bridge. This
new bridge is to be for the most part a pile
bridge, but the “draw” and some other
portions will be of steel. In conversation
with citizens at the railroad meeting in this
city both Geueral Manager Houghton and
Judge Stearns conveyed the impression that
so far as possible the wishes of our people
will be regarded as to the locatiou of the
Belfast station.

beside those mentioned last week. A new
in Horticulture has been added, two

trouble. The funeral was from their home
in Monroe Monday forenoon at 10 o’clock,
Jan. 23d, Rev. II. Small of Brooks officiating. The interment was at Monroe village.

course

courses in French, a course in the
Drama and its history, a course in Oral
Debate and another in Romantic Poets,
while Professor Stevens is offering a one
hour course in magazine work, dealing with
the current periodical literature of physics.
new

of students are to take part.

•its*

learned rrom me cniei engineer in
charge of the preliminary surveys and plans
for the Northern Seaport railroad that the
plans and profile drawings of the route to
be covered by the road will be completed
this week and will be ready the first of next
week for the inspection and approval of the
board of railroad commissioners. Following
the inspection and approval of the plans
and drawings by the railroad commissioners an active canvass will be made to learn
the sentiment of the people living along the
proposed right of way of the uew road and
to acquire this right of way at terms reasonable and just to the land owners and the
railroad.
That the building of this road means
much to the people living along the route
cannot be doubted for a moment by any
person who is familiar with the prosperous
conditions that have been brought about by
the development of the Maine railroads and
particularly the development of the country
traversed by the lines of the Bangor &
Aroostook and its Greenville and Fish RivIn consideration of the great
er branches.
advantages accruing from the construction
of the new road, the people across whose
lands the road will pass should be reasonable in their demands.
Extortionate demands for land damages may stay the construction of the road, turn it away from the
route proposed, or stop its construction, and
this would be a calamity which would long
be felt by the people of Piscataquis, Penobscot and Waldo counties w hose towns and
villages will be developed by the new line.
A contract has been made with J. F.
Spellman of Bangor, the well known wharf
builder, for the building of 200 feet of
wharf at Stockton. Mr. Spellman is already
getting his material together in preparation
to begin work.
This 200 feet of wharf will
of course be only a small item of the great
amount of wharfage to be constructed when
the road is once in operation, but whenever
the work is begun there must be some place
ready for the assembling of the great
amount of ties, rails, frogs, anil other material necessary to the construction of a
railroad, and the wharf at .Stockton will
just meet the needs of the contractor who
will do the work.
A. E. Trites, who has done much construction work for the Bangor & Aroostook
railroad, has been looking over the proposed route of the new road with a view of
making bids for the contract for its construction. Mr. Trites will look out for any
heavy cuts or fills which maybe necessary
along the proposed route.
George M. Houghton, for the past year
general manager of the Bangor & Aroostook railroad, has resigned that position to
act as assistant to President ( ram of the
Northern Seaport railroad. The position
left vacant by Mr. Houghton's resignation
will not be filled at present. VV. M. Brown,
superintendent of the Bangor & Aroostook,
has been appointed general superintendent
of that road.
Mr. Houghton has been connected with
the Bangor <fc Aroostook road since the
early days of its operation and is a thorough
railroad man. In Mr. Houghton President
Cram will have an able assistant looking
after the great amount of work and innumerable important details incident to construction.—Bangor Commercial.
n

is

Hugh Chaplin of Bangor, counsel of the
Bangor & Aroostook railroad and for its allied interests, is at Augusta looking after
the inteiests of the company in a legislative
way. Mr. Chaplin told the Bangor News
correspondent Tuesday that the company
had purchased the David Sears island, situated at Stockton Springs off Point Jellison,
which island will eventually become the
most important area of the proposed terminna

of tha Unturnr

\

mogtiifiL'

“There are 900 acres on the island, which
is situated most advantageously at the
mouth of the harbor. There is a depth of
from 8 to 4 fathoms of water all about the
island. Sears island will be connected by the
mainland, which is a short distance away,
with a roadway over which a branch line
will be built. The island will be eventually girded about by wharves and there will
be located several building for railroad
purposes
“All about the island on the mainland will
be wharves also which will permit of the
loading and unloading of deep draught
steamers.
The company owns all the
shore pr'vileges in that vicinity and by the
purchase of Sears island, which, I believe,
was once owned by the late Francis Cobb,
father of governor Cobb, the last and
most important feature of the enterprise
is consummated. This island is ideally
adapted for a railroad terminus. Its highest
elevation is 180 feet and nature has provided plateaus around the island's shore for
tracks, wharves and buildings which will
make the terminal the most convenient in
New England.
“The rumor that the Lagrange extension
will pass near the center of Bangor with a
station at Maplewood park is absurd. We
cross the Maine Central on the outskirts
near the Ilermon line and run as straight
and direct to Stockton Springs as possible.
“Work on building the extension will begin as soon as weather conditions permit
The
and will be pushed energetically.
whole face of the Penobscot in the vicinity
of Stockton Springs and Belfast will be
changed when the extension is built and
traffic by steamer and rail is begun.”
Transfers in

Real Estate.

It wiU be welcome news to Belfast music
lovers to hear that the Glee Club is planning a short trip to take place before their
concert in Bangor February 24th, which
will include Buck sport, Belfast and Cam
den. This Club’s excellent work this year
should insure them a crowded house in
Belfast.
Delta Sigma gave a very pleasant dance
the Mt. Vernon House last Saturday
evening. Larson of Bangor furnished the
music.
The reception and dining rooms
were cleared out, and, with the long hall,
made ample space for dancing. Punch was
served in the dining room and the rooms
up-stairs were thrown open during the
m.

BELFAST HOME

FOR AGED

WOMEN.

special meeting of the incorporators
was held at the Home of the Society on
Tuesday evening, .Ian. 24th. There was a
large attendance, and as some were there
A

for the first time there were many expressions of surprise that the Horne was so
well equipped for the work and that it had

membership in the corporation without the
payment of dues.

with you.
A committee of five ladies, Mrs. W. A,
McKenzie, Mrs. O. E. Frost, Mrs. Olive II.
Cooper, Mrs. Frances Murch and Mrs. E,
S. Pitcher has been appointed to get up a
social supper and entertainment for tin
benefit of the Home and they are planning
Tht
it for Wednesday, February 15th.
Opera House has been hired for the daj
and evening. There will be a sale of ar
tides in the afternoon aud a supper and en
tertainment in the evening. Further notici
will be given in due time.—0. E. Frost, See
retar y.
THE HOSPITAL RESOLVE.
A

Favorable

lleport

Expected From th<

The following transfers iu real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry of
Deeds for the week ending Jan. 31, 1906:
Frank P. Bennett, Saugus, Mass., to Oaklandvale Farm Inc., Massachusetts; land
and buildings in Freedom. Calvin I. Bur
rows, et al„ Rockland, to Frank O. Smith,
Belfast; land in Northport. Hobart A,
Dodge, Islesboro, to Justiua l. Thomas,
do.; land and buildings iu Islesboro. Isaac
E. and Rose B. Wallace, Searsport, to William G. Wallace, do.; laud in Searsport.
Albert Peirce, Frankfort, to
Northern
Maine Seaport R. R. Co.; land in Prospect.

Me.,

Feb. 1.

Hon. L. C
an able speech in the Senati
this morning in favor of the resolve making
Waldo Count;
an appropriation for the
General Hospital, and by a vote of 17 to li 1
the resolve was referred back to the com
mittee on appropriations and financial af
fairs for re-consideration.
As this committee has just passed a $15,
000 appropriation for a home for consump
tives, favorable action is expected on th<
resolve for the Waldo hospital.

In

the

few

friends in

a

visit in Boston and

vicinity.

Mr. and Mrs. James H. Howes left Satur-

day for short visits in Boston and Xew
York.

Alpbonso Wood, U. of M., '05, arrived
home Saturday for a few days vacation during examination week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles

Bradbury

are

visit-

ing in Boston and expect to visit in Xew
Y’ork before returning home.
Mrs. J. W. Ryder returned Saturday from
few week's visit in Orono, where she was
called bj the illness of her brother.

a

Mrs. C. 0. Poor went to Augusta jestera few days with her husband,
Representative Poor, at the State capital.

day to spend

Mr. and Mrs. George A. Quimby and Miss
Grace E. Burgess went to Augusta
Friday
to attend the meeting of the Maine Press
Association.

University.

Capt. Samuel Bartlett of st. John, N. B..

who is

to command

Peary's

new

Arctic

steamer, is in Bucksport performing the
duties of resident inspector. Work ou the
steamer is progressing favorably.
Miss Mae Sargent has gone to Brooks to
spend the remainder of the winter with her
father. Her Belfast friends extend their
sincere sympathy to her in her recent bereavement in the death of her mother.
Mr. and Mis. Justin II. Underwood, who
have been visiting C. <>. Fernald in North
Sears port, were in Belfast Monday on their
way

to

spend

a

Va.

Natick, Mass., where they will
week before going to Lvuchburg,

The many friends of Miss Fannie I. Hopkins of Newton, Mass., formerly of this
city, will be pleased to learn >he is slowly
recovering from a long illness of rheumatism, and is now able to get about the house
on crutches.
The Daughters of Maine Club of >omerville, Mass., celebrated their loth anniversary and the annual gentleman's night Jan.
24th with a banquet, followed by a delightful entertainment. Among those present
were Mr. and Mrs. C.
F. Wildes, Mr. and
Mrs.

C.

N.

McFarland and Mr. an<i Mrs.

Sidney B. Keene.
The marriage took place in Chelsea. Mass.,
Jan. 22nd of Henry !>. Fernald and Miss
Ida Varney, both of that city, hut formerly
of North Searsport. The groom is tiie oldest son of C. O. Fernald of Searspoit and
was employed for a time in Mathews Bros.,
mill. He is now proprietor of one of the
largest restaurants in Chelsea.
Hon. Edward II. Blake of Bangor, owner
of the steam yacht Aria, has returned from
New York city, where after examination
before the U. 8. board of inspectors of
steam vessels he was granted a license to
act as master of steamers, unlimited tonThis very comnage, in any ocean waters
I prehensive license is issued oniy to persons
| of thorough knowledge and eminent quailj lications in ocean steam navigation.
Frank W. Collins left Bucksport last 'Sata three months'trip to the Mediterranean and the Orient.
He spent Sunday in Kockland, leaving there Monday for
New York, from which port he sails today,

urday for

the steamship Arabic of the
Mr. Collins will visit
Madeira, Cadiz, Seville, Gibraltar, Algiers,
Malta, Athens, Constantinople, Smyrna,
Joppa, Jerusalem, Alexandria, Cairo, and
Feb. 2d,

on

White Star

line.

will spend 19 days in Palestine and Egypt,
live days in Home and Naples; going from
there to Nice, Monte Carlo, returning to
New York via Liverpool and Queenstown
about May 1st.
YACHTS AND BOATS.
Fred V. Cottrell has his
frame.

new

eat boat in

E. L. Macomber has one of the speed
launches he is to build in frame. I lei deck
will he heavily crowned, almost a half circle, affording room for quite a cuddy forward.

District

Hoy Coombs has fitted lip the second story
Portland, Me., Jan. 31. Judge llale of what has been known as the Dago
heard another chapter of tlie Merry coueag
Hotel, Dyer’s dock, for a boat shop and has
case in the United States District Court,
this forenoon. Claims were put in by the the keel stretched fora 87-foot launch for
Belfast Fuel & Hay Co., and 27 interveners, Dennett of Castine, similar in design i<> the
in all, had claims amounting to about $1300. one
just completed for the Dickc\ Brothers.
The hearing was to detei mine what amount
should be awarded to these claimants from He has power, electric lights and woodthe fund now in the registry. Judge llale working machinery. He expects to build a
did not put lus decree into formal shape 80-foot launch for a Belfast man.
but the total amount, at the hearing of December and today, will aggregate in the vicinity of $(1100. The bill represent supplies
The Milk in the Cocoauut
chiefly and something for wages due. Benfor
the
interjamin Thompson appeared
“Now, that’s what one gets for having
veners.
A. M. Devereaux, agent for the
Bucksport, Belfast and Caindeu steamboat come from Maine,” remarked a lad} at The
line, was the only witness, his testimony Breakers as she
sadly returned from the exbeing presented to corroborate the claims.
C. W. T. (hiding of this eity bought, the press office, where she had been sending
steamer, .Ian. 24, at the United States mar- out one of those Palm Beach cocoanuts.
shal’s sale for $7100.
“Everybody has to take a thrust at the citizen from Maine, because it is a prohibition
Court.

The Pittsfield W. C. T. U.

[Special to The Journal.]
Augusta,
Morse made

h««-n

visiting

a

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. II. Quimby left Saturday for visits in Boston and Xew Yoik.
Miss Flora Gray visited Mrs. George
Mixer in Camden last Thursday.

MERRYCONEAG CLAIMS.
<

Belfast

Margaret L. Keene returned last week
from

the St. Lawrence

Aborn, Mrs. Louise Eisnor, Mrs. W. J. Ileal,
Mrs. Susie Heath of (Miami died at the
Miss Myrtie Pendleton, Miss Evelyn PenBeulah Home ill Orland Jan. 25tli, aged 66
dleton, Miss Lena Fernald, Miss Mae Ad- years and 4 months. She was the widow of
ams, Miss Edith Woodbury, Miss Juliett A. the late Sewell Heath of West Penobscot
Wiggin, Mrs. Fannie Frost, Mrs. Nellie and of the four children born to them only
one, a son. W. Kay Heath, who resides in
Howard, Mrs. Mary Littlefield.
Boston, is now living. Her health had been
was
alsoelected
a
member.
A.
E.
Clark
Mr.
very good and on the Saturday before her
Now just a word right here about mem- death she made a square of patchwork
without the aid of glasses. The end came
bership in this corporation. We need the
very peacefully, simply a dropping to sleep.
help of every man aud woman in this city
to make this institutiou a success, and by
Lydia (Heath) Shute, wife of George W.
becoming a member and paying one dollar Shute, died Jan. 24th at her home in Bucksport, aged 48 years. She hud been in poor
you can help the work. The annual fee is health for some time.
Besides her hussmall, but if five hundred will take advan- band she leaves two daughters, Beatrice
a
who
was residing
mother,
tage of this easy way to help the total and Gladys,
with her daughter, and a brother, Capt.
amount received will be a great blessing to
Francis Heath, to mourn their loss.

Judge liHle

in

Harry Daniels of Montville wa» the
guest of his cousin, Mrs. Calvin A Hubbard, Monday and Tuesday while on his
way to Canton, N. Y., where he will enter

Mrs. Carr was Mary Isabelle, daughter
of Washington and Mary A. Patterson of
Belfast, and was born in East Belfast
where she died. She left one brother, H.
A. Patterson of Denver, Colo., two half
brothers, A. Martin and George W. Patterson of this city, and an adopted daughter, Mrs. W. W. Beverly of West Newton,
Mass. She was married in August, 1S71.
Although not well for some tune Mrs.
Carr was able to attend to her home duties,
to which she was ever faithful, and was
! a devoted w ife and mother.

the Home. Think it over and send in your
name with one dollar, then when you are a
member take an interest in the Home and
its work and invite your friends to join

was

Mass.,

day night.

These societies have done a great deal rtf
work for the home besides the payment of
several hundred dollars, and this step was
taken by the corporation to show its appreciation of their work.
The by-laws were amended so that article 2 which related to membership was
Evelyn L., wife of Albion K. Boynton,
made to read as follows:
who had been critically ill for many months
“Any person of the age of twenty-one with a complication of diseases, died Jan.
She was born in Montville, May 15,
years may become a member of this corpor- 18th.
the daughter of the late Nelson and
ation by a majority vote at any meeting of 1835, Allen.
In her younger days she
Polly
the incorporators or directors upon pay- taught school and after her marriage she
ment of a membership fee of one dollar, devoted her time to her housework. She
and may retain membership thereafter by- attended church until illness forced her to
stay at home. The long months of sickness
paying annual dues of one dollar. Such she bote patiently. Her youngest son Oscar
persons may become a life member by vote, cared for her and with kind words and
helping hands did all that a tender-hearted
as aforesaid, upon payment of twenty-five
child could do foi a mother. She was a
dollars. Persons who have aided in furloving wife, a kind mother and a good
on
in
its
or
carrying
nishing the Home
neighbor, and always tried to do what was
work may be excused from paying mem- right. Her motto was to return good for
evil. Besides the husband there survive
bership fees and dues by vote of the iu three children—two s ns and one daughter:
Mrs. 1). (). Linekin, East Knox; Charles A.
corporators or directors.”
In accordance with the above amendment Boynton, East Montville; Oscar Boynton,
She also leaves two
North Searsmont.
the following members of the societies of
brothers, Charles N. Allen, Centre MontKings Daughters and W. C. T. U. were ville and Isaiah F. Allen, Liberty. The
elected to membership in this corporation: funeral services were held at the home, Rev.
Mrs. Annie Shute, Mrs. Carrie Price, Mrs. C. Beebee officiating, with singing by the
Morrill choir. The remains were carried to
Bertha Smith, Mrs. Nettie Cross, Mrs. J. (}. the Plains for interment.

Geo. W. Burkett

days recently.
Grace Chadwick is
Massachusetts.

Janies W. and W. S. Roberts of Reading,
are in
Belfast to look after their
Xorthyort property and some improvements
on their launch.
They expect to return
home to-morrow.

mini

came

John Carr, who died Jan. 25th at his
home in East Belfast, was born in Searsport, Sept. 15, 1844, and was the last of
his family. He was for live or six years
overseer of the poor farm in Searsport,
but 22 years ago moved to Belfast, which
has since been his home.
He was a kind
and good neighbor, with always a helping hand for the needy. He was survived
by his wife and an adopted daughter; but
on Sunday last Mrs. Carr suffered a shock
from the effects of which she died Tues-

i>. p.

such a cosy, homelike appearance.
The meeting was called to amend the bylaws so that members of the Kings Daughters and W. C. T. U. could be admitted to

mcx e

in Boston on business

Mrs. James Churchill has been confined
to her bed for more than a week from the
effects of a fall oit the ice, but is now gaining slowly and is able to sit up some.

great grandchildren, and a brother in
Glover, Vt. The funeral was held at his
late home Saturday at 2 o'clock, Rev. A. A.
Smith officiating. The remains were placed
in the receiving tomb and will be interred
in the family lot in Prospect.

at

evening.

inimiimig

was

year exams.

to Belfast to live with his
He was a joiner by trade. He
was an ardent lover of nature and
spent
the greater part ol his early life in the
Maine woods, hunting and trapping, in
which he was very successful. While deer
hunting with a companion he was mistaken
for a deer and severely wounded and
crippled for the remainder of his life, and
from the effects of which he suffered a
great deal. He left one daughter, Mrs.
J. H. Healey; two grandchildren and two

Committee.

were

uiuuici,

The J uniors have chosen a pipe committee,
when he
consisting of E. A. Stanford, K. H. Porter
daughter.
and F. A. Banks.

O. E. Frost
last week.

Frank W. Twombly, U. of M. 'o7, and
John B. Mclntire, U. of M. '(18, are at home
for a few days vacation during the mid-

John C. Norton died Jan. 26th at the
home of his daughter, Mrs. J. II. Healey,
132 Main street. He was born in Boyenlon,
P. Q., March 24, 1822. He came to Frankfort, Maine, in 1846, and married Miss
Sarah S. Stinson of Prospect. He resided
in Frankfort until the death of his wife in
1870 and then went to Vermont to live with

There is to be a minstrel show in the town
hall next Saturday night in which a number

PERSONAL.

One of the
Pittsfield, Me., Jan. 26.
most important meetings of the W. C. T. U.

held this afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Annie M. Frost, on Main street. The prim
cipal event was the discussion by Mrs. Ella
B. Sprowl, one of the vice presidents, on
the State law concerning houses of shame,
the age of consent, impure literature and
obscene pictures. Mrs. Sprowl handled the
subject without gloves. The program included a reading by Bessie Kimball upon
the subject, “Why an Age of Consent?’
“The White Shield and White Cross Work’
was the subject of a paper by Susie Lewis,
Mrs. S. M. Raymond closed the session
with a reading, “Hold Fast That is Good.’
was

State. What do you think that cruel-hearted express man did'.* Well, he looked at
the address on the cocoauut, shook it until
he could hear the milk splashing inside,
and then said he feared he could not accept
the package, as there w as a heavy penalty
for introducing liquor into the'state of
Maine, and the express companies were being very closely watched. What do you
1 presume the next best
think of that0
thing I can do now is to buy a package of
those little souvenir cards at the news
stand which read, *1 am on the water
wagon now,’ and mail them to the address
I of every friend I have in the State of Maine.”
—Palm Beach, Fla., Daily News.

j

LETTER FROM FLORIDA.
The

Royal

Poinciana.

Pineapples

and In-

dians.
(Correspondence

of The

Journal.)

Palm" Reach, Florida, Jan. 15,
The Hotel Royal Poinciana opened Saturday with along list of guests.
It is one of the largest hotels in the
world and one of the prettiest as regards its grounds and surroundings.
1005.

The house is built north and south with
several wings, the rooms commanding
tine views of Lake Worth and of the island whose grounds were made so atThe
tractive by Henry M. Flagler.
bouse has 1,300 rooms and 1,700 persons
may be seated at once in the new din-

ATAXIA IS CURABLE.

THATCHER’S ISLAND.

WHIRS worn MAY VOTE.

Reported Care Stands Test of Fall Investigation. A Former Victim of Locomotor
Ataxia now free from Suffering and Actively at Work.
! “Yes,” said Mr. Watkins to a reporter,
I “it is true that 1 have been cured of locoI motor ataxia by Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills.
;
I recommend them to people who ask me if
1 know them to be good for this disease,
and if, as you say, there are thousands of
sufferers who would be helped by learning
my experience, 1 am willing to have the
As far as
I story published for their sakes.
1 am concerned, however, I do not care for
notoriety. I am satisfied to be well.”
“Are you sure you had locomotor ataxia?
Doctors almost invariably say that disease
is incurable.”
“The dociors themselves told me I had
locomotor ataxia, and they told my wife
that in a few months I would become ht lp; less.
They made is pretty plain to her that
people who had that trouble got steadily
worse but never Better.
Besides I know I
had that disease, because I recognized the

The twin lights of Thatcher’s Island
are familiar to many who go down to
the sea in ships, and to many more who
spend the summer months on the rocky
headland of Cape Ann; but probably
comparatively few are familiar with the
details of the tragedy which gave the
island its name. It was on a long ago
August—269 years ago, to be exact—
that the Rev. Anthony Thatcher, his
wife, his four children and several
other persons, left Ipswich in a vessel
for Marblehead, where Mr. Thatcher
was to take charge of the chureh.
They
set sail on the 12th, a fair summer day,
but “with a head wind and very little
6f it.” They had a tedious time beating out of Ipswich Bay, and at night on
the 14th had not yet succeeded in doubling the cape. A sudden, furious August storm came on in the night, and
the luckless craft was driven on the
rocks, where she soon went to pieces.
Mr. Thatcher, after being buffeted
about by the sea for a long time, was
able to cling fast to a rock and climb on
Drenched and shivering, he
shore.
walked about, vainly trying to see or
hear something of his late companions.
How dreary must have been that lonely
vigil in the storm and darkness, while
tiie insatiate sea thundered on the rocks
about him, and, like Paul under similar
circumstances, he “wished for the day.’
In the early dawn he saw his wife “getting herself forth from amongst the
timber of the broken bark.” He went
to her assistance, and she was soon safe
beside him. All the others, twenty-one
in number, perished.
Among them
were the Rev. John Avery, his wife
and six children. The name of this unfortunate family is commemorated in
“Avery’s Rock,” a hidden reef shunned
by mariners, not far from Thatcher’s
Island. At the time of this melancholy

In Norway they have school suffrage.
In Montana they vote on all local taxation.
Ip Finland they vote for all elective
officers.
In Italy widows vote for members of
Parliament.
In Austria-Hungary they vote by
proxy for all elective officers.
In Delaware suffrage is exercised by
women in several municipalities.
In Wyoming women have voted on
the same terms with men since 1870.
In France the women teachers elect
women members on all boards of education.
In Arkansas and Missouri women
vote, by petition, on liquor licenses in
many cases.
Women have municipal suffrage in
Cape Colony, which rules 1,000,000
square miles'
In Great Britain women vote for all
elective officers except members of Parliament.
In Bussia women householders vote
for all elective officers and on all local
matters.
Municipal women suffrage rules in
New Zealand and I think at Parliamentary elections.
In Croatia and Dalmatia they have
the privilege of doing so in local elections in person.
In the United States twenty-eight
States and territories have given wo-

shipwreck

In Sweden women vote for all elective officers except representatives, also
indirectly for members of the House of
Lords.
In the Madras Presidency and the

ing ball. To care for so many guests symptoms myself.”
“What were they?”
requires a large force of help, who must
“Well, the first indications were a stiffbe sheltered and fed, and also an able ness about the knee joints that came on
about four years ago. A few months after
and experienced manager, which the that
appeared, my walk got uncertain,
of
shaky-like. 1 lost confidence in my power
Royal Poinciana has in the person
to control the movements of my legs when
Mr. Fred Sterry, who keeps the entire 1 was on
my feet. Once, when I was in the
domestic machinery running smoothly. cellar, I started to pick up two scuttles of
Palm Reach has often been referred
to as Paradise. Out of an island of
swamps and bars has grown a beautiful tropical garden. The swamps have
been filled with rich earth, the walks
are bordered with foliage and stately
palm trees, and there is a rich profusion of beautiful dowers. Palm Reach
and Lake Worth, 300 miles below Jack-

coal,

my legs gave way suddenly, and I
I tumbled all in a heap in a basket. Another
time I came down in the same way in the
parlor. 1 couldn’t close my eyes and keep
my balance to save my life. Then 1 had
fearful pains over my whole body and I lost
control over my kidneys and bowels.”
flow about your general health ?”
“SometlHies I was so weak that I had to
keep my bed for a couple of weeks at a time,
and my weight fell off twenty pounds. In
the midst of mv other troubles I had the
grip, and after'that things looked pretty
bad for me until I ran across a young man
who had been cured by Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills and who advised me to try them.”
“Did these pills help you right away?”
“1 didn’t see much improvement until I
had used six boxes. The first benefit I noticed was a better circulation and a picking
I gradually got
up in strength and weight.
I confidence in my ability to direct the movel ments of legs, and in the course of seven or
I eight months all the trouble had disappearana

1

sonville are in the cocoanut region.
Lake Wor h is really a lagoon, and
Palm Reach the reef which forms the
lagoon and in which the tide ebbs and
flows. A steamer, the “Lady Lou,”
plies on the lake and is well patronized
by northern visitors. She is built in

there were not more than
two or three families on Cape Ann, and
no help came for Mr. Thatcher and his
wife on the first day or the second.

men some

form of

!

the style of the Mississippi river steambut lias a glass bottom which enables the tourists as they sail to look
down upon the beds of coral, fish,
and other submarine features. Palm
Reach is about a mile wide and on it
are situated two hotels, the Poinciana,
above mentioned, and The Rreakers.
Roth are well filled in the tourist seaers.

< )n the western shore of Lake Worth
art- pineapple plantations which each
year increase in number and in proThe pineapple grows much
duction.
like a cabbage, but the fruit is surrounded by a bayonet-like growth. The
plants are easily grown. Last Sunday
l visited the beautiful winter home of
Mr. Fred S. Dewey, who has a tine
pineapple plantation, and in a future
letter I will deal with the pineapple
and its growth,
I have had the pleasure of meeting a
very popular attorney here who claims
Maine as his native home, and that is
lion. Hutson H. Saunders of Ellsworth,

appear
peculiar
the feet. Hy prompt use the terrible pains
of later stages of the disease may be escaped altogether. The same pills cure also
sciatica, neuralgia, insomnia, and all forms
of nervous weakness.
VITAL STATISTICS

OF SEARSPORT.

Following is a list of the births and deaths
in the town of Searsport for the year 1904:

some

CASTOR
IA
For
Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears

the

Signature of

BIRTHS.

Jan.

1, to Capt. and Mrs. Israel Closson. a

daughter.

1, to Air. and Mrs. Reed Lowell, a son.
18, to Air. and Mrs. Charles E. Robertson, a son.
24, to Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Nickerson,
a

daughter.

28, to Mr. and Mrs. Edwin E. Clements,

lie is engaged in the practice of law
here and meeting with good success.
He has been here a number of years
and says that he does not expect to
ever make Maine his permanent home

a

sun.

Mar. 12, to Mr. and Mrs. Eluathie Robbins,
a

son.

ABOUT WINTERPORT
Ami its

Open Polar Sea.

Col. Fred Atwood of Winterport is in
Portland so often nowadays that lie
will be regarded as a resident before
long. His duties as trustee of the State
School for Boys bring him this
way
frequently. Stil|l, he sticks closely to
his own town in his heart, and is never
tired of exploiting its beauties and advantages. He has sent me this paragraph from a Bangor paper which
denies that Winterport is frozen in by
the ice in the Penobscot river:
“The reports of the closing of Winterport by ice, which have been circulated throughout the State, are untrue
according to Col. Fred Atwood of that
town.
Col. Atwood stated that the
harbor there was open and free of ice
and that the ferry between
Winterport
and East Bucksport was
running regularly. Further Co). Atwood said the
river below
Winterport had never been
known to freeze, in 1875 when
every
other point on the Penobscot and a
good manydown the bay, were ice bound,
the river at
Winterport was open opposite the town and Col. Atwood has a
photograph taken at the time to prove it.
There is, it is true, a little ice down
around the bend, and the steamer Penobscot on her last trip turned back
when she readied there, as the
captain
was afraid of
needlessly injuring the
copper on her bottom.”

H, to Mr. and Mrs. Chester Trundy, a
daughter.
Apr. 14, to Air. and Mrs. George W. Porter,
a daughter.
16, to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rose, a son.
again.
to Mr. and Mrs. Edward II. RobThirty miles west of the city is Lake May 13, erts, a son.
Ocheecliohee, with settlements of Sem28, to Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Staples, a
son.
ir.oles. These Indians often come into
June 10, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Irving, a
the city and do trading and sell veni
daughter.
son which they secure in the woods.
12, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Massure, a
son.
Some years ago the Government is said
July 22, to Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Nickerson,
a daughter.
to have issued orders to have all the Into Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Webster, a
dians removed from the Everglades Aug. 9,
daughter.
and placed on the reservations in the
23, to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis P. Rich, a
daughter.
west, but many of the Indians escaped
31, to Mr. and Mrs. Iliram M. Hailey,
into the Everglades where they have
a daughter.
since made their home and only come Sept. 9, to Mr. and Mrs. Silas I,. Ridley, a
son.
out as occasion requires.
They are
26, to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph W. Brock,
a son.
very reserved in regard to their num11, to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest B Gray, a
ber, but they are said to be decreasing.
daughter.
The C'dieials sent out by the Govern- Get. 19, to Air. and Mrs. Clifford W. Jacksun, a son.
ment to move the tribe reported, and it
19, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Moody,
is now understood, oflicially, that there
a daughter.
Dee. 9, to Mr. and Mrs. James W. Coffin, a
are no Indians in the State. They dress
daughter.
\\ interport is one of the
very much in the old style, with feathprettiest vilDEATHS.
*
lages in the State. It lies along the
ers. beads and moccasins and blankets. Jan.
16, Mrs. Joel Howe, 89 years.
which at that point reminds one
When they visit the city they usually
29, Mrs. Jessie Innes, 60 years, 10 mos. river,
strongly of the best part of the Hudson.
Feb. 6, George W. Massure, 77 years.
spend a day or two and trade with merThere
is the usual straggling Main
16, Dennis Griffin, SI years, 5 months, I
chants, and they bring in large quanti10 days.
street, lined with comfortable houses
ties of venison. 1 believe they are not
23, Oscar E. Burgin, 8 months, 7 days. ! and two story brick stores, botli of
expected to kill deer in ttiis vicinity, Mar. 3, Ralph I). Burgin, 4 years, 8 months, ! them relics of the days when every
22 days.
but as the Government does recognize
Maine port was the home of a hundred
7, Charles II. Ford, 33 years, 8 mos., 5 I
that there are Indians in Florida, who
ships. Many sea captains live there
days.
j
-is to be punished?
1 L’l-.i Tiinno Q tn.xnM.0 1Q
! and are buried in the beautiful ceme0 Kit in J. Dickey.
tery on the grassy hill back of the town.
27, Tyler Crockett, 72 years.
It is one of those towns which could he
April li, Roscoe Chase, 27 years.
Lars
IT’S UP TO THE PEOPLE.
30,
Carlson, 73 \ ears, ll months. lurtue a weattny, active city by the use
May 29, Daniel Goodell, 85 years, 4 months. of a little push and
for it
9, Eliza W. George, 80 years, 7 months. has, as Col. Atwood enterprise,
As usual, when ibe Legislature is in
says, an open port
10, Harriet H. MeGilvery, 88 years.
all the year, andean be reached
session, we line! the friends of temby deep
15, Catherine Ward, 43 years.
perance wishing to find some method
28, Thomas s. Dorr, 89 years,9 months, water vessels with ease from the sea,
to secure the rigid enforcement of the
40
miles
9 days.
below'.
only
Years ago it was
a part of
,iquor laws, but what is the result of June 1, Eugene Monroe, 8 years.
Frankfort, which was the
all their labor? Maine has law enough,
30, Theopilus Merrill, 88 years, 8 mos., original town—divided after a hot light.
18 days.
so far as stopping the sale of liquor is
In old Frankfort, pretty well
gone to
Sarah L. Sawyer, 58 years, 2 mos.
concerned, and those laws if enforced July 20, Elena
seed, are the famous Mount Waldo
90
23,
8
mos.
Woodman,
years.
what
these
would accomplish just
peo29, Capt. John W. MeGilvery, 74 years, granite works, from which John Pierce
has taken enough pure white stone to
ple are striving for day after day, year
9 months.
after year, and decade after decade. Sept. 24, Osman E.
make him something like a millionaire.
Curtis, 75 years.
The laws will not be enforced, however,
—Portland Press.
29, Jonathan Irving, (50 years.
in the different parts of the State until j Oct.
4, Alice E. Webster, 1 month, 27 days.
the people demand it, and even then
10, Julia Blanchard,83years,0months,
THE PORCUPINE BOUNTY.
10 days.
they will not be unless the people show
Caroline
83
24,
Tlie State Called Upon to Pay
Larrabee,
years.
$36,873.
by their ballots that present officials
A. Mosman, 85 years, 9 mos.
must do their duty or others will take! Nov. 29, Mary
It is found upon investigation that
Horace Colson, 70 years, 11 months,
13,
the porcupine law will cost the State
their places. This is the whole story in j
5 days.
t nut-shell and there’s not a voter in
$3(1,873, which is exactly $35,873 more
than the appropriation for bounties at
Maine but what knows it to be true.
A Prosperous Yf‘ar.
■
vol25 cents per head made
What is the use of loading down
by the last legThe
Portland
Board
of
Trade
imes of
resolves
with
Journal
statutes and
islature. The past year was not quite
|
laws which will not be enforced? Bet- recently put a query to many merchants so expensive as 1903,as 07,740 porcupines
ter to strike them off than to nullify and manufacturers in Maine as to their were killed as against 79,752 in 1903.
them and teach our children to disrebusiness in 1904 compared with that of Washington is the banner county, with
a
record of over 30,000 porcupines
spect the laws of the State. There is
preceding
years; and what, in their opinion,
no use saying the law cannot be enslaughtered in the past twelve months,
were the causes that led up to existing conand Penobscot and Hancock divide
forced, that we need some new way to
enforce it, that’s all bosh; it can be en- ditions. The replies were mainly of a very honors for the second place. The
figforced and will be enforced when the encouraging nature, and among them was ures for Waldo County are as follows:
people demand it, but not until then, no, the following from the Swan & Sibley Co.,
1904
1903
never.—Bath Independent.
Belfast. 5 00
3.00
grain and feed, Belfast:
.75
Our business for the past year will com- Belmont. 5.50
Brooks.
Rockland Waking Up.
7.35
1.75
pare very favorably with previous years. Burnham. 64.50
23.00
Not only has the volume of business been
Frankfort. 31.00
Rockland, Jan. 24. In response to larger, but collections have been better.
This section has been favored with good Freedom. 8,75
Governor Cobb’s plea for enforcement
Jackson.
2 75
that
have
commanded
excellent
prices,
of the prohibitory law and as the climax crops
1.50
and our factories have had good runs of Knox. 2.75
of an agitation which began several work.
Lincolnville. 22.00
13.25
weeks ago the clergymen of the Govern9.25
We can see no reason why 1905 should Monroe. 7.00
Montville. 6.50
or’s home city have presented to Mayor not be a repetition of 1904.
12.50
Morrill. 6.50
James £. Rhodes a petition asking for
1.00
Nortbport.
the
law against the
the enforcement of
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
21.75
sale of intoxicating liquors and gamb- Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been Palermo. 35.25
70.25
used
for over sixty years by millions of Prospect.
was
This
ling.
signed by every mothers
petition
16.25
Searsport.
9.50
for their children while teething,
clergyman in the city and will be with perfect
Searsmoot. 9 50
2.25
success. It soothes the child,
to
the
at
Stockton
city government
12.25
presented
Springs. 4.75
softens the
allays all pain, cures wind Swanville.
the next meeting. In a series of re- colic, and is gums,
1.25
the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
1.00
form sermons the declaration has been Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists Thorndike. 1.00
made that the conditions in Rockland in every part of the world. Twenty-five Troy. 5.50
7.60
Unity.
8.75
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable.
are the worst of any city in the State,
10.50
but the authorities claim that there are Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Sooth- Winterport.
far less places where liquor is sold than ing Syrup, and and take no other.
A CARD.
there were five years ago.
The Snnshine of Spring.
We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to

j
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If you want a farm mm.
them all prie s. s„,,
hundreds of acres, i
gains and easy term
schools and-churchr.

I Bears the

ness and Rest.Contains neither
nor Mineral.

Farms Just
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Opium.Morphine
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Knquire of IT.

dlx.Smnet
liccktiir SeUt
Anise Seed *
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A perfect Remedy forCcnstipa
non, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

Worms Convulsions .Feverish1 ness and Loss OF SLEEP.

'll

5
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OAUAZINES,
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BOUND.

ICASTORIA

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER,
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For Over
Thirty Years

1
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Jlirm-Seed'
Ctatfod Sugar
mntmyrmn. flavor.
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Real Estati
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KuvKofouirssMuaptTam
P<myJun Seal

art

Here is one of «o anell, in good repair
tons of hay, elay loan
the best of water, :v, m
at a bargain.

Not Narcotic.

suffrage.

BUMS, EIC., HEIM
BOUND.

THE OENTAUR OOMMNV. NEW YORK CITY.

PASSE-I’.

1VK,

DAGUERREOTYPEc
Work
end

beyond my skill v.,,
best binderies in v
me a postal and
Miller street. Side

John s. n

ANODYNE

]I

LINIMENT

I

JOHNSON’S
^
3>
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^

^

inlt'a^t

^B
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When the limbs and joints are lame and stiff from wrenching and exposure, bandage and keep moist with

Its powerful anodyne qualities qtrckly relieve sprains,
lumbago, wry neck and lameness anywhere. A bottle of
.Johnson’8 Liniment in the medicine closet will save many a
pain. Price 25c; three times as much 50c. A t all druggists.
I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.

On and after

Out. 10,
Burnham and Watery
for and from Bangor, V\

at

Hi
H

Boston, will

^B

run as

iollowv

FROM

BEL.

Belfast, deparr
City Point.
Waldo.
Brooks

5S23X§

to vote.

School suffrage in various degrees is

PFNNYRdYAI
I S~
till* I HU I *lL Pll
I LLO

I

Arizona, Colorado,
Connecticut, Delaware, Idaho, Indiana,
Kansas,
Massachusetts,
Kentucky,
Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, New
New York,
New
Jersey,
Hampshire,
North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota,
Texas, Vermont and Wisconsin.
to women in

Kuux ..
Thorndike.
Unity.
Burnham, arrive.,..
Clinton.

ssn’s

omissions, increase vig-

■

Benton

and banish
pains
ox menstruation.” They are “LIFE SAVERS” to girls at
No
womanhood, aiding development of organs and body.
known remedy for women equals them. Cannot do harm—life
becomes a pleasure. $1.00 PER BOX BY MAIL. Sold

....

Bangor

or

Waterville...
Portland.
H°8t°n, w.

j

by druggists. DR. MOTT’S CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

TO BELKA*

SOLD BY R. H. MOODY.
Bo,t°n,

HOW THEY LOST THEIR HOME.

FRED ATWOOD,

Through the gambling instinct.
They let their insurance run out.
They bought things they did not need
because they were cheap.
They did not use good judgment or
right proportion in their expenditures.
They subscribed for everything they
could pay for on the instalment plan.
They did not realize how easy it is to
get into debt and how hard it is to get

wljS?RT

Insurance and Real

Portland..

Estate,

Waterville..

Bangor

REPRESENTING OVEk FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASbETS.

Benton.
Clinton.
Burnham, depart.

Fire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
Insurance and

Unity..

Inspection.

Thorndike.
Knox.
Brooks

Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Real estate bought and sold.

Waldo.
City Point.
Belfast, arrive

out.

_

They tried

to do what others expected of them rather than what they could

tFlag station
Limited tickets f..r

afford.

west, via all routes, f,.i
Agent, Bel last.
Vice President
F. K. Boothby. (Jen’l Pas>

it.”

They drew their money out of the
savings bank to put it into some “wild-

cat” scheme and lost it.
They did not do business in a busi-

way because they
with relatives or friends.
ness

were

dealing

Worms

They signed important papers withreading them or knowing their contents, just because they were asked to

out

m

M
0

do so.
The extravagance of children who
had not been trained to economize or to
take care of their pennies swamped the

■

M
■
nm

home.
The mania to make an appearance beyond their means caused them to mortgage their property and ended in bank-

u

■
iffl

H
11

ruptcy.

wnen tne snoe began to
did not see where

“really

retrench.”

Habit had

pinen, iney

they could

made luxuries

necessaries.

Hundreds of Children and adults
have worms but are treated for
The symptoms
other diseases.
are:—indigestion, with a variable
appetite; foul tongue; offensive
breath; hard and full belly with occasional gripmgs and pains about
the navel; eyes heavy and dull;
Itching of the nose; short, dry
cough; grinding of the teeth; starting during sleep; slow fever; and
often in children, convulsions.

1 /®\

TRUE’S

I fcsf

ELIXIR

H|

They entertained too expensively
and a great deal more than they could
afford, because they wanted people to
think they were in good circumstances.
—Philadelphia Inquirer.
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Burnham’s Lumber

Industry.
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Is the best worm remedy made. It has l#*en
In use since 1£»1, is purely vegatahle.harm- m
less and effectual. Where no woriusare pres- H
ent itactsasa Tonic,and corrects the condi- [j|[|
tion of the mucous membrane of the atom- M
aohand bowels. A positive cure for Consti- H
paiion and Bilionsness. and a valuable rem- nrl
edy in all (he common complaints of chil- yj
dren. Price 35 cts. Ask your druggist for it ■
lb. J. F. TRITE A- CO., Auburn. M«*.
i
Special treatment for Tape Worms. Free paim hlet. Jljfl

Oldest Insurance
in

Hartford,

Company

Conn.

THE

BAN'iOR

HARTFORD
Fire Insurance
Has

a

Dl

reduction in

Company

T WO

TRIP S

Capital of One and One-quarter Mil-

lion Dollars.
Has Total Assets of over Fifteen and OneIialf Million Dollars.
Has a Net Surplus of over Four Million Dollars.
Has

a

Policy-holders’ Surplus of

over

Five

Million Dollars.
Has the largest NET PREMIUM INCOME
of any Company in the World doing
Has

exclusively a Fire Insurance Business.
paid over Ninety-one Million Dollars in

Steamers leave Belfast <v.
For Boston, viaCanulen a
2.301*. m., Mondays and Tin
For Winterport, via v.
days and Saturdays at atm
rival of steamer from Host.
RETURNi
From Boston Tuesdays an
From Winterport at u m
vi
touching at way-land

Losses.

FIRK INSURANCK
Policies written’at current rates on'desirable risks
FRED ATWOOD. Agent.

Winterport, January 20,1905.—3\v4

riiursdays.

All cargo, except live
and marine risk.

sto-

ne

FRED W.

POTE. Agent. B.
CALVIN At

Vice

President and

"

<.

WANTED!
now and sept t. 1905, we
Hundred Teachers, for schools in
Maine,
Hampshire and Vermont. Graded,
ungraded, primary, grammar and high school
work. We have placed, and been instrumental
in placing, hundreds oi teachers. Send a stamp
and learn what we have none for others, and
what we can do for you. Correspondence solicited with school boards and superintendents.
want One
Between

steady work at the scene of operations.
The output is shipped from the Winnecook station, which is about three-

^ Farm

New

fourths of a mile from the mill on the
Belfast branch of the Maine Central

Railroad.
In Winter.

and

answered our
last. year.
In Maine alone we sol'
If you want to sell, wri
EASTERN MAINE TEACHERS’ AGENCY,
farm description Man!J. W. HAMLIN, Manager,
We require no p i\
90 Main St., Bangor, Me.^ |
5w4
We use our own money t->
ertv. We sell stores, miils,
more

advertising

j

The valley stream is frozen,
The hills are cold and bare,
And the wild white bees of winter
Swarm in the darkened air.

HOOD RUBBERS

1 look on the naked forest;
Was it ever green in June?
Did it burn with gold and crimson
In the dim autumnal moon ?

MARK

NOT MADE BY A TRUST

I look on the desolate garden ;
Is it true the rose was there;
And the woodbines musky blossoms.
And the hyacinth’s purple hair?—

/f you CFAtA/or cer ruFss/ruB-

0f/rS FAOHtVU/fOE4i£/f-M»/r£US

SEVEN

I

PREMIUMS

Dining Chairs and I hivcm
} GIVEN
Large Arm Rocker
with $10 assortment of our Soaps,
Extracts. Spices,
Tea, Coffee,
Cocoa, Toilet Goods and Standard groceries. Catalogue of
200OTHER PREMIUMS.
HOME SUPPLY CO.,
Dept. 4, Augusta, Me.
Six

Is the stem of bliss but withered.
And the root survives the blast ?
Are the seeds of the future sleeping
Under the leaves of the past?
—Ralph Waldo Emerson.
Catarrh and

17QI
1'“'

■

William F. Pray, superintendent of
the branch mill of the Bryant Lumber
Company, which is located at Burnham, states that, during the past year,
this branch has titted i)00,000 feet of
long lumber for market. At the present time 12 men are given employment
and the number w ill be increased to 25
by February 1st, Ten horses also find

I look in my heart and marvel
If love were ever its own—
If the spring of promise brightened
And the summer of passion shone.

l:

$5.00 from Belfast and
Through tickets to til

$

They could not say “No,” and could
not tell their friends, “1 cannot afford

Steady Work==Big Pay

E.fl.STRGUT W
i 50 Nassau

St., N.V.

Trem

M. S. STILES, Agent t‘•THE ECONOMIC WONDER,” Condensed
Egg Powder. Every can of this powder is equal
to 36 fresh eggs and will do the work of 36 eggs,
being essentially fresh egg in dessicated or powdered form
It is true economy in the making of
all cakes, doughnuts, puddings, creams, ices and
all pastry work. A 36 egg can for 25 cts. Guaranteed absolutely pure and wholesome. Sold only
by agents. An agent wanted in every town in
Eastern Maine. Sample can mailed for 25 cents.
Write at once for territory.
4w2*
W. E. LEWIS,
n Brighton market and g- t
General Agent for Eastern Maine.
< :ash twenty-four hours from
: tock on small commission and u»Cherry field. Maine.
Write for shippm
---i eturna.
1 narket letter free.
%A£ A ilTPI\_Men or women, local
FRANK ;Lt R*
Ww M IE S Em
representatives for
high class magazine. Large Commissions. Cash
American House, B<
Write J. N. TRAINER. 80 East Washor Burnham, Maim
ington Square, New York, N. Y.
8tf

SELL YOUR

LIVE STOCK
.»

«.
1

prizes.

Hay Fever.

Liquid Cream Balm is becoming quite as
refund the money on a 50-cent bottle of popular in many localities as Ely’s Cream
without
a
that
cures
scar
The
Salve
is
Balm
solid. It is prepared for use in atom(ireene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails
Oa.MTORXA.,
The Kind You Hava Always Bound DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve. Cuts, Burns, to cure yonr cough or cold. We also guar- izers, and is highly prized by those who
Bom the
and
Piles
Bruises
before
disappear
Boils,
antee a 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory have been accustomed to call their physithe use of this salve as snow before the sun- or money refunded.
cians for such a treatment. Many physishine of spring. Miss H. M. Middleton, A. A. Howes & Co.
W. 0. Poor & Son. cians are using and prescribing it. All the
“I
was
afflicted
medicinal properties of the celebrated
seriously
Thebes, III., says:
Cream Balm are contained in the Liquid
Coughs and colds, down to the very bor- with a fever sore that was very painful.
derland of consumption, yield to the sooth- DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve cured me in
form, which is 75 cts. including a spraying
Get
the
a
week.”
All druggists, or by mail.
genuine. Sold
tube.
Ely
ing healing influences of Ur. Wood’s Nor- less than
famous
R.
H.
The
little
Moody.
by
Pine
pOte.
Brothers, 56 Warren St., >ew lork.
way
Syrup.

"HSUS’* Early Risers

1

me

Farms at all Prices.

Signature

I Promotes Digestion,Cheerful-

decided. They Vote also in many places
in tliis State on local improvements,
such as gas and electric street lighting,
paving, sewerage and municipal bonds.
In all the countries of Russian Asia
they can do so wherever a Russian settles'. The Russians are colonizing the
whole of their vast Asian possessions
and carrying with them everywhere the
“mir” or self-governing village, wherein women who are heads of households

seem

I

over

elective officers except in the election
of members of the Eegislative Parliament.
In New York they can and do vote at
school elections. The question of the
constitutionality of the law is still un-

granted

fa

similating the Food andRegulaling the Stomachs and Bowels of

peal.

permitted

If you want a house i,r
tome. I have them
,
pan of tlie city amt at
and some can he Imii
pay rent all jour in,
home oil the installu,
years own your owi

Always Bought

jl

B

Houses for Sale and to
Rem

The Kind You Have
^Vegetable Preparationfor As-

K'\

Estate

BELFAST, Maink

For Infants and Children.

In Ireland the women vote for the
harbor boards and poor law guardians
and in Belfast for municipal officers.
In Kansas they have equal suffrage
with men at all municipal elections.
About 50,000 women voted in 1890.
In Utah women voted until disfranchised by the Edmunds law, when they
promptly organized to demand its re-

are

Real

CASTORIA

.

provisions were
washed on shore from the vessel, and
the
I orf
tne weather cleared, so they could make Bombay Presidency (Hindostan)
women exercise the. right of suffrage in \
! “Do vou regard yourself as entirely well tlinnvcnloin' nnmfnrtn liln iliipitirr f bo all
municipalites.
now’''
enforced stay. They were finally taken
ill I'ennsyivama a law was passeu in
“I do the work of a well man at any rate. off
by a fishing vessel and carried to | 1889 under which women vote on local
I can close my eyes and stand all right and
Marblehead.
Some years later Mr.
move about the same as other men.
My
improvements by signing or refusing to
bowels and kidneys are under perfect con- Thatcher went from Marblehead to Yar- sign
petitions therefor.
trol. The pains are all gone except an oc- mouth, where he iived to a good old age.
Iceland, in the North Atlantic, the
casional twitch in the calves of my legs. I Other children were horn to him and
Isle of Man, between England and Irehave scarcely any other reminders of my Iris wife,
by whom the name is perpetand Pitcairn Island, in the South
old affliction.”
uated in various places to this day. It land, have full woman
Mr. James 11. Watkins resides at No. 72
suffrage.
Seas,
was more than a century later that tire
In the Dominion of Canada women
Westerlo street, Albany, N. Y. Dr. Wiltwin
were
were
built.
lighthouses
They
liams’ l’ink Pills can be obtained at any
have municipal suffrage in every prodrug store. They should be used as soon first lighted on December 21, 1771.— vince, and also in the Northwest terriBoston Transcript.
as the first signs of approaching locomotor
tories.
In Ontario they vote for all
ataxia
in a
numbness of
Fortunately,

HOLn^l

F. S.

a^dintoeDay,,2^r

I
To Cure
I Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. JB
I

Seven NQBon boxes soM in past 12 months.

This

sign^tiir*1,

onevery
box. 25c.

FARM.

(BRAZILIAN

Wealth in Agriculture.
It

Rural Districts. Queei
Iltf in the
Kjt and Queerer Ways of Eat,

w

them-

re-

past few
years, but it is none the less gratifying
*®. 1*™ anew that the pursuit which
still the basic industry of the
United
States has been singularly blessed alike
as regards yields and
profits during the
past twelvemonth. It may besaid that
the subject has really in a sense
lent itself to some species of
woid-painting
and Secretary Wilson has, as usual
risen to the occasion. For
instance, the
fact that the corn crop will
yield this
year a value greater than ever before is
; one which will not surprise, but when
re-enforced by the statement that the
| farm value of this crop this year would
more than suffice to
i
pay the entire
national debt, in addition to one year’s
interest thereon, and a large share of
the government’s annual expenses, it
displays the value of America’s leading
cereal production in a way not
easy to
\
i misunderstand. Again, the statements
that the liens of the
country in one
month laid eggs enough to pay a year’s
interest on the debt, or that the farms

I.ata, Brazil, Dec.

\

if

nit* is the contrast be-

u

and country living in

ne

foreigner having

hardly needed the evidence furnishWashington County

ld^fe»ChetV?ry
W,lson 1,1ofhisannual
of the Department
port
Agriculture
to prove the abundant
prosperity of ?he
American farmer duing the

I'.iLidence of The Journal.]

pene-

agues into the interior
n-ve himself among the
tuple. AVhile many fars) of the better class
s; WHATOAME OF A LETTER.
if education and refine- Jfy Dear A unt Kate :
I
I must tell you the good news.
Right
with the best society in
after receiving your letter, the
day before
New Year’s I started in with new resoluher countries, maintainl
tionB on the first of the year. I wrote to
tnes on their rural esDr R. V. Pierce, at Buffalo, N. Y., as you
more numerous classi j requested me to do.
I gave him all my
which were that I was tired—
•ymptoms,
better than the pigsj
so tired—all the time and did not care
to
while the former have! go anywhere, depressed and
sad, and all
ambition
backache
and
a
gone,
dragged-out
prejudices bequeathed[
j feeling, could not sleep, limbs feeling sore
niguese ancestors, par- ! and aching. I followed the doctor’s advice,
irds the treatment of ; which he went to considerable pains to
make plain to me—to rest every day—a nap
ves
and daughters of after iunch—complete relaxation—cultivate
t.
not much better olf repose of mind, try not to worry, get as
of this country in two years
produce
much outdoor air as possible, and
prac- I more wealth than all
l urks.
But all Bra- | tice long, deep
the gold mines
breathing, expanding the ! of the world
since the discovery of
lungs. Then for a uterine tonic, Dr. Pierce’s ;
wl, are alike in showFavorite Prescription, coupled with a wash i America, are examples of descriptive
ispitality to the strang- he told me of. I must say that after follow- ( power of no mean order.
-ates, and the traveler mg his advice for four months I feel per- I Even the driest statistics the Secretary
fsctly cured and like a new woman,
furnished are replete with interest to
ially “with open arms” j
I
affectionally,
Jewel.
j LettersYours
like the above are not unusual. ! those who study the nation’s well-being.
er> best the house afWe learn therefrom that the value of
Mrs.
of 832 Grant Ave.,
Schenectady, I the
he can be induced to ; N. V Kooman,
«I continued with the medicine
products of the farm in 1904 will
j until I says:
had takeu five bottles, also two vials of
aggregate *4,900,000,000, this estimate
the Pleasant Pellets,’ and I was cured. I al*
being reached after deducting the value
i a number of coffee, ; ways recommend I)r. Pierce’s medicines to my
friends when they are not well.”
of crops fed to animals on a farm. This
fazendas (farms) in
*
total is shown to be a gain of 9.6
My daughter is in quite good health, thanks
|
per
the country and the to Dr. Pierce's medicines. My wishes are that
cent, over 1903 and of 31.2 percent, over
all who are afflicted will
them and see what
try
j
the census year l»99. Here
of our experiences
again the
I good can be done for the sick.” writes Mrs
Elizabeth McConell. of Rochester, Ind.
Secretary comes to our aid with a few
iws planters in remote
Send
I
one-cent stamps to Dr. R. V.
comparisons which are illuminative.
Brazil may be fairly j Pierce, 31
He says that this year’s
Buffalo, N. Y., for his Common
agricultural
Sense Medical Adviser, 1008 pages.
hi account of our last
product is more than six times the
amount of capital stock of all national
live sugar estate, situit lacks only three-fourths of a
banks; /Inlla.,.
's journey from Bom | morning, but also it seemed to curious- l.illino
..f

-I

j

™

_1

iniuc ui wic man
Batalha in remem-; ly inspect our belongings, even trying ufacturesof
1900, less the cost of materi011
oat
shoes
and
and old abbey in Torit is three times the gross
j the toilet articles. experimenting with als used;from
in mifl of flip fpvv so.
operations of the counCountry coffee, by earnings
to be found in these the way, is excellent, though made in a try's railways, and four times the value
of all minerals produced in this
country.
Some unbrowned
mg bumped across the | peculiar manner.
Next to corn, cotton is this year the
innumerable man-traps berries and sugar are stirred togettier most valuable crop, with au estimated
madillo boles and ant- and then roasted in a covered pan, so total of $600,000,000, while hay and
ed diamond-washings, that when the sugar melts and cools, it wheat, which comes next, combined,
will about equal the value of corn.
mg a road bordered by is candied over the coffee grains. A The exact statistics of the
production
meed by hedges, over- spoonful of this is pounded in a mortar, and value of each crop are not given,
it
hut
is
into
a
to
of
know
coarse
that while
linen and boilcomforting
u creepers interspersed put
bag
the
production is the smallest
bread-fruit trees,
ing water poured over it, cups being sincewheat the
value is the great1900,
money
g
to its
pretentious held beneath to catch the drippings— est since 1881. 'Potatoes and barley
1 some erroneous ideas and the beverage is ready. Coffee pots reached their highest production in 1904;
We
found a typical are not used, but eacii cup is thus save in 1902, the oat crop was never so
large by 60,000,000, bushels. The present
Boiled milk is genhouse and chapel, as made separately.
crop of rice promises a yield of 900,000,added
in
the
but
erally
in
never
000
construction
morning,
'iguese
pounds, 300,000,000 pounds more
The usual break- than ever before.
Horses and mules
as if they stood in at any other time.
reach
their highest value this vear,
ley of Portugal; a very fast hour in the rural districts is ten with au
aggregate value exceeding
msion, two stories high, o’clock, and the menu does not vary $1,354,000,000. On the other hand, catistered brick and over- much year in and year out, There is tle, sheep and hogs all show a slight deed tiles thickly coated always angu—a sort of thin porridge; cline.
1
Naturally the farmer has profited in
; arastie plants.
It is black beans stewed in lard, dried meat other lines than in tiie mere annual
sales
cooked
with
and
or
man-1
al! sides by a clumsy
garlic,
farina,
of his product, Secretary Wilson estior
more
properly dioca meal, eaten raw or stirred into mates the increase in farm capital in
-( t ies
of deep, arched the angu; and perhaps, by way of extra four years at $2,000,000, this, it is explained, not recognizing the enhanceu
the walls, Moored dishes for “company” there may be a ment in the
value of the land during
lamb's
a
fowl
in
smothered
or
head,
rice,
the past two years. In addition the
topped by a lean-to
a
chunk of bacon boiled with cabbage. Secretary throws additional light on the
m.- tiny unglazed winWhile the host and guests sit at the prosperity of the farmer by showing
-e
up under the eaves,
that in the distinctively agricultural
if-t were as averse to table, the wife remains outside looking States of Iowa, Kansas and
Mississippi
must have been when on, or eats at a separate table with the the deposit in all kind of banks increased
in the eight years from June 30, 1896,
smaller
and
later
the
children;
house1
inly the upper rooms
to October
by respectively 164,
t
it is by humans, the servants take their turn.
Immediately 219 and 301 31, 1904,
per cent. During the same
after
breakfast
the
serious
occupations
mg partly used for
period the deposits in all banks of the
of the day begin—at least so far as the United States as a whole
increased
91
age. but most of it—
-''*
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Setting

THE MAINEBEUEBERRY.

by

Where it

is

the Heathen Free.

The Jap is in Formosa, the Briton’s it

Flour-

ishes.

Bombay,

Your Uncle’s in Manila, and
they aU art
there to stay.
Twas not for gain or selfish ease
they sailed
across the sea—
Their business is to set the
poor benighted

F. H. Black & Co.

The following facts in regard to the
iculture of Maine are taken
from a paper prepared by Prof. W. M.
heathen free,
To set the heathen free,
Munson of the University of Maine:
To set the heathen free,
The land devoted to the blueberry inlo make them wise and
virtuous—the same
dustry in Maine lies mostly in Washas you and I.
ington county, where there are about (Our guided
lightnings
leap the deep, out We 'can
you seme good At Bargain Prices. Come in
150,000 acres known as the “blueberry
pinions dare the sky—
in
lies
the 0 brothers take our offered gifts before the trades in Blankets and we will and see
barrens.” This land
chiefiy
them. That is 1 he
day you die!)
townships of Cherryfield, Columbia,
if
will
but
us
the op- way you can tell a
Dublois, Beddiugton, Harrington, The tender hearts among us
give
you
trade
deplore the
Jonesboro, and Numbers 18 and 19. Regrief and pain:
is to see the goods.
cently a canning factory has been es- 1 see Truth’s mighty temple arise on Error
tablished at Vanceboro for the utilizaslain;
tion of the fruit in the northern part of i see Love’s bonds draw closer the lands
Don’t let this chance
the county.
along the sea
past you to get a $1.50 FLANNELETTE
About 40,000 acres of the barrens be- What while we strive to set the grim and
for
or a $1.25 FLANNELETTE WRAPPER for $1.00.
stubborn heathen free,
WRAPPER
$1.25,
long to Mr. William Freeman of CherTo set the heathen free,
ryfield, who may properly be regarded
To set the heathen free,
We have
NINE OUTING COWNS w hich we are
to let
as the pioneer in the blueberry indusFrom ignorance and prejudice—the same as
of
and
bitter
try
America. After long
you and I.
have
at
wholesale.
you
litigation he proved beyond question (One earth beneath us, overhead a single
his right to charge royalty for all fruit
arching sky,
And we shall speak a single
tongue before
gathered on his lands and established a
the day we die!)
systematic method of treatment which
is applicable, under most conditions, The child, reluctant, goes to school: the
childish peoples must;
everywhere. The method is somewhat
And what they cannot
as follows:
GOING FOR NOTHING.
understand, that GOING A r
shall they take on trust.
The land is divided into several
kick against the pricks today, but
ROCK
They
25c. BELTS Going at 19c.
to
some
tracts, each of which is leased
shortly we shall see
responsible party who assumes the Their children bless the hour we came to
BOTTOM
This
lot
includes many reguwhole care of burning, keeping off tresset the heathen free,
To set the heathen free,
passers, harvesting and marketing the
PRICES.
lar
Belts.
50c
To set the heathen free.
fruit. The owner receives, as rental,
one-half cent, per quart for all the fruit From all their evil practices—the same as

blueberry

...BLANKETS...

_

SHIRT WAISTS

give

only

good

portunity.

slip

just

willing

WRIST BAGS

gathered.
The pickers receive

you and I.

(From slander, envy, greed and lust—the

from one and a

same as you and 1.
God grant we save their heathen souls before the day we die!)
—Frank il utnsmin Rational Magazine.

half to three cents per quart; those
who lease the land and haul the fruit
to the canning factory, or to the station
for shipment, one-half to one cent per

quart,—the rate being determined, in
accordance with the market values, by
the firm which handles tiie product.
The fruit is all canned or shipped by
one firm, whicn keeps a record of the
amount as it is brought in and pays
the royally to the owner.
Every year a certain section of each
“lease” is burned over. This burning
must be done very early in the spring,
before the soil becomes dry; otherwise

For

uuaucs

itlt;

huivu.

u)

uu

•®“If you are looking for fair and square
get to call at our store.

HIGH

STREET,

BELFAST,

largest portion of the fruit is taken to
the factories for canning.
Early in
tlie season, however, before the factories are opened, a considerable amount
is shipped to the larger cities for use
while fresh. This fruit is usually
shipped in quart boxes. The blueberries have an advantage over other
small fruits in that, with the exception
of currants and gooseberries, they will
stand rough handling better, and will
keep longer than the others.
All the early fruit is picked by hand,
and only the ripe berries are gathered.
Later in the season, particularly on
“old burns,” i. e. on areas which will
have to be burned over the next year,
the fruit is gathered with a “blueberry
rake.”
This is au implement somewhat similar to the cranberry rake in
use on Cape Cod, and may be likened
to a dust pan, the bottom of which is
composed of stiff parallel wire rods.
The fruit may be gathered much more
quickly and more cheaply by means of
the rake.
The bushes are, however,

Eye=Sight
Specialist.

Cherry

Prescription

work s

Pectoral

specialty.

Eyes

Always keep a bottle of it in
the house. We have been
saying this for 60 years, and
so have the doctors.

Office

over

examined free.

Poor & Son's

Johimon

drug -store,
Block, 97 Hitch -tree!.

Telephone connection.
Location permanent.

“I have used Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral In my
family for 40 years. It is the best medicine
in the worid, I kuow, for all throat and
lung
I
troubles.”
Mrs. J. K. Korcross, Waltham, Mass.
25c.. 50c., fll.00.
j. c. AYER CO.,

BELFAST

foi*

The Lungs
Daily

Ga$& Electric Light Co.

action of the bowels is necesnature with Ayer’s Pills.

sary^ Aid

! Electric Wiring

Sour
Stomach

seriously injured by tlie treatment. As
the berries are gathered they are passed
through a fanning mill before being
sent to tlie canning factory; and again,
at the factory, they are submitted to a
This is
much stronger winnowing.
usually the only preparation necessary.
The canuing of blueberries on a commercial scale was begun in Maine as
early as 1800 when A. L. Stewart of
Cherryfield packed some of tlie fruit
procured from the neighboring wild
lands for the Portland Packing Company. J. W. Jones, a pioneer in tlie
corn packing industry, was engaged in

No appetite, loss of
nervousness,

bad breath, general debility,

sour risand catarrh of the stomach are
all due to Indigestion. Kodol cures
Indigestion. This new discovery represents the natural juices of digestion

ings,

We carry
fu line of perfumra
toilet articles made by the most
famous perfumers in the world.

1

in and see the handsome
packages aad try the perfumes.

|

and

|

Come

Refined,

they exist in a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known tonie
and reconstructive properties. Kodol
as

ray

of All Rinds,

Electric, Gas Fixtures jj Supplies.

strength,

headache, constipation,

delicate

odors—true

Office

Washington Street.
Telephone number, 44-2.

;

f
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»ITHEH

and deserted— family is concerned, the servants hav- per cent.
the flowers.
The value of government encourage- tlie canning of blueberries in 1870, as
been at theirs since daybreak. The !
pigs, sheep and ing
ment to agriculture through thedepart- were also William Underwood & Commaster of the mansion goes out for a
ment is pointed out in the progress pany, Jonesport, Maine.
impedes, snakes and
Dyspepsia Cure does not only cure InBefore canning tlie fruit was deemed
abominations. Tbe stroll about his own premises, or along made in rice culture in Louisiana and
and dyspepsia, but this famous
“tlie plains” were considdigestion
practicable,
We sell pure drugs.
while
in
the
production of durum, ered common
■dilated rooms of Hie tlie highway, or to a game of cards or a Texas,
cures all stomach troubles by
property and people came
remedy
or so-called macaroni wheat, the
little
dryer
cheerful
with
the
FOCR « SON.
gossip
one
hundred
miles
from
and
even
neighbors, sections of the
ed to be more than
fifty
cleansing, purifying, sweetening and
west, it is said, have been for a week’s
for bis overseers relieve him from all
outing and to gather blueneeds of tbe family;
the
mucous
greatly benefited. In addition, a good berres for their
membrane*
strengthening
own use, and to sell to
imber” to which I responsibility concerning affairs of the beginning in the fight against the boll the merchants of neighboring cities and
lining the stomach.
estate.
The
wife goes to her never- weevil has been made by educating the
itli a figuerative Mouron the plains was
Tlie
timber
NO GREATER
villages
A
in better methods of cultivaThe housework growers
which were
ni all its corners oc- ending embroidery.
tion and in tiie value of early-maturing fast being destroyed by (ires
in 1870,
MISTAKE CAN BE MADE
falls entirely upon the servants and as 1 seeds.
Tests and experiments in the i set by the blueberry pickers and,
pack-saddles, panniers
Mr. Freeman, who owned some forty
a
rule the mistress knows no more introduction of new and, to this
Than imagining it is economy to buy the cheapailerons cakes of codcountry, thousand acres of tlie wild land, decided
est Harness ami Saddlery Goods, because the
about it than the stranger guest. The strange plants and seeds, such as dates to
lekerel and goodness
charge a small royalty for the fruit
price seems low.
from the ,'Sahara, mangoes from India, !
THE SHOPPY
children
return
to
if
there
is
Most of the packschool,
on his lands.
ni was as innocent of
from Turkey, barley from ! picked
pistasche
CHAKAC1EH
amount
demanded
ers paid the small
in the neighborhood.
I say return,
i
a"w or other apertuie any
Moravia, grapes from the Caucasus, without
OF CHEAP GOODS
but tlie Underwood
question,
because
in Brazil school sessions are a and a vast amount of similar
air as of tbe ordinary
work, is Company refused and after repeated
Takes away all apparent saviug and ahvavs conat six noted. A hardy orange that will stand
duces to dissatisfaction.
at most people consider perpetual penance, beginning
to get them to recognise his
frost
has been evolved from the Japan- attempts
a. tu.
An hour’s intermission is allowed
We make a special point on the eharaeter ot
right of property, a suit of trespass was
Windowless sleeping
ese and Florida varities.
In addition, instituted
our goods— We positively ileal in goods of reliable
for breakfast, but no other recess until the
by tlie owner. Tlie trespass
material.
and A
the rule throughout
experiments
soil
workmanship
inocularegarding
j
continuing, other suits were brought
the school day is over at three or four tion with nitrogen bacteria, a
Tllfc LOWEST PIIK ES eonsistent with
plan and tlie case was finally carried to the
some of the grandest,
exeellenee
standard
of
always obtained it
high
which would seem likely to ultimately
o’clock.
Fanny B. Ward.
our place.|
court before it was decided.
ks of
Kio,— probably
revolutionize agriculture, as it is con- supreme
We earnestly invite inspection of good* and
a complete vicAT
ducted to-day, have gone forward to Tlie final decision was
Deserved Popularity.
ituguese idea that night
prices.
tory for Mr. Freeman—a judgment of
DIGESTS WHAT YOU EAT
We positively mean to do the best we ran by
what is termed success.
ame.
As in most counTo cure Constipation and Liver troubles
of
our patrons.
Very truly,
$1,700 being granted and the right
ucpAruueiu » ac- owners of
Oivaa Health to the Sick ana
partitions at Batalha by gently moving the bowels and acting as !
public lands to sell “stumpi W Main St
a tonic to the liver, take Little Early Risers. I tivity in the inspection and determin!
E STE VEXS,
C
to
fruits
the
for
or
other
Strength
Weak.
being
age”
blueberry
about half way to the These Famous Little Fills are
mild, pleas- ation of food products the Secretary established once and for all. Mr. Free-!
rooms without windows ant and harmless, but effective and sure.
Battle* only. $1 00 Size holding 2S time*
report ssatisfactory progress. Author- man’s action not
only benefited other
Springfield Fire and Marine Insurance Co
Their universal use for many years is a ized by Congress, the
the trial size, which se.is for 50c.
has owners of wild lands as well as
cum of light and
department
air
himself,
of
their
strong guarantee
popularity and j taken steps to standardize food products
Man*.
of
Prague* by B. C. DeWitt * Co., Chicago.
of
al supply of tbe house, usefulness. Sold by R. 11. Moody.
for purity. One result of this work is but it resulted in the perfect system
A*«RTftv llRi rMHKR 31. 1904.
detailed.
management
already
whatever may be going
the general conclusion against the inThe financial ininoi tanee of the blueIt H. MUUDV, UIOIUUIBT
Real relate. f 421.060 Ob
FEWER FIRES IN MAINE IN 1904.
discriminate use of borax as a food
ment is audible in all
! Mori KM losM
548.42400
is very difficult even to
in cases where the berry industry
Collateral Uni*ts
16.100•»
preservative,
except
In Maine “Ask for the 1905 Kodol Almandt Stork* and bond*. 4.:i70,l7U#
estimate at the present time.
The following returns received at the
i
necessity is clearly manifest. Taken as the
of blueberries is largely in
•u.e in me evening mai
Cash in IBre and bank
470.491 74
office of the State Insurance department j a
canning
whole, the Secretary's report is one! the hands of a few leading
">73.331 ft*
Agent*’ balance**
and 200 Year Calendar.”
packers.
for nothing but enthu- indicate that the total number of tires j which should
4*.675 54
Interest* and rent*
repay persual, and less The
of these factories lias a
and
from the same during the
largest
damage
than
ever
before being shown to
before is this departprobably
and
the
bushels
of
Ton
Cron* a.*M*t*.
$6,44o,80i i*»
daily capacity
FI ND IN*. CO. of Sar Franyear 1904 was considerably less than the ment’s report open to the
chargeof dry- average annual output is 8,300 cases of FIKKMANN
cisco, California Incorporated in lsaa. Comhammock,for in this hot year ending 1903:
ness or dullness.
16
menced business in 1*63. Wni .1. Dutton. Prev
as*et*.$6,446,898
Admitted
two dozen cans each; representing 0,250 Louts ■'
■u boring beds and matNo. of fires. Total damage.
einiuaiiii. See Capital paid up in cash.
DR4 KMHCK 31. 1904
(less

:

MAINE.

J.Franklin Harris,

coughs, colds, bronchitis,

asthma, weak throats, weak
lungs, consumption, take
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.

tuc

Bargains don’t for-

F. H. Black & Co.,

Ayers

the fire goes too deep, the humus is
burned from the ground, and most of
tiic
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Grain, Feed, Feeds,
Groceries.

Kodol

|
j
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IMPORTERS OF SALT.

I tealor*

In

th» ttnont quallt* of

uir

Anthracite and
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OKDKKA PKOMi'in

3, 3S, j7 Front M.,

as

this, being

not

only
but a much more tidy
iture than a bed, for
tilled as easily as the

••

"inmoner
■

hi, woven

varieties—of
at home and

"st live or six dollars;
I or plaided with blue
••p borders of orochetten to twenty dollars;

"fliers, large, square,
strong linen, with a
irder

■

hand-made
heap at fifty dollars,
nee and no bed coverlur one may wrap himwidth and utilize the
do

of

netting.

words boa noite(good
1 add that
they do not
i he time for
retiring. It
astom in most well-dis■

■

btn

families for all its

each other

good night
lamps are lit, as a reevening has come. They
at dinner, or entertainhut everybody pauses in
"iiversation to exchange

ti

‘if and the children rise
hands of their parents say-

idg,
I;

meu

itiiH
4t,

1

‘It

','1

t*

More

u

pai, (your blessing,
patriarchial days.
tlle family was astir, and

"'embers flocked into

0Ktensibly
'"'if eup of

to

1903 .1905
1904
1928

$2,555,000

2.206,050

The above table shows that in 1904
there were 137 fewer fires and $348,350
less damage from tires than in 1903. The
foregoing figures also prove that for the
year 1903 the total damage from tires
amounted to more than the revenue to
the State from all sources which, according to the State treasurer’s report,
was $2,550,343.93.
And this is not taking into account toe loss from forest
fires, which the report of the State department of forestry for 1903 states
was $1,141,210.
It is interesting to note
that the total damage to the State last
from
tires
was
over $3 per capita,
year
The insurance in 1904 w as about 00 per
cent of the loss.

I» it a burn ? Use Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric
Oil. A cut'/ Use Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric
Oil. At your druggists.

ENDORSED GOV. COBB.
Mrs. I.. M. S. Slrvena Writes Is-tier
ern.ir.

to

fi.iv-

At the meeting of the W. (’. T. U. in
Kocklaud, Friday, there was read a copy of

letter
by Mrs I. M N.
Stevens of Portland, president of the State
and National \V. C. T. U. The letter was
dated Evanston, III., Jan. 14, and is as follows:
!
“I need nut say to you that among the
I multitude of people who have read your
j inaugural address, none can he more deeply
than the members of the Woj appreciative
man's Christian Temperance union, and esso
for
that section in which you so
pecially
and justly deal with the prohibitory
Dyspepsia—bane of human existence, i ably
its ni.i.ntenanceand enforcement.
On
Burdock blood Bitters cures it, promptly, law,
beliall of the Maiue W. C. T. U., reprepermanently.
Regulates and tones tile senting
UOOO
homes
of
and
Maine,
directly
stomach.
also representing the sentiments of many
other thousands of home-lovers, 1 send to
Give Your Stomarli a Kctd.
you an expression of our profound gratiYour food must be properly digested and tude ; and not alone do the temperance woassimilated to be of any value to you. If men of Maine rejoice, but temperance men
vour
stomach is weak or diseased take and women everywhere will be encouraged
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure.
It digests what by your noble words. All are looking toward
you eat and gives the stomach a rest, en- Maine at present.”
it
to
abling
recuperate, take on new life and
grow strong again.
Kodol cures sour
stomach, gas, bloatiug, heart palpitation
anil all digestive disorders. L. A. Soper of
Little Rock, Ky., writes us: “We feel that
Koiloi Dyspepsia Cure deserves all the
commendation that can be given it, as it In half an hour
after Mr. Lavers took
saved the life of our little girl when she was
the first dose of Dr. Agnew’s Cure for
three
old.
She
is
uow six and we
years
the Heart he was on the road to
have kept it for her constantly, but of
percourse she only takes it now when anything
manent recovery.
disagrees with her.” Sold by R. H. Moody.
sent to (Jov.

a

Cobb

TUI) THE TIDE
“I

Beautiful eyes and handsome face are
eloquent commendations. Bright eyes are
windows to a woman’s heart. Hollister’s
Rocky Mountain Tea makes bright eyes. 35
cents, Tea or Tablets. R. H. Moody.’

our

bring the
coffee and bid good

1

Kodol

Dyspepsia

Cura

Dlgmto what you $at

was

under

treatment

with

some

of the best

physicians in London (England) for what they
diagnosed as incurable heart trouble. I suffered
agonies through pains about my heart, fainting
spells, palpitation and exhaustion. As a drowning man grasps at a straw, I tried Dr. Agnev’s
Cure for the Heart. The first bottle relieved me
greatly, and when 1 had used two bottles ail the
symptoms of my heart trouble had left me.”—A.
35
Lavers, Collingwood, Ont.
Sold by City Drug Store and A. A. Howes & Co.
Dr. Agnew’s Ointment Cures Eczema* 35c.

bushels of

The average
fresh fruit.
for the canned fruit is
$1.90. lit other words, the value of the
annual product of this one factory is
liot far from $15,000.
There were in 1900 seven factories in
Maine which engaged in canning blueberries.
These were as follows; J.
and E. A. Wyman, Cherryfield; Burnham & Morrill, Harrington; L. A.
and A. R. Logie, Columbia Falls; J. A.
Coffin, Columbia Falls; A. L. Stewart
& Son, Cherryfield; Lawrence Bros.,
Jonesboro; L. A. and A. R. Logie,
Vanceboro.
The value of these factories is about
Those at Jonesboro were
$50,000.
erected in 1900.
The number of bauds employed in
the various factories would aggregate
about a hundred, but including the
pickers, there are from one thousand
to two thousand men, women and
children employed in the blueberry
packing industry during the canning
season.
About $30,000 are distributed
among the pickers each year.
The total canned product of the “blueberry barrens” in 1899 was about 50,000
cases and the price per case was $2.20,
making the value of the blueberry crop
in this one section considerably more
than $100,000. Some seasons the value
of the crop will be more than this,
some seasons less.

price

That

ASSETS, DP.rFMHKK 31, 190*.
Real estate owned by the company.
unincumbered.
.$
I*oaus on bond and mortgage (first

Hens)

..

Stocks and bonds owned by the company, market value.
leoans secured by collaterals..
Cash in the company’s principal offices and in hanks
Premiums in due course of collection,
Fire and Marine.
All other asse s.
..

...

..

50*.75ttQ0
*13,400 00

4,098,877 SO
428,*50 00

The Telephone
Habit.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
STEAMEK

Aggregate of all the admitted assets
of tile company at their market
value.

$6,526,439 82

LIABILITIES, DECEMBER 31, 1904.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims....
§ 292,755 *7
Amount required to safely re-insure
all outstanding risks
2,875,715 34
All other demands against the company, viz: commissions, etc.
124,057 63

IN

PKMAQU1D

SERVICE

ON

PENOBSCOT BAY AND

IT MEANS

RIVER

..

...

..

Capital actually paid up in cash.
Surplus be)onu capital.

1,GO”,000 00
2,233,91158

Aggregate amount of liabilities, including net surplus.

§6,526,439 82

....

RIGHT”

BY ACQUIRING

Tjtal liabilities and surplus.— $6,446,898 16
Desirable risk written at current rates.
FKED ATAMHil), Agent, Winterport, Maine.
3wS*

Gross assets.$6,526,439 82

Tickling in llie Throat.

One minute after taking One Minute
Cough Cure that tickling in the throat is
gone. It acts In the throat—not the stomach.
Harmless—good for children. A. L. Spofford, postmaster at Chester, Mich., says:
“Our little girl was unconscious from
strangulation during a sudden and terrible
attack of croup. Three doses of One Minute
Cough Cure half an hour apart speedily
1 cannot praise One Minute
cured her.
Cough Cure too much for what it has done
It always gives relief.
in our family.”
Sold by R. H. Moody.

“START

Net unpaid losses.9 241.310 94
2.«30.60i 04
Unearned premium*.
2.0UO.OQO 00
Cash capital...
1.574,966 18
Surplus over all liabilities.

456,597 73
806.225 33
20,33926

Belfast. Maine

1905.

I.1AKILITIB6,

$1,000,000.00.

per case

I ILLMi

TKLCI'HOXK 4-2.

1

favor. Too much
lavorof the hammock

O 211
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<
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*

^

Blacksmith

..

..

n
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SAFETY AND COMFORT

Daily, Sunday s ex« epted ami wrea»her
permuting, as follows:

SUCCESS AND SATISFACTION.

Leave Bucksport, 7.50 a. in., or after arrival of
train leaving Bangor at 6.50 a. in.
Leave Castine, *9.05 a. in.
Leave Belfast, 10.05 a. in., or after arrival of
train due in Belfast at 10.05 a. in.
Leave Camden,-11.35 a. in.
Arrive Kockland, tl‘^-20 p. ni.
Leave Kockland, l.oo p. m.
Leave Camden, 1.45 p. m.
Leave Belfast, 3.15 p. in., connection being made
at Belfast w ith train leaving at 3.20 p. ni.
Leave Castine, 4.10 p. m.
Arrive Bucksport, 5.45 p. m., connecting with
train leaving at 6.10 p. in. for Bangor, Portland
and Boston.
•Passengers can take train leaving Belfast at
1.25 p. m. for Portland and Boston.
tTrain leaves Kocklai d at 1.40 p. m. for Bath,
Lewiston, Augusta, Portland and Boston.
F. E. BOOTHBY. Gen’l Pass. & Ticket Agent
GEO. e. EVANS, Vice Pres. & Geu’l Manager
Portland, Dec. 1,1904.—tf46

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH GO. 3w3
HOLLISTER'S

Rocky

Mountain Tea

Nuggets

A Busy Medicine for Busy People
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
A speciflofor Constipation, Indigestion. Live \
and Kiduev Troubles, Pimples, Eczema, Impure
Blood, Bad Breath. Sluggish Bowels, Headache

and Backache. It’s Rocky Mountain Tea in tablet form, 35 cents a box.
Genuine made by
Hollister Drug Company, Madison, Wis.

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE
it. h. moony.

^^Fo^Stol^alU^klrt^n^hlr^B
Loon to the K
Waists, Direct

■
■

>S

I

IfS

trass

Wearer at First Cost.
Free ffonpira sa Application.
Great Bargains. Bend lor samples
today. Wo prepay Express.

■

1||‘
K
jBP

■RIVERSIDE WOOLEN CO I
■
I

pITTSFIELDjMAINE^J

FOR SALE
50 h. p. engine, 80 h. p. boiler, feed pumps. Berryman Heater and complete engine room equipment. Also other bargains in new- and secondhand wood working and iron-working machinery.
We an also headquaiters for ship’s pumps, capstans, chocks, cleats and all kinds of heavy castings for vessels, both iron and and brass. Let us
figure your requirements.
ALBERT RUSSELL & SONS CO.,
New bury port, Mass,
Iyr3

FOR SALE
The desirable property of the late Dr. Elllngwood situated on High street, consisting of twostory house anti ell, ten rooms, furnace, cemented
cellar, all modern improvements, a large roomy
stable, two stalls and large box stall, land enough
for garden. This is a good opportunity to get a
home right in the heart of the
to

j

52

cit^^A i>i>l^

Real Estate Agent, Belfast, Me.
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BELFAST, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1905.
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nusjness

Manager

a year;
Subscription Thiims: In advance, $2.00
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f 1.00 for six nioutlis; 50 cents tor three
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Florida has experienced the coldest
eather in 1!) years.

Bangor lias voted to close her city
like a
agency and it begins to look
drouth up river.
Bowdoin College comes in for $100,000, and eventually as much more, by
the will of John C. Coombs of Boston.

Lucky Bowdoin!
The D. A. It. “remembered the
Maine.” the remembrance taking the
form of a handsome banner presented
at Portland last
The

general

Saturday.
alongshore

opinion

is

but for ttie steamer Pemaquid
he closed to navigation;

that

port would

this

we
and it is the further opinion that
shall now escape a freeze-up this year.

The twelve men who found Charles
Tucker guilty of the murder of Mabel
and
Page stand firmly by their verdict
will not sign any petition fora retrial.
believe lie had a fair and impar-

They

tial trial and are

convinced

that lie is

guilty.
In another column we give some facts
the blueberry industry of
Maine. While commercially this indus-

concerning

the
try centers in Washington county
blueberry nourishes in other sections,
notably in Lincoliivilie and on Cape

liozier end Isle

an

The island

Ilaut.

than submit to a trial. Mr. Chamber*
then supplies “a part of the man’s his*
tory that has never been told,” from
information given him a few weeks
Bremerhaven episode by
after the
Thomas B. Connery, for many years
connected with the New York Herald
and at one time its managing editor.
Mr. Connery, it appears, in coming
home from England had shared a stateroom with Thomasson and found him
“refined, interesting and highly educated.” But Mr. Connery was mistaken
in liis man. The “Bremerhaven dyna-

I

beyond the shadow of a doubt, and refrains now from mentioning his name
because he belonged to a family otherwise beyond reproach and to whom tiis
earlier misdeeds had brought shame
and sorrow. My old friend “Tom” Connery and my distinguished contemporary, Mr. Chambers, are laboring under
a mistake.
DRAWING THE DEAD LINE.
Committee on
no
Resolves

Appropriation* Will Favor
Calling for Money for New

Schemes.

[Special to the Portland Press. 1
Augusta, Jan. 27. It is said that the
committee on appropriations and financial
affairs has drawn the dead line and that no
resolves calling for money for new schemes
are to receive the words “ought to pass”
from tlie committee.
The institutions which have been assisted
in the past will get their regular allotments
hut no new hospitals, homes or schools are
to get the money for which they ask—at
least not with the consent of the finance
committee. And, following out this plan,
there will he no appropriations for new
buildings,

etc.

tie resoive

appiopi laimg

csiouu

ror

toe

committee that

can

do mo

re

myself, said -Dr. Flanders, did practically
all the business. Then there was a short
discussion as to why the physicians had so
increased in number while the population
of the city had increased but little. In 1850
the population of Belfast was 5,054 and in
1000 it was about 200 greater. Then followed some reminiscences of the old physicians
of Belfast from Dr. Flanders, Dana Southworth, Abner Gilmore and myself.
1 did not get through w ith my business
until a late hour and the streets were lighted when 1 started for home. The night was
bitterly cold, and thinking I was alone I
wrapped myself up and settled down for a
long and lonesome ride. But when I got
out to Capt. Wadsworth’s Old Reminiscence
got into the sleigh with me and insisted

upon accompying me home. He told me
many funny stories relative to ancient Belfast, and recalled the lines of an old local

to

820, and

the

money

OLI) DK.

Tlie bond was executed.

Saturday,

MONROE

1

Young son, or a
Perhaps you are

comely
daughter.
the father,
a

Rut how shall we know.
You love them most blindly
And treat them most kindly,
Rut soon they will leave you, said
Doctor Monroe.
The boys cost you many
A penny, a shilling,
And cause you much trouble
Wherever they go.
While one proves a rake
And the other a villain,
And you are broken-hearted, said
Doctor Monroe.

the Lewiston Soil.]
[Special
Augusta, Me., Jan. 25. One of the
most important measures introduced in the
Senate today
was the
bill presented by
Senator Staples of Knox comity to abolish
the State Liquor Agency and the office of
Liquor Commissioner, .lust what will be
the outcome of this bill is not known, but
there seems to be quite a general feeling
that Urn State Liquor Agency can well be
dispensed with, together with all of the
town and city agencies.

Dear Doctor, I will thank you
To pass me my breeches.
I am better; 1 will drink with you
’Ere that you go.
I will never more sicken
For women or riches.
But love my relations, and
Doctor Monroe.
Subscribe for the Home

Peary

Paper.

A Story With a Moral.
•Jan. 28th, Mayor Sorber led his blushThaw. !
faai;....
__i:_
A correspondent of the Norway Advering: bride to the altar in the person of the enforcement of the Prohibitory law,—
that is toward making the State dry, and tiser is resposible for the following story
Lillian Cooper of St. Louis.
w ith a moral:

\\ lule we read that, "sneep nusoauary
on the great lands of the West is lessening year

by year”

we

are

also told of a

decline in sheep fanning in New England. In the West it is said that as the
land is being taken for agricultural purposes its price has advanced and the
free use of large Government tracts
can

no

longer be obtained, hence the
sheep kept has been decreas-

number of

ing

while the demand

for

wool

and

lands has been increasing. Among the
reasons assigned for the decline of this
industry in Maine are the following:

price of wool;
greater profit in potato raising, with
less work; the cost of building fences;
the killing of sheep by dogs and w'ild
animals; the increase of the dairy cow,
The low

because there is

and the advent of barbed wire fences.
One Waldo county farmer says:
We are trying to keep improved breeds
on old methods.
The improved sheep
kept in the old way on our deteriorated
pastures give bad results. There is
more profit in the intelligent keeping
of sheep, in my opinion, than in the
keeping of any other farm stock, poultry excepted.
And there are others who think that
with the advance in the price of wool
and the increasing demand for lauds
many farmers in New England might
find that the raising of sheep wiil bring
returns second to those from no other
animal.
The arrest of the alleged dynamiter,
Gessler Rosseau, recalls to Julius Chambers, author of “Walks and Talks” in
the Brooklyn Daily Eagle, the even
more remarkable case of Thomasson,
who was trying to smuggle such a machine aboard a German steamer at
Bremerhaven and took his life rather

..

there is every reason to believe at this time
that the liquor question in allot its different
phases will be one of the most important
matters that the Maine Legislature will
deal with this session.
Senator Sturgis, who yesterday presented
the petition for the appointment of a State
Commission to look after the enforcement
of the liquor law, today presented a second
petition asking for an investigation of the
prohibitory conditions in Cumberland
county. Senator Sturgis is said to be supported in his movement toward bettering
the liquor-conditions in Maine by some of
the best known and most influential people
in the State. There seems tube no reason
to doubt that Pennell’s Plan is largely responsible for the activity of the Cumberland county folks in getting after the rum
question with a red hot iron. Just where
the thing will end is a matter of much

speculation.

Odd Notice in Prominent Southern
to Belfast Residents.

Paper

One of the best known newspapers in the
South is the “Guide” of Dunn, N. C. Its
J, P. Pitman, seuds us the folowing clipping with request to publish:
“Found,—by the editor of the Guide, a
bottle of Hyomei, the wonderful treatment
that cures catarrh without stomach dosing.
We can speak in highest praise of its remarkable power to cure and relieve catarrh
of the head and throat. This mention is
made not as an advertisement, but in the
interest of those who suffer the torture of
that terrible disease, catarrh."
In sending the dipping, Mr. Pitman
wrote the following letter:
“I enclose a little piece from my paper,
issued today. You will see from this that
I desire to push the selling of Hyomei as
far as possible. I am using it in my own
family, and find that it gives the desired relief, so that 1 take pleasure in spreading
far and near the knowledge of this sure relief for catarrh.”
K. H. Moody, in preparation for the catarrhal troubles of this season of the year,
has ordered a large stock of Hyomei, and
sell it under guarantee to refund the money
if it does not relieve. The complete outfit
costs but $1, and extra bottles can be obtained for 50 cents. Ask him to show you
the strong guarantee under which he sells
it. This remarkable remedy medicates the
air you breathe, soothing and healing the
mucous membrane of the air passages, and
making a complete cure of the worst case
of catarrh.

fiublisher,

As the story goes, there was a man who
too close fisted to take a paper. He always borrowed his neighbor’s paper to
read. So one day he sent his boy over to
borrow neighbor Krown’s paper. The boy
thought he would cut across lots to save
time. He ran into a beehive, the bees covHis cries
ering him from head to foot.
reached his father, who started and ran to
the rescue.
Going over the fence his
clothes caught on the fence spoiling a brand
new pair of pants that cost him four dollars. !
The old cow seeing the break in the
fence jumped into the orchard and choked I
to death eating apples,
llis wife hearing I
the outcry started out to see what the trou- !
ble was about, tipped over a churn full of )
cream into a basket of little kittens, drowning the whole lot.* While she was gone the
baby took to crawling and crawled through
the cream into the parlor spoiling a new
was

tapestry carpet.
The dog ran through the henhouse breaking up three setting hens. The calves got

“FOUND.”

of the barn and chewed the sleeves off
from four shirts. And the maid took the
advantage of the situation and eloped with
the hired man.
Moral—We should be better off to subscribe for a home paper.
*We have reason to believe that these
were coon kittens, worth from $2 to $25
each.—Ed. Journal.

Young Ladies' Teams—Seniors and
Sophomores.

Previous to the fall of 1004 ladies’ basketball was unknown in the history of Belfast
athletic circles. The High school has always had an abundance of material for a
good team, but the young ladies had entirely overlooked the possibilities of the game.
Therefore when the project was suggested
there were many objections raised and a
large number opposed the idea. The boys,
who had already organized two teams and
had played several games, lent their support and after the newness and novelty of
the idea wore off two teams were started
and practice games were commenced in the
Belfast Opera House, the boys acting as
coaches and referees.
The seniors adopted very handsome suits
of blue. They consist of bloomers and sailor blouses,
with the class numerals, ’05,
done in green and gold embroidery on the
left arm.
The suits of the sophomores are black
and of the same pattern. Their numerals,
’07, are in the class colors, red and white.
Both teams also wear hair ribbons of their
respective colors, which being of large size,
make an elaborate show.
The young ladies make a very natty appearance and look very attractive in their
neat suits.
After playing many practice
games and being coached by the High
school players and Miss lines, a professional physical culture teacher, they gave a
public game in the Opera House. The
game was very exciting, and the young ladies played in a way which astonished
many of our basket ball enthusiasts. Ths
victory was with the seniors by a fair margin, although ’07 played a fine game.
The next public appearance was awaited
with great interest, the general verdict being that the seniors would lose their laurels,
and such was the result. After a hard,
closely contested game, the sun of victoryshone on the sophomores and there was great
rejoicing among their sympathizers.
The probable result of the next game furnished a topic of conversation for some
t me in sporting circles. The fraternity was
about evenly divided and when the game
came off the house was packed.
The game
was contested with great skill and vigor by
both sides and the result was in doubt until
nearly the finish of the last period, when it
became obvious even to the most sanguine
’07 rooters that the game was lost to the
lower class.
The young ladies practice in the Opera
House nearly every day.
They are desirous of maintaining a reputation equal to the B. II. S. boys, who have
never been beaten on their own floor.—Bangor News.

If Christie had wed you
•She might have misled you,
And laughed at your love
With some comely young beau.
Her conduct doth prove it;
Say, how do you love it,
The thought nearly strangles me,
Doctor Monroe.
Each year brings

Souvenirs

Ready.

Com. Peary’s new ship, in which he is to
make his dash for the North Pole, is rapidly nearing completion. With the approach
of the day of launching comes a most interesting souvenir prepared by the Rev. S. A.
Bender of the East Maine Conference Seminary, with the permission and assistance of
Capt. Dix, the designer of this unique craft.
The souvenir is a paper weight of convenient size made of wood taken from the keel
of the vessel now in construction. Upon
the upper surface appears an excellent
photograph of the ship as it will appear
when completely rigged; of Com. Peary
himself, and of Capt. Dix. The picture of
the ship is from a photograph ol the model
used by Capt. Dix in the construction of
the ship and was prepared with infinite
pains and care by the designer himself and
represents three weeks of bard work on bis
part. The paper weights will be placed on
tlie market within a week and already there
has been a heavy demand for them. The
price of the paper weights is fifty cents
each. Prof. W. 11. S. Ellingwood, of the
East Maine Conference Seminary, Bucksport, is handling all correspondence relative to the subject and all orders should be
sent to him.
Orders should be sent in at
once as-tlie chances are that the supply will
be exhausted by the date of the launching.
WARNED BY COURT.

out

And here is another lesson from a religious weekly, The Ram’s Horn : “A country newspaper BpeakB of a man who always
paid for his paper a year in advance. As a
reward he was never sick in his life, never
had a corn on his toes, or tootbaehe, bis potatoes never rot, the frost never kills his
pears, his babies never cry at night, his
wife never scolds, and he has succeeded in
serving three terms on the school board
without being criticised. We do not know
whether such happy results would follow
paid up subscribers to religious papers or
not, but it w’ouldn't do anv harm to try it.”

Columbus

HIGH SCHOOL BASKET BALL.
The

The girls will cajole you
And constantly fool you.
It is so the world over
Wherever you go,
And then they will leave you
And basely deceive you.
Oh! none knows them better than
Doctor Monroe.

than the fi-

No other medicated soap
is to be compared

compounded

house Sq.; Paris, 5 Rue do la Paix Boston, 137
Ave. Totter Drug & Chem. Corn., Sole Props
«|r Send for ’How to Cure Every IIuiuo

I will bleed and I will blister
You over and over,
I will master your malady
Ere that I go.
Come, rise up your head
From below the bed cover,
And give some attention to
Doctor Monroe.

to

a

softening, whitening, and soothing
red, rough, and sore hands, for baby
rashes, itchings, and chafings, for
annoying irritations, or too free or
offensive perspiration, for ulcerative
weaknesses, and many sanative, antiseptic purposes which readily suggest
themselves to women, especially
mothers, as well as for all the purposes of the toilet, bath, and nursery.
Cuticura Soap combines delicate
emollient properties derived from
Cuticura, tile great skin cure, with
the purest of cleansing ingredients
and the most refreshing of flower

toilet soap, however expensive, is to
be compared with it for all the purposes of the toilet, bath, and nursery.
Thus it combines in one soap at one
price the most effective skin and complexion soap, and the purest aud sweetest toilet, bath, and nursery soap.
Sold throughout the world. Cuticura Resolvent, 50c.
(in form of Chocolate Coated Tills, 25c. per vial of 60),
Ointment, 50c., Soap. 25e. Depots: London, 27 Charter-

Re patient, dear fellow,
I will foster your fever.
Pray, what’s the misfortune
That bothers you so?
Oh Doctor I am ruined,
I am ruined forever,
My lass has forsaken me.
Doctor Monroe!

appear
public library fund. The unique cheese-parers, but it is absolutely necessary
that we draw the line somewhere, and we
of
the
made
soon
mayor
proclamation
are try ing to do it in such a way that the
Cowrie famous; and, further, lie being material interests of the State will not suffer. We intend to keep appropriations
a bachelor, propositions from
marriage-1 down
and if the pledges of last summer are
able women began rolling in. Eacli of- j not carried out, it will not be our fault.”
ter was refused and on one pretext or
TO ABOLISH THE STATE LIQUOR
another the mayor kept postponing
AGENCY.
paying of the lines which the public
declared should he assessed against Sentiment at Augusta in Favor of Knforcehim. On the last night of the year a
meat of the Prohibitory Law.

ed.

Millions of the world’s best people
Cuticura Soap, assisted by Cuticura Ointment, the great skin cure,
for preserving, purifying, and beautifying the skin, for cleansing the
scalp of crusts, scales, and dandruff,
and the stopping of falling hair, for
use

odours.

Come Doctor be clever,
And fling off your beaver.
Come bleed me anil blister me,
Do not be slow.
I am sick, I am exhausted,
My schemes are all blasted,
All tumbled heels over head,
Doctor Monroe!

the

committee of determined citizens waited upon Sorber and informed him that
for 10 Cowrie women whose hands lie
had relused tie was lined the limit, aggregating 8200. Sol her asked for a stay
of 30 days. It was granted on condition
that a bond for the amount be famish-

Sold Wherever Civilization Has
Penetrated.

J. 0. Johnson.

are greater than the State
We don’t wish to
as

afford.

Sale Greater than the World’s
Product of Other Skin Soaps

with It for preserving, purifying, and
beautifying the skin, scalp,"hair, and
hands. No other foreign or domestic

curred near the upper bridge, and perhaps
G. D. McCrillis or Abner Gilmore may remember something in relation to it. Thinking that the lines Old Reminiscence gave
me were too good to be lost 1 have scribbled
them off and send them to you. 1 will add
that Old Reminiscence says if they are well
received by you and the readers of The
Journal he will tell me more in relation to
the city of Belfast in ye olden times.

credited to gregates which
can

The World's Sweetest
Toilet Soap.

ever

song as sung by the iate Capt. George Ames
of Belfast, with whom I was a shipmate
more than fifty years ago.
The incident
which was the cause of this production oc-

by his own petard.” Early in spare the amount of money which he asks.
“But,” say they, “we get the sum total of
published a decree that every all these bills and we see that to send them
old maid, bachelor, widow or widow- all along their way with a favorable report
would exhaust the State treasury. We are
er refusing an offer of marriage durappointed to stand by the door of the treasing leap year would be fine'd from 85 ury and see that these bills do not reach aghoist

SkinSoap.

1

one

he

The World’s Greatest

the doctor a few questions while he was
waiting forthe team: First, how many physicians are there in the city of Belfast at
I the present time? His answer was fifteen.
To the question as to how long he had been

nance committee to see that t his pledge is
kept. They say that each member who inMayor E. \V. Sorber of Cowrie, Iowa, troduces
a measure asking for
money does
affords a good illustration of “the engi- so in good faith, thinking
that the State can

neer

CUTICURA SOAP

To the Editor of The Journal:
While in Belfasta few days ago 1 was sitting
in the office of the Belfast Livery Co. conversing with Mr. DanaSouthworth and Abner Gilmore on matters and things pertaining to the city of Belfast fifty years ago, and
while there Dr. Flanders came in and ordered a team to go to Searsport. I asked

in Belfast, I think his answer was fortymite fiend”—whose name was not eight years. To the question as to how
Thomasson—was not refined, interest- ; many physicians were in active practice at
ing or highly educated. On the con- that time, his answer was three besides him
Doctors Monroe
trary he was quite the reverse, as self, viz, old and young
and Dr. J. G. Brooks, who had been in Belasked
for
when
said
Sanders
N.
George
The fact is that so many fast about eight years when he, Flanders,
a loan of $5.
There were other physicians in t'he
came.
claimed to know Thomasson, his antecity but not in active practice. Dr. Richard
true
account
that
the
only
cedents, etc.,
Moody, who was a druggist, as was Dr. W.
of him, with his real name, published O. Poor. The most learned and the most
in a St. Louis paper, was lost sight of. hated
physician in the city was Dr. WbeelThe present writer, with the assistance ock, who had comparatively no practice;
of others, was able to identify the man and young Dr. Monroe, Dr. Brooks and

berries are particularly large and tine Waldo cuunly general hospital was the first
to get the axe at the hands of the committee
and for many years parties have gone and the recommendation “ought not to pass”
to Isle an Ilaut in vessels, blueberry- was voted alter a full and fair hearing, it
to dig clams and is true that the committee’s report has been
nig, and incidentally
hung up in t(je senate and that the Waldo
catch bottom lish.
county members are hard at work trying to
get a reconsideration, hut if the finance
Col. F. K. Booth by of the Maine Cen- committee adheres to its present plan the
resolve will once more go to the wall. The
tral takes a very encouraging view of finance committee is headed by Senator
confident
is
He
season.
Beecher Putnam of lloultou anil he has one
the coining
there of those up-country dispositions which are
that if there is good weather
not subject to change without notice like a
will be a perfect rush to Maine, that railroad time table. Having made up his
mind
on a matter, you might as well try to
be
will
the hotels and hoarding houses
convert Thomas K. Murphy to Republicanand
will
boom,
all
resorts
that
ism as to get Mr. i’utnam to go back on his
crowded,
will a position. It is said that the financiers have
that, generally speaking, Maine
resolved to stand by their guns and
firmly
good deal more than keep up her repu- if they do there is a lively time coming.
the
To
of
begin with, members of the Waldo
tation as the great summer State
delegation are going to fight the committee’s
a
as
well
as
great
very
Vnited States,
recommendation with every power at hand.
If they fail to get a favorable report on
Canadian resort.
their resolve, they may hold up the resolves
for all the other hospitals, including the
The apple season is drawing to a close Maine General at Portland, the Central
Maine General at Lewiston and the Eastern
and those who have been holding their Maine General at Rangor. Whether they
would
be successful is, of course, another
it
to
fruit for higher prices are rushing
question, but the attempt would make the
took
Penobscot
steamer
The
market.
session very exciting.
The reported resolution of the finance
over 800 barrels from this port Monday
committee
to hew to the dead line will send
and left 150 barrels for another trip. shivers up and down the back of
many a
in
w
member
ho
has slipped in a resolve in the
still
storage
There are
many apples
I
it
that
without
hope
might
get through
and the prediction is made that unless much
opposition.
The members of the committee on finanEurope buys heavily of American apcial affairs take the ground that the Repubples the balance of the season a big lican party, which
predominates in the legThe
be
in
expected.
may
prices
slump
islature, is committed by its platform and
its
not
are
utterances
to an administraseen
we
have
campaign
advices
latest
tion of rigid economy and that there is no
favorable as to the European market.
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THE

“OLD REMINISCENCE” TO J. 0. j.

I

Lewiston

ltumseller

Given

Fine and Jail

Sentence.

In announcing sentence, Judge Savage
stated that there had been more than 50
cases against McNamara in the last 16
years, and that there were now on the
special docket 11 cases ripe for sentence,
either by plea of guilty or by conviction.
He then warned McNamara that if in the
future any complaint was made against him
at any term when he was presiding, he
Got. Cobb and Staff to Go to Washington. should not trouble to try him, but would
take up the old cases and send him to jail
all disposed of.
Augusta, Me January 29. While as on them until they were refrain
from the
yet the details have not been arranged for Not only must MoNamara
not even let any
must
the trip of Governor Cobb and staff to the traffic himself, but he
for
used
the purbe
him
owned
by
inauguration of President Roosevelt on building
March 4th, the geueral plans have been pose.
to
bun
imprisonment
He then sentenced
settled. The governor will be accompanied
six mouths and to pay
by but one company of the Maine militia, in the county jail for
at $10; if the
the Westbrook company, Captain Graham. a fine of $200 and costs taxed
b©
This company and the members of his staff fine and costs are not paid A'.11®
additional.
mouths
four
will be bis only escort.
I imprisoned

SOME RED TAG

Next Sunday the well known evangelists,
Messrs. Hatch and Taylor will begin s series of meetings in Belfast.
Services at the Unitarian church next
Sunday at 10.45 a. m; preaching by the
pastor, Rev. Harry Lutz. Sunday schuol
at 12 o’clock. All are cordially invited.

Those of you who

are our

hope may be:

TALkT*

valued customers,—and those
of

I want you to listen to our little talk again. We want to rt
,,
sale we are running—To tell you of the special trades we are
g„ '*
Christian Science services are held at J. ers—To thank the people for the splendid business they are g
F.-Fernald’s, No. 57 Cedar street, every shows that our low prices are appreciated.
Here’s a few specials that paralyzes competition:
Sunday morning at eleven o’clock, and
Men’s good serviceable business Suits $3.95.
Wednesday evenings at 7.30, to which all
are cordially welcome.
Men’s good heavy Overcoats, Ulsters and Reefers
$:t
There will be meetings at the Gospel Mis- $6.00 values at any clothing store.
sion, 58 High street, every Saturday, SunMm’s fine Dress-up Suits, $S 75 and $9,75. ii()t
day and Wednesday evenings at 7.30o’clock and $13.50 values.
and Sunday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock. Bible
Good warm Siberian Dog $15.00 Fur Coats, now t
/
study at 1.30.
and Wombat Fur Coats at' big reduction in prices.
The services at the Universalist church
Men’s and You h’s Heavy Kersey and Cot
next Sunday will be as follows: at 10.45a.
duroy/>„
OO to $2 50 everywhere, now $1.39.
$2
of
The
in., regular service, subject
sermon,
Boy’s Knee Pants Suits $1.95, regular $2.50 to ?
Preparations of Life ;at 12 m.,Sunday school.
All are cordially invited.
Heavy underwear, 39, 42 and 89 cts., was formerly 50c. to $i
Miss Nellie Thompson of Morrill, who work shirts, black and white, plain black and Jersey shirts, now
has been holding evangelistic services in Here’s a big bargain for you men with big necks 16 to 17 inr:.
Grace M. E. church, Bangor, the past two negligee shirts and a few white shirts in the lot. This is an odd
weeks, was the speaker at the Men’s meet- sold for 50 cts., many for a dollar. Our price 39 cts. each or tin
Knee pants for boys, now 19, 39 and 42 cts.
ing at the Bangor Y. M. C. A. last Sunday
Men’s and hi >.
afternoon.
89 cts., latest winter styles. $1.95 and $2.95 buys a good warm
The second of the series of union services ages from 3 to 10 years.
conducted by the churches of the city will
Hundreds of other bargains, which we haven’t the room hen
be held at the North church Sunday evening
Buy now,—buy for another winter. Tleis is your
next at 7.30.
The Rev. Harry Lutz, pastor
of the Unitarian church, will deliver the
sermon.
A special musical program is
1
being arranged by the choir of the North
BELFAST, MAINK.
| church, assisted by others,
The services at the North church for the
I
NEWSPAPER NOTES.
! week ending Feb. 5tli, will be as follows:
Maine Fa, t
Junior C. E. meeting Thursday at 3.30 p m.;
Bath
the
Times
and
News
The
Bethel
In the annual report
] prayer meeting Thursday at 7.30 p. m.;
mission study class, Friday at 7.30 p. m.; each have new dresses of type. In fact, the j missioner Matthew...
that
last year there w
Sunday morning, service at 10.45; preaching Bath Times has a new dress every day, hot i remodeled
in Maine
from
its
lineotypes.
the
pastor ; Sunday school at 11.45; C. E.
i by
: ies, at an expense ot
additional per.The new editor of the Bar Harbor Record j
Society at 0.30 p. m.; union service at 7.30
must be a bald-headed man. He has just ! years the greatest
! p. m. Rev. Harry Lutz preacher.
written an editorial sympathizing with the ; 18*8), when $(?8i)n,7i)u
I here will be a meeting at the Gospel bald-headed men who lift their hats to the were made. The
|
in the ui v.
I Mission, 58 High street, this, Thursday, ladies these cold days. We also infer that was made
took, where $392,r,no
he is polite.—Waterville Sentinel.
i evening at half past seven and meetings
Tlieie
j were made.
The 42nd annual meeting of the Maine enumerated, a
through tin- week as usual. These meetgain of
ings are conducted by L. \V. Hammons, as- Press Association was held at the State year.
sisted by K. \V. Barrett, the evangelist House in Augusta Jan. 28th and 27th. The
singer and harp player. Kev. 0. M. Chase old officers were chosen for 1905, and eight
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Canaan will be here in the near future.
; He lias been delayed by sickness.
All are
welcome to these meetings,

j
j

Evangelist

i

Hatch will preach at the
Methodist church next Sunday morning at
I
: 10.45; Bible school at noon; Junior League
p. in. Union revival service at the
Baptist church at 3.00 p. m. Young People's
i meeting in church parlor at 0.30 p. m., and
I at 7.30 p. m. a union service of ail the
at 2.30

j

I protestant churches in the city at the Congregational church. The special revival

The treasmembers were elected.
urer’s report showed $238 in the treasury.
The total membership of the association is
now
98, Frank G. Rich of Bangor being
the only member to die during 1904. Friday
evening the members of the Association
and their ladies attended a reception tendered them by Representative and Mrs.
Gannett of Augusta and were delightfully
entertained. Mr. Gannett is the publisher
of Comfort and a member of the Press Association.

|
;
!

|

J
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beyond

doubt that when it

cures

the work

permanent. Read this:
C. H. Chamberlain of 155 High street, Belfast,
Me says: “My first experience with Doan's Kidney Pills was In 1898. I had been annoyed with
kidney complaint and backache for several years
previously. The strain of getting or. and off my
carriage so often and the jolting and jarring of
‘riding was undoubtedly the cause of my trouble.
I read in the papers about cases of many people
who had been cured of backache by the use of
Doan’s Kidney Pills, and I got a box at Wilson’s
drug store and gave the remedy a trial. The first
box brought me relief and I continued until i
had taken three boxes when the backache entire*
ly disappeared and all other symptoms of kidney
complaint were gone. I had no further troub'e
until three years ago, when I felt an attack coning on. I knew Just what to do. I got Doan’9
Kidney Pills aud used them and they stopped the
attack before It became severe. I can recommend Doan’s Kidney Pills^ith more confidence
today than I did six years ago, for experience
has proven to my satisfaction that this remedy

depended
always
by all dealers. Price 50 cents. FosterMllburn (Jo., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the

can

be

on.’’

For sale

United States.
Remember the

other

name—Doan’s—and

take

no

Hanson, and

a

former resident of this city.
MASSAGE.

The Science of Itelievlug Pain by Manipulation of the Muscular Tract.

This is an old system of treatment for
How quickly we rub the
inflammation.
member injured by a blow, sure evidence
that massage is efficient in a small way to
How much more
reduce inflammation.
of
quickly it can be done with the addition
Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment. This sovereign remedy may be used with entire
safety internally and externally. In colds,
sore throat or croup, external rubbing and
the proper amount of Johnson’s Anodyne
taken
Liniment
internally will afford
prompt relief.
Sprains, bruises and all surface inflammations should be liberally saturated with the
liniment and the parts thoroughly mas-

saged.
Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment is a safe,
sure remedy for all internal and external
inflammations as colds, catarrh, bronchitis,
la grippe, lameness or muscle soreness in

any part of the

body.

It has

a

record of

century of cures.
A valuable book, "Treatment for Diseases
and Care of the Sick Boom,’’will be sent
free of charge upon request to I. S. Johnson
A Co., Boston, Mass.
nearly

a

i

I

I

j

I
I
<
I

j
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*

new

The Brooklyn Daily Eagle recently installed a new plant, and invited representaservices at the Methodist eh well will contives of the business departments of other
tinue through this week,
metropolitan newspapers to inspect it.
The monthly covenant meeting of the Even the
lay reader must he interested in a
Baptist church will be held this, Thursday, glimpse of the up-to-date methods and apevening at 7.30. A special union meeting pliances of a modern daily newspaper.
will be held in the Methodist church Friday This is how the New York Sun describes
Services for Sunday: what was seen by the Eagle visitors :
levelling at 7.30.
Preaching at 10.45 a. m., by Evangelist Har“From the art department on the top
ry Taylor; Sunday school at noon; union floor to the press rooms in the basement
I there were pointed out the latest devices
service at 3.30 p. m.; Y. P. S. C. E. at 0.30;
which human ingenuity has applied to getunion meeting of the churches of the city at ting out a newspaper quickly and completetlie Congregational church at 7.30. Services ly.
“Some of the things which set the visir.ext week at the Baptist church for which
tors to muttering with admiration and envy
all appointments will be set aside.
were the proof carriers in the composing
room, which pick up proofs and lug them
I Ordination at Winterport. Monday, around
automatically to the proper desks,
Jan. 23, was a red letter day at Winterport.
doing
away with the noise and confusion of
On that day the new and loved pastor of the
printers’ devils; the remarkable developCongregational church was ordained to the ment
of the obituary department, where
gospel ministry, and was installed as pas- the staff has
the sins* and virtues of every
tor. Notwithstanding the severe weather
I there was a line attendance. The examina- Brooklyn citizen and many others at its
ends
at a second’s notice; the artion was in the afternoon. The candidate, fingers’
John Frederick Schneider, a graduate of rangement of the city editor’s room, where
his subordinate ediBangor seminary in the class of 1002, and of the city editor has all
Bowdoin college in the class of 1004, gave a tors within arm’s length, and all his rehis
under
where
porters
eye,
every reporter
moving statement of his Christian experi- has a
typewriter and a telephone at his
ence and of the way he was led into the
of
a
to say nothing
fastened down
ministry, and followed this by a carefully elbow,
chair which no office boy can lug off and
prepared paper giving a summary of his lose while the
turned ; the
reporter’s back
faith. It was fresh and original and was
followed by a thorough course of Question- pressroom, w ith its brass sliding pole-, by
one floor
which
the
can
from
slip
ing b\ the council. The decision of the lat- to another pressmen
like firemen when the hells ring,
ter was unanimous for ordination, and,
after a bountiful collation and a social with small pi ton elevators to shoot them
back again, and with its new paper reel dehour, the ordination itself came at night. vice which
slips a roll of paper weighing
Pres. Beach preached the sermon; Prof.
a press
Beckwith offered the ordination prayer, many hundred pounds into place on
with
little
more than slackening of speed.
full of tenderness and inspiration ; the Kev.
found
“Beside
all
these
the
visitors
things
John K. Wilson of Frankfort gave the right
rooms, libraries and shower baths for
i hand of fellowship in a few well chosen club
buthe
information
and
general
employes
[ words; and Secretary Harbutt, of the Maine reaus
for the public which were in themj Missionary society, gave the charge to the selves elab« irate
enough for a separate espastor and the address to the people, each tablishment.”
most fittingly. There was excellent music,
i The Rev.Harry Hill, the young and popular
A SERIAL BY R. H. CASSENS.
pastor of tlie Methodist church, conducted
! the opening devotional service, and shared
The January number of “This for That,"
! in the deliberations of the council. The
j very considerable attendance, and the hearty a Chicago magazine, contains the opening
God speed of the Methodist people was one chapters of a serial story entitled, “The
City of the Tulas,” by Mr. Rudolph
j of the pleasantest features of the occasion. Golden
Mrs. Schneider, lately Miss Kimball of H. Cassens, formerly of this city. It is a
Bangor, and her mother,are winning golden tale of love and adventure, and, as Mr.
opinions as sharers in Mr. Schneider’s Cassens learned the printer's trade in the
work, and it looks like a bright future for Opinion otlice and afterwards was long emboth these young ministers of Winterport, ployed in it as journeyman and foreman,
and for their churches.—11. N. B.,in Bangor we are inclined to think that it was here
that he imbibed the romance that tinges
Commercial.
the production and the high literary tone
The story opens amid
that pervades it.
To Cure a Cold In One Day.
the beautiful scenery of the Maine home of
Take LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE the hero, who is introduced as he is “mingTablets. All druggists refund the money ling with the passengers on the palatial
if it fails to cure.
steamer City of Rockland, bound from Bangor, Me., to Boston, Mass.but the thread
of the narrative soon passes out this home
Work Begins at Stockton.
environment and is carried by the good
ship Albatross in the first chapters to the
Contractor J. F. Spellman, with a crew of middle of the Pacific ocean, via Rio de Jaeight men anil Michael Toole of Bangor as neiro, where the villain of the drama abcook, went to Stockton Springs Monday ducts the beautiful maiden and a thrilling
morning to begin work on the construction rescue is effected by the hero. The villain
of the wharves which are to be built there
is left dead in South America, and the ship
for the terminal of the Northern Maine
proceeds with all the good people on board,
Seaport railroad. This is only a small crew, but only to get them into trouble, and the
which will do what work the conditions of first installment leaves them in a
precarious
ice and weather will allow and get every- situation. “No human
power could save
thing in readiness for the big crew which tlie fated vessel as she raced toward certain
will push the work as soon as Stockton har- destruction. Nearer and nearer she came
bor is clear.
to the rocks, where the breakers, tossing
their white arms in the air, seemed to laugh
with hellish glee, and the thunder of the
mighty waves, as they were torn asunder,
revel'tierated like ttie roar of a thousand
The dreaded Lone Sentinel, the
cannon.
Graveyard of the Pacific, was awaiting its
victims.” And will await them till the next
be continued,
THEY HAVE A UNIQUE RECORD IN issue, when the story is to
and we are promised “a great shipwreck
scene, daring rescues, and marvelous disBELFAST AS WELL AS ELSEcoveries in the Golden City of the Tulas.”
WHERE.
\V'e shall look with much interest for tire
succeeding issues, for Mr. Cassens’ story
is full of incident and we think it is going
The reader can only find one remedy that first
to be a corker.—Rockland Opinion.
its
merits and second, demongives local proof of
Mr. Cassens is a son-in-law of Hon. E. H.
strates

25.
Thomas McNaof Lewiston was brought before-the
supreme court this morning for sentence on
a liquor nuisance indictment found against
him in April, 1902, and to which he pleaded
guilty at the September term of that year.
At the present term McNamara was indicted for nuisance and common seller and
pleaded not gnilty. Rather than undertake
to convict him at the expense of tile county,
the oonrt ordered the old ease brought forward, and a bench warrant issued for his
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City Drug
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Lucier’s
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GRAND SOLO
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Reserved Seats*

j

Admission,
Children,

f

B^^Seats on sate at tl
House, Monday, February

LEGISLATIVE NOTICESLEGAL AFFO«>The Committee on Legal
public hearing in its room at t
Augusta, Thursday. Feh. 2. \
to incorporate the Stockton N'
pany.
The Committee on Legal An
lie hearing in its room at the n
gusta, Wednesday, Feb. 8. i*"
for the better protection of -I'*1,
islands.
By order of the Legal Aff

k-

N

*

t

j

i

PEROIVALP

FISHERIES AM* *•''
The Committee on Iulamt 1
will give a public healing in
house in Augusta, Thursday 1
an act to amend section 11
Revised Statutes relating'to
/
C.C.KIN.-"1'
3W4

v

Of BELFAST.
of

the

the employees
,in..ke, and on investiga,l heater in the cellar of
used by C. W. Lancasapples, was all ablaze,
time to prevent what
disastrous tire, as the
lie adjoining store in
it it is an industry we

,t

liiive

IFWS

crippled,

even

Waldo county town
very slow.
Many
elated to him. Apples
a

hips

but little; potatoes
and no demand for
strike, and their cheerh seeu ; the creameries
patrons as well as they

mug

lars

ever

another foot of re-

precipitated upon
help swell theassess-

been

The regular meeting of the probate court
will be held Tuesday, Feb. 14th.

The city council will meet next
Monday.

Feb. a

The Channing League will meet with
Mrs. Joseph Tyler this afternoon and all
the ladies of the parish are invited.

A former Belfast resident writes
from
D. C.: “We have had lots of
New England weather and three weeks of

Washington,

The special announcement by the Dinsstore in the next issue of The Journal
will be mighty good reading. One whole
page will be devoted to an exceptional

good sleighing.”

more

The Belfast Improvement Society will
meet with Mrs. C. A. Pilsbury
Monday,
Feb. 6th, at 2.60 p. m.
Members are reto
be
as
quested
present,
important business
is to come before the meeting.

business proposition, the key note of which
is prosperity to all who heed.
Unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast post office for the week ending Jan. 28,
*1905: Mrs. John Howe, Jr., Philip Curtis
C. N. Dicker, John G. Heal, Dennis M.

The house Ira Condon has been moving
from Federal street reached Wight street
Tuesday, and by this time is probably on
its destined site. The moving was attended

Diggings, A. S. Merrill, A. T. Murdock,

by

breakdowns, greatly delaying
the work, but Mr. Condon had many willing
helpers and success crowned their efforts.

Herman Robbins.
Frank B. Strout and son Llewellyn are getting out a barn frame, 35x40, to be erected
in the early spring on Searsport avenue.

numerous

New Steamer for Maine waters. —Bennett
& Kerstof Bucksport, Me., have contracted
with Geo. A. Gilchrest, Belfast, Me., for a
new passenger prop Her for the Bucksport.
and Camden route.—The Nautical Gazettet
This will be news to Capt. Bennett, to Mr.
Kerst and to Mr. Gilchrest. It will also be

There will be a shed at the rear where the
stock can be comfortably watered in cold
weather and it will be a modern barn in
every respect.

to about

The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mr*. A.
E. Clark Friday, February 17th» at 2 p. m.
All members are requested to be present
and bring their squares for the quilt.

WEDDING BELLS

Foster-Littre.
In the Free Baptist
church, Clinton, Jan. 25th, Rev. Edward B.
Union Evangelistic Meetings. The Foster, pastor of the church, and Miss
Methodist and Baptist churches of Belfast Elizabeth A. Little were united in holy
Rev. Albert E. Luce, accordare to unite in a series of meetings to be matrimony by
to the usages of the Methodist Episcoconducted by evangelists Hatch and Taylor, ing
cal church, with the impressive ring serwho are known all over the State, and in
other States, as most earnest and success- vice, .Miss Angeline Wort playiug the wedful preachers and Gospel workers. They ding march. Following the ceremony was
have the indorsement and recommendation a delightful reception given by the church,
of many of the leading pastors of Maine. F. L. Basse acting as host. Refreshments
were served in the vestry, a large number,
After completing an engagement with the of friends
participating. Mr. and Mrs. FosRuggles street church of Boston they will ter were the recipients of some very useful
come to Belfast.
wedding gifts from their friends, who also
extended
their
hearty congratulations.
The patrons of Belfast Opera House will Charles L.
Foster, attorney-at-law, of Port;
hail wtth pleasure the announcement of land, a brother of the groom, and Mrs.
|1
the appearance of “Luciers Famous Min- Eunice B. Pennington, the mother, were
present and were in line of those introstrels,” on Wednesday evening, Feb. 8th. I duced to their friends. The ushers
were
The “Luciers” once included Belfast in j! the Misses Nortense
Ward, Lucy Pierce
their annual tours through the State and ; and Bell Richardson, Mr. and Mrs. Foster
came to Clinton from Lewiston
many will remember the splendid cornet recently

and the citizens of Clinton
wish
solos rendered by the elder Lucier.
All them success in their chosen heartily
work.
should avail themselves of the opportunity
*
Brav-Maxfierd. William H. Bray and
of seeing this famous organisation, and to
1
Miss May S. Maxfield, both of this city,
see the street parade at noon.
be
Seats can
I were united in marriage at the Methodist
Feb.
or
secured

everybody in this vicinity.
narrow guage road from Wiscasset to China
The members of Seaside Chautauqua
at the bo* office Monday,
6,
l.ent began oh Feb. had been snowed up since Wednesday Circle will meet Monday afternoor, February
! church in Augusta,
Saturday afternoon, by
moon which regulates
morning. Rev. E. J. Hatch of Montville 6th, with Mrs. G. R. Carter, No, 9 Commer- by postal addressed to Mr. Clifford Mgr
Rev. Henry E. Dunnick, pastor of the
House.
was
snowed
in
for
three
in
Opera
New- cial
street. The lesson will
and the Lenten seanights
be from
■

he

tliis year so that Lent
h 8. It will end on
■
bonnets will be worn
and the milliners made
lay is the Sunday fol-

A

correspondent

wrote

news

Saturday that the

castle.

chapter sixteen of the “French Revolntion”
and chapter five of the C. L. S. C. book,
“The Ten Frenchmen.”
The topic for
study will be from the magazine, A Reading Journey through Hamburg, Kiel and
Lubeck; roll call, quotations from Sidney

!

church. The bride was attired in a beautiful traveling suit of brown. The
The snow roller was used last week for the I
happy
couple left for a short wedding
after
first time; but the high winds had packed which they will reside in Belfast.tour,
Mr. and
,
Mis.
were
the fine snow so closely that it was hardly a |
both former residents of
Bray
I Belfast, Mrs. Bray coming to this
city a
fair test.
Under the same conditions the few
years ago with her parents, Mr. and
old fashioned triangle would have been use- Mrs. Charles H.
Maxfield, and has won
less ; and when either is used the deep drifts many friends in the city since her coming.
must be shoveled.
The roller certainly Mr. Bray has been in the city but a short
time, being associated with Mr. Maxfield in
smoothed and widened the travelled way, the insurance
business. They have a host
but would no doubt do better work if more of friends in Waterville whose good wishes
will
follow
them.—Waterville Sentinel.
weight were added. With an ordinary

“Building of tiik Ship.”
Since the
first of the school year the High school has
been working, with the help of Mr. E. S.
Pitcher, on a cantata, “The Building of the
moon after the vernal
Ship” by Longfellow, to be given the 24th
of February.
The chorus parts will be Lanier.
) ear comes at 1.57
It is taken by the school and four local artists
The annual meeting of the stockholders
ng of March 21.
.on for human beings,
will have the solos. The proceeds are foi of the Brown Medical Company was held at
el that it has missed
the benefit of the school, and although it j the laboratory, 48 Main street, Jan. 31.
h 20 by two hours, has not been decided just what will be done The books show the percentage of gain ob
snow fall it would be all right as it is.
ther train, or rather with the money, whether it will go for I the stock issued, $15,000,to be 16§ percent.
Larbabee-Campberr.
Ralph LarraLast Saturday Commissioner Robbins bebee and Miss Bernice Campbell were marin.
So
Easter
The
stockholders
advisable
to
de\pril
thought
adornment, books or apparatus, all are
gan leveling the drifts along the sides of the ried in Winterport at the home of the
1
and
with
this
pril 28,
needed, and it is hoped that everybody will clare a dividend of 7 per cent, and retain streets, thus
1
greatly improving the appear- bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Camplowers may be order- at least
buy a ticket, as his or her share the remainder in the working capital, Con- ance of our main thoroughfares.
bell, Wednesday evening, Jan. 26. On account of the storm many of the friends and
towards furthering a good cause.
sidering the short time this corporation has
relatives
were not able to be present.
The
been in existence—it was organized Dec. 2,
She Christened the Maine.
a began Wednesday,
ceremony was performed by Rev. Harry
Roy Young’s little daughter Margaret 1903—this is a most prosperous outlook for
Hill.
Their
friends
wish
them
a
life
worst storm of the celebrated her ninth birthday at her
long
aunt’s, I the future, and very satisfactory to all eonIt is of interest in con nection with the of happiness.
ast, blowing a gale; Mrs. G. D. Marten’s in West Winterport.
visit
of
the
eerned.
battleship Maine to this city toai stinging particles;
There were nine little boys and girls presThe Freeze in Florida.
day to know that the big Sea-going fighter
PJ-.L1AM UUU1I J on,AKS.
1 Ilf Hlliuwzero.
The storm in- ent who enjoyed themselves
for
an
greatly
was christened by Miss Mary Preble An* iml
coming in sharp, hour or more by trying to pin on the don- ing officers were elected Monday evening at derson, then of Portland, but now a resiReports from various sections of the
the regular meeting of Belfast Lodge, No. dent of Togus, Maine, where her father, State show that no great permanent damlimbs from the trees
uuinuiMiiru.
A AltJU
Uiey
was done to the orange and other citrus
Had as was the, storm were ushered into the dining room, where 30: Chief Templar, T. II. Fernald; Vice Capt. Wm. II. Anderson, is commissary of : age
subsistence at the National Soldiers’ Home. trees, although the crops on the trees were
v,..
v,,
there was a bountiful supply of fruit and Templar, Mrs. EllaM. I'illsbury;Secretary, The launching of the Maine was made frozen. The vegetables and strawberries
j
Hitches. Trains and cake.
But the greatest attraction of all I Mrs. May Howard; Financial Secretary, memorable by the presence of Governor ! have suffered greatly, and in some portions
Miss Lora Maxey; Treasurer, Mrs. E. L. Hill, his staff, members of his council and a j of the State the latter crops have practically
: attic and business
was the birthday cake, with nine little wax
party of Maine women, including | been wiped out.—J aeksonville Metropolis.’
deaths were reported candles on it, and it created lots of fun Brackett; Supt. Juvenile Temple, Mrs. Ida large
Mrs. Hill and the members of Miss AnderBice Black. Matters of son’s immediate
lAborn;
Marshal,
there were disasters when eacii one tried to blow out
family.—Portland Sunday
just one
to all the members were
Times.
re
not so many as
candle and no more.
After playing for great importance
discussed.
The
will
officers
be
It
will
interest
installed
at
no
ted and there was
many readers of The Jourseveral hours they returned to their rethe next meeting, Feb. 6th, by Lodge Depu- nal to know that Capt. Anderson, father of
them. Let us hope spective homes with bright and
happy
:s made up this will
ty Gerald W. Howard. Ail interesting en- the young lady, is a native of Belfast, a son
faees.
tertainment is to be provided. A new pro- of Gov. H. J. Anderson.
m of the winter.”
BROWN’S INSTANT RELIEF cures
The Congregational Club of Belfast was gram of entertainments has been
arranged
colic, cholera morbus, dysentery, etc. 25c.
1 i.e game in the Opera
all dealers. Money back if it fails.
If you'get chilled these cold days “Brown’s
recently organized in the vestry of the lor the quarter beginning Feb. 1st by Grand
Instant Relief” will quicken the circulation
dug between the Bel- North church. The object of the club is to
Norway Medicine Co., Norway, Me.
Secretary George E. Brackett, and is along and prevent pneumonia.
xter High resulted in
stimulate the intellectual and social life of the same lines as for the
quarter just
: earn by a score of 19
the men of the congregation of the North past, which have been very
interesting and
<■
was large and the
and
to
church,
promote the spread of Con- done much to add to the interest of the
Following is the gregational ideas in the community. Among lodge. Feb. 13th the new officers will enLet every member make extra
its other plans the club purposes to meet at tertain.
effort to be present at the meetings during
Dexter.
supper the second Wednesday of each the remainder of the winter.
1 b, Austin
month, and to listen to an address from
r f, Kenney
some distinguished speaker from out of
e, Jackson
I f, Brewster town. It is also planned to arrange other
r f, Brown
meetings of a social ami intellectual nature
11. S. 9. Goals from that will be of interest to the
public. The
U. Holmes 3, Black, following officers were elected for the pnlustiu.
Goals from suing year: President, David L.
Wilson;
Jackson 3.
Referee, Vice President, R. F. Dunton, Esq. ; Secreitehead.
Scorer and tary, Mr. Clifford J.
Pattee; Treasurer, Mr.
tin
The game in the Fred A. Johnson.
Fat is
account
lay night between the
Woman’s Hospital Aid. The annual
Fast Side resulted in a
that is
meeting of the Woman’s Aid to the Waldo to a
mer by score of 28 to 8
County General Hospital Association was
iday, night our High held in the common
babies are
council room, Memorial
you i
:-’ay the Fairfield High
attention to
ack team. Game call- building, Friday afternoon, Jan. 27th. Ofis scrawny, Scott':; This week we shall
ficers were elected as follows: President,
out
our
entire
stock
of
Mrs. Charles A. Pilsbury, vice presidents,
is what he
the girls’ teams of the
Mrs. Win. B. Swan, Mrs. C. 0. Poor, Mrs.
I not take place as owThe
George E. Brackett, Mrs. 11. 11. Johnson, wants.
"iie of its members the
Mrs. Joseph Tyler; secretary, Mrs. E. L.
tble to come, and an exStevens; treasurer, Mrs. Janies F. McKeen. stores as fat what it does
.iicd between the senA board of managers consisting of two from
not need
tor
Tie latter winning, 10
each church was elected: Unitarian, Mrs.
R. H. Howes, Mrs. George A.
bone and muscle.
Gilehrest;
Fat
iitK Bay.
to
Wednesday Universalist, Miss Edith Southworth, Mrs.
range from
John
babies
do
as-we went to press it
Stevens; Baptist, Mrs. George R. Car;
For
this
sale
cut
ONE-HALF—
blockade. The eastern ter, Mrs. Carrie Black : Methodist, Mrs. W
not cry ;
are
rich ;
A. McKenzie, Miss Nettie Follett; Congre"i the Silver Star re$2.00 Waists for
etc.
ad the Golden Rod at gational, Mrs. A. P. Mansfield, Mrs. Alfred
is laid up for
A.
Mrs.
John
Small;
Catholic,
Mrs.
Owen,
'emaquid went down
'•'te-taseea
•ported here that she re- L. II. Colcord. It was left to the executive time of need.
are
but despite the storm committee to name the standing committees.
which will remain the same as last w
The reports of the secretary and treasurer
because
are
to lineksport, omitting
Fruit of Loom Cotton, per yard
....
arriving late after a were read and accepted. There is some$.07 1-4
The fat sur«
«
Thursday she was thing over SHOO in the treasury.
Lonsdale Cambric
...
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Sale Continued

Special Spring

WITH ADDITIONAL BARGAINS.

of great

baby;

why

fat.

If

give special

baby

closing

IV ESTABLISHED1856.7 |
We wish to return
thrnks to the

liberal

I
I

sincere

■

public for the very
on

I
I

49th annual

■

our

patronage bestowed

this firm

during

our

I

clearance sale.

I

—1905™

_

NOW

OPENING

1

_

I

Domestic Percale
made from

bell

Wrapper!

I

r *

quality Percales
and beautifully trimmed.

S

I

New SpringQinghams

I

New

I

Spring Percales

Patterns that

are very

NEW PATTERNS.

L

I

desirable for Shirt Waist

Suits. Remember the above goods
new and fresh.

H

all

are

jl

R

NEW COLORINGS

chase's corner.

I

.

Emulsion

healthy baby

COLORED WOOL WAISTS.

immediately

are/happy
they

Regular prices

they

$2.00

$1.00,

.their,fat

They
they

happy

$3.75

prices

Quotations

eek,

comfortable.

|

route, but Friday the
silver Star made their
he l’emaquid went up to
for the first time in sevmade her landings at the
harf. The bay was now
was much floating ice in
"gh well broken up and
th a favorable wind and
afternoon
the packet
ad, Capt. Scott, arrived
wind was light and the
ay and with a boat ahead
Marshall’s wharf. Sunday,
award was in the bay,
was carried
by the ice into
the monument, and later
•'

■

»

••

,a

hie of
"d
a

-id

Hog Island, but
grounding or striking
roonnnd K,

**,xx

..iiHor

reached port as
loaded with hay and
Hay Co. for Stonington,
n in.
Friday the bay
I" their regular trips, as
with the exception of
hich was obliged to lay
■>i from Buoksport by the
; til shaft.
She was about

ually

n when the trouble was
Hie Silver Star towed her
repairs by the Holler
; t
Bennett had a lot of
one of it for the B. Jt A.,
to Stockton.
Rockland is
'le with ice than Belfast,
«.■
ts that the Pemaquid had
ug in there Friday noon.
1 at
made several attempts
before being successful,
*»* obliged to almost come
t,
1
i
-viral times before getting
tll‘
wharf to railroad wharf.”
"""
v,is
v«ry little iee to be seen
an i
b
Monday the Pemaquid made
'h', and the Penobsoot came
tj,.
Buoksport in the afternoon,
n came
over from Castine but
tti
'r,i"
difficulty in making the
* „’ "“» far as Turtle Head Tues"if."
returned to Castine.
The
""1" her
*
regular round trip but
’wer steamboat wharf. Tues,,le whole bay was frozen
*tr
exception of the track made
and it looked more like a
W,., 1
:u
any time this winter. Yes1'•maquid came as usual. Ibi
Ue
>e‘derday morning, did not
Unt'5 P- m > and, weather and
*
Penn|m
t it, .lnR’ W'B arrive here this morn-.
'vere eompleted on the Oolden
1,1
"e.-still remains in
Dyer’s dock.
>

i^-

I

],"'1

;11

bin*!'

Mtrryconeag, rounds their little nerves' Berkeley Long Cloth, pieoe 12 yards
whose sale to Portland parties was report«
10 «.
and cushions them. When Cotton Diaper,
ed last week, left Bucksport Wednesday i
of
Just
8
the
Robes
left at
Night
morning for Portland in command of one
are scrawny those
«
of the captain’s of the Casco Bay SteamA new lot of
«,
nerves are hurt at every
boat Co., but proceeded no farther than
89c. Skirts all gone. A few at 99c.,
Steamer

Notes.

The

....

uiuauu

aim

uuug

iniaim...

up

ungentle touch.
delight in Scott’s
It

sion.

is

Be

—

sure

“

a

l ibel is

wrapper of every
Emulsion you buy-

—

say concerning their red tag sale. Read it.
Everything in canned goods at lowest
prices at A A. Howes* Co’s.
—

50c.

“

«

...

the

Scott Sr Bowne
Chemists
409*4IS Pearl Street
Mew York

!

50e. and

*

$1.00
All

Druggists

Recitai, by Miss Haney’s I’d pies. A
piano recital was given by (lie pupils of
Miss Cleora K. Haney at her l.onie, 28 Cedar
street, last Friday evening, to their parents
and invited friends. The selections were
rendered in a creditable and pleasing manner.
Following is the program:

Duet,

Adele,

Kieselhorst

Clara Keating and Louise Head.
Blackboard Work:
♦
Kinds of notes.
History of the Clefs.
Formation of Compound Double Time
from Double.
Junior Pupils.
Song.
Kohler
Mildred Waterman.
A Little Play,
Kohler

Oesten

Ah, So Fair,

Clara

Sonatine,
Duet,

30 Decorated China Chocolate Pots,
«

“

“

$*.75

$°.48

1.00

.59

33 1-3 per cent discount on all other Chocolate Pots In stoek.
100 Iron Candle Sticks, regular price 15c to35c. Your choice of them at
25 Iron Candlelabras, holding from 3 to 5 eandles each. Your choice only
REGULAR

PRICE, «1.60 to «3;50

100 Stoneware Mixing Bowls, 4 quart size,
«
00
Pudding Dishes, 3 “ «
50 White Wash Bowls and Pitehors, set,
100 Brown Mettled 2 quart Pitchers,
25 10-Pleee Decorated TeBet Sets,
3 112-Pleoe Decorated Dinner Seta,

Keating.

Louise Read.
Op. 36, Nr. 6,
Miss Florence Hill.
Qui Vive,

At which price

net the investor

PER
4
CENT.

41

W. J. DORMAN.

j Jq

$**13

.12
1.26
.25

.07
,gg
.13

2.75
3.50

1.93
4.59

2

CASKETS,

Main St., Belfast.

Kid

Mittens,
Gloves and

Outing Wear.

She is ready

to take orders from a

fine lot of
and

samples of Suitings

Waistings from

Bucklin,

Jennings Co., New York, of
spring styles.

It is

a

new

handsome

goods.

3w:i

YOUR COLO.

DR. FOSS’

ROBES and
COLD TABLETS

BURIAL BOOBS.
at all

hours to do EMBALMty7

never fail to

stop

a cold at onea

or money refunded.

For sale at

Connected by telephone both day and night.

72 Main

Straat, Belfast.

TRULY,

Stores, 5 Floors,

Shirtwaists,

R.H. Coombs & Son,

ING aud FUNERAL WORK.

CARLE & JONES.

Wrappers,

UNDERTAKERS.

Prepared

YOURS

Flannelette

line of

ift/

We are having our “2 stores” thoroughly repainted and are ready for business.
Walk in and look around.
We have received 1,000 rolls of new wall papers, price 5c„ 6c„ 10c., 12 l-2c
per roll.
Prices in this advertisement good until Wednesday night, Feb. 8th.

Clementi

Ganz
Miss Hill and Miss Haoey.
Descriptions of the selections were read
oy the pupils betore playing.

they

counter.

Popp

...OF...

W. H. QUIMBY,

$".20

MARK DOWN SALE

CONS. MTGE.
4 per cent GOLD BONDS
AT 95
INTEREST

C. R.

Louise Read.
Serenade,
Behr
Mildred Waterman and Miss Haney.
Musical History:
Bach, Handel, Gluck and Haydn.
Told by Pupils.
Schottische, Village Belle,
Metzler

Song,

PIECES.

We are arranging a 5c. and 10c. table of china, glass, etc., on the street floor
Haney in this department, and during the “4 SPECIAL SPRING SALES" we shall put
a great many 10c. articles on the 5c. counter and 20c. and 25c. articles on the 10c.
From “Martha”

Lullaby,
Lucy Leavitt.

Duet,

Cuckoo

A FEW CHINA

ANNOUNCES A.

....WE OFFER....

Kohler

Lewis Gannon.
Vocal Solo,

Crockery Department.
10

BLACK

BanBortEAroosIcok

bottle oi

Harris, Eye Sight Specialist.
Eyes exEleanor Waterman.
amined free—N. P. Sargent aud Miss Mae
Doll's Dream,
E. Sargent of Brooks publish a card of
Clara Keating.
thanks—S. G. Frisbee publishes a caution Melody,
notice—See statement of Springfield Fire
and Marine Insurance Co., Fred Atwood,
agent, Winterport—H. J. Locke A Son,
Belfast National Bank building, have full
lines of watches, clocks, silverware and
jewelry. They do repair work of all kinds
and make watch work a speciality.
No
trouble to show jgoods
A. I). Chase A
Son thank the public for the very liberal
patronage bestowed upon them during their
49th annual clearance sale. They are now
opening new spring and summer goods.
Harry W. Clark A Co. have something to

on

“

HATTIE M.

SOUND

.07 3.4

.00
.49
.19
.39

Never before have cut bargains been appreciated as they have
been the past two weeks. Every one goes away satisfied.

that this picture in

the form of

on

—

as

Send for free sample.

which left Boston Jan. 24th and put
hack on account of the storm, remained at
her wharf there until 5 p. in. Friday. She
arrived here about noon Saturday and left

—

Outings, per yard,
.....
»
11
m
Cheap
f
....
Outing Night Robes, 75c. quality
Hosiery and Underwear, 25e. quality,

wholesome to them.

scot

New Advertisements. Carle A Jones
announce this
week the continuance of
their special spring sale to Wednesday
night, Feb. 8th, with some additional bargains, including colored wool waists, on
which prices have been cut one half. Other
quotations remain the same as last week,
and the large sales indicate that they are
Kent’s 91 Cougli
satisfactory to buyers
Balsam and Hr. Foss’ Cold Tablets are for
sale at the City Drugstore
Mr. and Mrs.
J. H. Healey and W. Scott Healey publish
a card of thanks
See card of J. Franklin

sweet

as

Best

Emul-

a

$1.09, $1.97—Great bargains.

...

piiuu-

the return trip Monday afternoon. Her
freight from here included J00 barrels of
apples.The Gov. Bodwell had a hard
time of it on her early trip from Rockland
to Vinalhaven Jan. 25th.
Some of the
freight was washed off the deck, and on the
return to Rockland it was decided to gi\e
up the afternoon trip.

They

Seeking

INVESTMENT

.41
.4$
,gg

they

Rockland on account of the storm. Daniel
W. Kerst, one of her former owners, went
as engineer for the trip.
The Merrycoueag
originally hailed from Portland when the'
property of the Harpwell Steamboat Co.
Mr. Gudiog bought the Merryconeag for the
Casco Bay Steamboat Co., and says she
will be thoroughly overhauled and put in
first class shape inside and out, and in the
spring will be put on the route between

.101,4
1.22

To Those

CARD OF

THANKsT”

We wish to express our sinceie thanks to
riends and neighbors for their many kindnesses
luring our recent sorrow. We also wish to excess our sincere thanks for beautiful floral oferings.
■V R. *ND MRS J. 11. llEALEY,
W. SCOTT HEALEY.
It6*

CITY DRUG STORE.
Card of Thinks.
We wish to express our heartfelt thanks to all
nf our neighbors and fiieds for their many
kindnesses shown to us during our recent bereavement, in the .oss of our dear wife and
N. I*. SARGENT,
mother.
MISS MAE E. SARGENT.
Brooks, Me., January 31, 1905 lw5*
—

and after a hastily prepared meal the
order was given to strike tents and fall
into line, for the long looked for battle
We
Told After the Lapse of More than 40 Years of Fredericksburg had begun.
river
the
down
marched
There.”
opposite
was
Who
“One
by
the city of Fredericksburg to await
On the 5th day of July, 1862, with
the laying of a poutoon bridge. Well
one of my schoolmates, I went over to
do 1 remember that cold morning,
the Stockton shipyard to get my father’s
42 years ago, as we laid down behind
consent to enlist in the army. I did
the hill out of range of the sharpnot have to ask him if I could go, but
shooters who lined the opposite side of
shall never forget the look of anguish, the river. For a time the
pontooners
changing almost instantly to that of worked diligently. Then the sharppatriotic pride, when he said:-“I have shooters opened a murderous tire and
always told you, my boy, that you the men fell back from their work.
would have plenty of time to enlist Soon the wounded
began to go to the
and though it pains me to say it I think
rear, and how I envied them as they
our
On
to
go."
your time has come
passed; some with only a slight wound,
way home wre called at the little corner which would put them out of the tight.
store in old Prospect and signed the en- Soon the men returned to the
work, but
listment rolls for three years, or during
Burnto be driven back again.
only
the war. The next day was Sunday, side saw that
something desperate
beand the following Monday morning
must be done and called for troops to
fore daylight I left the old homestead cross the river in the
pontoon boats
for
for Bangor, there to take the cars
and drive the sharpshooters out. The
Bath to join the 19th Maine Volun- 19th and 20th Massachusetts and the
teers, then being organized at that 7th Michigan were soon in the middle
place. I arrived at Bath about two of the river, and although the bullets
o’clock, having eaten nothing since the flew like hail they landed on the other
early morning, and but a little then. side and the Johnnie’s had to “git up
Somehow 1 did not feel like it. I now and
git.” The bridge was soon in place,
had something of an appetite and shall and we led the column in
crossing and
never forget my first meal in L ncle
entered the city. The orderly sergeant
It consisted of hard
Sam’s service.
made a detail for picket duty and it fell
bread that could have run alone, beef to
my lot to go. AVe picked our way to
and
old
age,
that must have died of
the outskirts of the city, where we
something they called coffee. My apeagerly watched and waited for the
petite failed, and 1 assure you my cour- first break of day. AVhen it came we
I
age was not as good as the night
AATe
were in front of the rebel works.
signed the enlistment rolls. We soon soon got out of that and were back in
a
few
got used to such fare, and in
the city, where we found the regiment
weeks 1 found myself enrolled in Comsupporting a battery that was shelling
doand
pany E, 19th Maine Volunteers,
the rebel works. Gen. O. O. Howard
ing camp duty at Bath and learning was in command of the division and as
the manual, learning the step, the right
the shells were bursting all around us
face, the left face, etc., and how proud the
boys would dodge. The old General
I knew
I was in my new uniforn!
said: “Don’t dodge, boys, the danger
everybody was looking at me, and is all over when
you hear the report!”
when it w as my turn to go on guard at
In a few moments the joke was on him.
the gate where all the visitors came and

Women in Out

A VOLUNTEER'S STORY.

Appalling Increase in the Number of Operations
Each Year—How Women May
Performed
Avoid Them.

Going through the hospitals in our ness, sleeplessness, melancholy, “alllarge cities one is surprised to find such gone’’and “vvant-to-be-left-alone” feela large proportion of the patients lying ings, they should remember there is one
snow-white beds women tried and true remedy.
on those
The following letters cannot fail to
and girls, who are either awaiting
or
recovering from serious opera- bring hope to despairing women.
tions.
Mrs. Fred Seydel, 412 N. 54tli Street,
Why should this be the case? Sim- West Philadelphia, Pa writes:
themhave
neglected
ply beoause they
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
Ovarian and womb troubles
on the increase among
the women of this country—they creep
upon them unawares, but every one of
those patients in the hospital beds had
plenty of warning in that bearingdown feeling, pain at left or right of
the womb, nervous exhaustion, pain in
the small of the back, leucorrhoea, dizziness, flatulency, displacements of the
All of these
womb or irregularities.
symptoms are indications of an unhealthy condition of the ovaries or
womb, and if not heeded the penalty
has to be paid by a dangerous operation.
When these symptoms manifest themselves, do not drag along until you are
obliged to go to the hospital and subbut remember
mit to an operation
that Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
thousand
of
saved
has
Compound
women from surgical operations
When women are troubled with ir

certainly

are

have been at home; but we were in for
1 remember one shell that passed
it.

—

regular, suppressed or painful

menstru-

ation, weakness, leucorrhoea, displace-

411 was in a very serious condition when I
wrote to you for advice. I had a serious womb
and ovarian trouble ami I could not carry a
child to maturity, and was advised that an
operation was my only hope of recovery. I
could not bear to think of going to the hospital, so wrote you for advice. I did as you instructed me and took Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound; and I am not only a
well woman to-day, but have a beautiful baby
girl six months old. I advise all sick and
suffering women to write you for advice, as
you have done so much for me.”
Miss
Ruby Mushrush,
Chicago^ Ind., writes:

Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
441 have been a great sufferer with irregular
menstruation ana ovarian trouble, and about
three months ago the doctor, after using'the
X-Ray on me, said I had an abcess on the
ovaries and would have to have an operation.
My mother wanted me to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound as a last resort,
and it not only saved me from an operation
but made me entirely well.”

Lydia E. P nkham’s Vegetable Compound at once removes such troubles.
Refuse to buy any other medicine, for

ulceration of the womb, that
bearing-down feeling, inflammation of
the ovaries, backache, bloating (or flat- you need the best.
Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick women
ulency). general debility, indigestion,
Her advice and
and nervous prostration, or are beset to write her for advice
with such symptoms as dizziness, lassi- medicine have restored thousands to
tude. excitability, irritability, nervous- health. Address, Lynn. Mass.
ment

or

Lydia

Pinanams

e.

vegeraoie wmpouno

Literary News and Notes.
The Twentieth Century Home lias
made a decided hit with its practical
articles on cooking. Now that “Florinda’s Dinners” is finished, a new series
entitled “Oriental Cooking” is begun.
The first article tells how to make curries and how they may be used.
One of the most interesting of towns
which iloats the stars and stripes

over

is Nome, Alaska.
Its development has
been wonderful, and the tale of its
progress is told by Alfred II. Dunham,
Chief (lame Warden of Alaska, in the

sacceeas

nncre

vuina

ran.

THE COUNTRY STORE.

regiment
and

never

out-lived

have it flung at

we

us

that story
at this late

day.
\V'e learned rapidly here. The old
veterans, especially the men of the loth
Massachusetts, found earnest listeners
to their stories of Hull Run, Antietam,
etc., and they taught us the secrets of

soldier life.

regiment
minded

The great hulk of our
made up of the high-

Maine, nearly every one
competent to command a regi-

sons

of them

of

And

now

hurry

over

ment.
must

was

hope to see
regiment.
Later

we

ful Loudon

for want of time I

the history (which I
written) of this grand old

passed through the beautivalley, where we lived on

pigs and chickens.

this
memorable march that the rough old
General Gorman, who had succeeded
General Howard in command of our
brigade, said, “Let the 19th Maine
alone and they’d steal the whole
Southern Confederacy in three
months.” At Warrentou General McClellan took leave of the Army and
General Burnside assumed command.
Our regiment went into camp at Falmouth near Fredericksburg, Va. Here
we were kept busy until Dec. 11th.
On
tiie morning of that day the thunder of
cannon awoke us from a sound slumber
It

was

on

over

the

right

of my company and

down

southern
fever. A canvas tent with a little fire
in one corner and lighted only by the
dim light of a candle. My couch was
made of crotched sticks driven into the
ground with poles laid on them and a
few boughs for a bed.
There was but
one blanket to protect men from a cold
damp rain, or from snow. I can see
those boys brought in and in a few days
carried out. It was not unusual to find
the right or left hand comrade dead in
the morning. Later on we became ac-1
climated.
The 19th Maine was one of the regiments to which furloughs were given
for the high rank and good discipline
it had attained.
Before leaving this camp I want to
speak of that officer whose duty surpassed all others at this camp; who had to
contend with all kinds of disease and
who was sometimes compelled to use
harsh language at the risk of reprimand from those in higher authority.
1 believe the regiment was indebted
more than can ever be known to the
skill of the first surgeon, whose large
and patriotic heart was pained by the
duties he was called on to perform that
long cold winter at Falmouth. Justice
has never been accorded to Dr. A. J.
Billings. It never can be. I know, as
I know that the earth revolves on its
axis and that God rules over all, that
no more patriotic or large hearted surgeon ever entered the army than the
first surgeon of the 19th Maine Volun
teers, Dr. A. J. Billings.
were

stricken

[To

with

be continued.]

jp

that he may be a|.j.<
estate of said

its defiance of the law, its insatiable
ambition to control all the food-supplies
of this country. He shows its grasping
band closing surely over wheat and
corn and oats. Mr. Russell’s revelations
are full of
over whom

ghastly

ing

menace to the people
this terrible trust is gaina power greater than the Govern-

ment’s.

The Booklovers Magazine is emphatically a magazine of the hour, with this
advantage: its articles do not only reflect the passing vogue, but they are, in
many instances, a permanent contribution to the literature of the

subjects

with which they deal. The scope of the
articles as usual embraces features of
genuine interest to humanity the world
over. It extends from England to Australia, from the fields of Japan to the
valleys of Switzerland, with a wide
There is
sweep of things American.
something to suit all tastes—political,
dramatic, literary, artistic—and a full
measure of interesting reading for the
half-hour before retiring. The numerous illustrations, in color and in black
and white, are not only interesting in
themselves, but have, in addition, been
selected with the object of illuminating
the text.

OASVORTA.
11,8 Kind You Km Always Bought
Boon the

remedy in the world that will at

Only
stop itchiness of the skin In any part
body; Doan’s Ointment. At any drug
store, 00 cents.
one

once

of the

memory

There ’mid old associations
What a throng of memories come,
While again a child 1 linger
In the fairy land of home.
’Tho’ the old home on the hillside
Bests in winter’s cold embrace—
Frosty panes with pictures glisten
Wrought on crystal spangled lace.
sees from restful slumber
Kartli with life and joy awake,
Hears the myriad harps of nature
Through the morning stillness break.

Fancy

And the brook in prison fetters
Sleeping in its icy tomb,
Seems in gladness singing, dancing,
Down where meadow lilies bloom.
On its banks the drooping willows
O’er its sparkling waters lean,
With the verdant, leafy maples
Mirrored in its crystal sheen.

0, the dreams and fairy visions
Language never could express!
Silent songs unsung in earth-life,
Born of nature’s loveliness.

Down the years the music lingers,
Soothes the weary heart’s unrest,
Though life’s sun hath neared the border,
Soon will sink beneath the west.
And should memory in life’s evening
Fade in dark forgetfulness,
May bright scenes of life’s fair morning
Linger last to cheer and bless.
And when heaven-born aspirations
That earth-fettered souls have thrilled,
Free, return to realms immortal,
May they not be there fulfilled?
—S. J. Stevens.
Troy, Jan. 23,1905.
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order to be publish* *i
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at Beliast, that the.
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Longevity.

j
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HUMPHREY S'
WITCH HAZEL
OIL

feathers not making their ap
pearance if the desired weight can be
attained before twelve weeks. These
results with poultry would be out of the
question under other than the very best
conditions. But no expense lias been
spared to make it possible. The poultry for breeding are given clean, roomy
bouses, where the walls are frequently
whitewashed and the litter often renewed, while outside in the ample runs
the soil is turned every two or three
weeks with the plow,
some

pin

urnereo. mat the

DEBILITY,

Weakness and Prostration from overwork and other
Vital

Humphreys’ Homeopathic Specific No. 28, in use
over 40 years, the only successful remedy. $ I per vial, or special package for serious cases, $3.
causes.

WALDO
fast,

John B
Maria B.

THE BROODER HOUSES

j

THE

CATTLE,

upon; if the farm is well
stocked with milch cattle the Holstein
blood is given the preference, the Holstein heifer, it is believed, furnishing
twenty-five to fifty pounds more veal at
the age of five weeks than the Jersey

depended

or

Guernsey.
a
an

eighty-seven tons,
holding 1700 tons have
of

ice house
a place in the scheme of this farm ot
comparatively small proportions, where
the working of the teams and the constant cultivation of the soil require the
service of thirteen horses.
Many types
of modern machinery are in use, the
machine being depended upon so largely that a machine house is soon to be
built, Mr. Singer declaring that the life
and

HEADACHE
RELIEVED
INSTANTLY
Got a constant headache? Ten chances to one
the secret of your suffering is that “white man’s

burden,” catarrh. Here’s a sentence from one
man’s evidence for Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal Powder. “One application gave me instant relief,
cleared the nasal passages and stopped the pain
in my head
It’s a quick, safe and sure treatment, and it never fails to cure.
Sold by City Drug Store and A. A. Howes & Co
Dr.

Agnew’s Heart Cure is for heart,
stomach and

nerves*
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EXECUTOR’S NOTICE
gives notice that he
ed Executor of the last v.

I

j

I

!

j

J

JOSEPH H. DAM
in the County of Waldo,
having demands again
ceased are desired to p
ment, ami all indebted r
make payment imme*liat*
(’ll A It
Waterville, January 1"

<

;

NOTICE
NOTICE. The subscriber
by gives notice that
ADMINISTRATRIX’S
hereby gives notice that she has been duly ap- EXECUTOR'S
pointed Executor of tin

f

Alt HIE L. HU it I*

|

t

of

j

in the County of Wahi«>
bonds as the law direct
demands against the est
are desired to present m
and all indebted there!<

j

«j

payment immediately.
Belfast, January 1<>, 1*J«

NOTICE,
NOTICE. The subscriber
EXECUTOR’S
gives notice that he
ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that she has been duly ap !
of the last will
administrator of the estate of

At

executor

pointed

HALL, late of Searsmont,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
mands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to piesent the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
CLARENCE E.

ISAAC E. HALL.

Searsmont, January 10, 1905.—4
The subscriber

pointed

estate

ABIGAIL L.GILPATRICK,late of Unity,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and aP
indebted thereto are requested to make payment

immediately.

JOSEPH F. KELLEY.

Freedom, January 10, 1905.
NOTICE. The subscriber
that she has been duly
appointed administratrix of the estate of
ROBERT W. WALDRON, late of Swanville,

ADMINISTRATRIX’S
hereby gives notice

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
mands against the estate oi said deceased are
desired to present the same lor settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
ALICE J. W. WALDRON,
Swanville, January 10, 1905.—4

j

ISAAC B. SEEKING
*
in the County ol
bonds as the law directs
mauds against the estate
sired to present the same
indebted thereto are req
iiumediateh.

|

V

■

Swanville, January l".
A

NOTICE.

capacity

H
3

■

(, *

Ve&ttfBAUfS

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he has been duly apof
administrator of the

A SII.O

with

jH

that all person* int* n
bate Court, to be held
of February next. at.
have, why the said
lowed.

CATARRH

thirty or more in milk, are kept with pointed administratrix of the estate of
two objects in view, one to provide
RUTH E. DORR, late of Winterport,
milk, cream,and at some seasons of the
in
of Waldo, deceased, and given
the
year, butter, for the hotel; the other to bonds asCounty
the law directs. All persons having degive a supply of veal. This complicates mands against the estate of said deceased are
the breeding problem, for the cow that desired to present the same for settlement, and
indebted thereto are requested to make payprovides the most desirable milk is not all
ment immediately.
the cow that makes the largest veal.
ELIZABETH DORR
Winterport, January 10, 1906.—4
Guernseys are the favorite for the milk;
Holsteins are depended on for the veal.

Pure-bred bulls of both these breeds
All bull calves go
are kept in service.
to the block at a tender age.
If milk
stock is to be one of the needs two
years in the future, Guernsey blood is

Nealley,

(

H
H

--

FOR RENT.

eggs.

H

s.u

\Tf\ LDOSS.- In «
V? fa.-t, on the l‘
Eugene E. Swii t. adn
Rosetta J Swift, lat*
deceased, hav ing j-n
count of aduiinistrat i

to

ErysCream?almfJ%^j

|
5

that all persons int* i.
bate Court, to be held
of February next, an
have, why the said a.-*
c.K.
A true copy—Attrs
Chas. t

I_

fitted for the work on hand. The
Gives Relief at
whole building is heated by steam, and
two sections in It cleanses, soothes ami
can be divided into
heals
such a manner that while the smaller brane.theItdiseased
cures Catarrh I
chicks and ducklings are given all the and drives away a Cold U II w ttVffc 0
1
!
in
the
Head
the
two
oi
first
heat they require in
quickly. ItfVHT iLfLll
s
Heals ami
three weeks of their growth, by means I: absorbed.
| of
Restores the Senses o
Protects the Membrane
additional beat in brooders inside j Taste and Smell. Full size 50c., at Druggists or
the house, they can after that age be ! by mail; Trial Size 10c. bv mail.
sent into the part of the house beyond ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street, New York.
| the partition, where a cooler hut still
warm
temperature is maintained,
j They thrive exceedingly, but here, as
elsewhere, the ducks are more handy
'j
The northerly half of the Ham Condon house,
than the chicks, and not more than one
of High and Church
of the former dies where four or five of situated at the junction
streets on Northport avenue. For terms apply
the latter will give out its little life.
BKLFAST SAYINGS BANK.
The breeding stock for the winter and
Bejfas^ .September 19, 1904.—37tf
coming year is now one hundred foi
ducks, but it is the purpose to in| the
crease the number of hens to one thouj sand
this winter, all conditions being
favorable to a winter production of
are

I

Ordered, That nothweeks successively.;a newspaper publish*-

Atwood’s Hitlers in the house.

GIVE

SS.—lu
on the

final account of ad
allowance

Necessary Tea
for the Family

sure

\

County, deceased, ha\.

by Druggists, or sent prepaid on receipt of prlCOb

is

j

I
4

to all persons interest*
order to be published t
The Republican Joun
at Belfast, that they
Court, to be held at i
County, on the 14th <i <\
at ten of the clock bet
if any they have, why t!
er should not be grant*"
t.l,
A true copy. Attest
Chas.

Streets, New York.

REMEDY

j

ingly.

4t Druggists, 25 cents, or mailed.
Humphreys’Medicine Co., Cor William and John

I

i

a

Rhoda A. Stevens.i '"
of Waldo, deceased,
praying that the Jim.
mine who are entitled
hands for distrilur
therein, and order

is on a still larger scale. Barred, White I
Humphreys’ Med. Co., William & John Sts., N. Y.
and Buff Plymouth Bocks, White LegPekin
also
White
are
horns
ducks,
kept;
and a small Hock of geese has just been
In the season just passed
installed.
as
seven thousand chickens and one thousand ducks were raised, and all, with
the exception of ft few hundreds, have
been served as broilers for the hungry i
The chicks and ducklings I Dear Sirs;—
traveler.
were hatched la the fourteen incuba1 have used yoitr very valuable Hittors kept in use all the summer and ters for about thirty years, and should
several were hatching their product in
1 live as much longer I should ^tili use
October on the occasion of my visit,
them, for they are as necessary to have
Chickens and ducks are kept for the
I
in the house as tea is for the table.
first few weeks on feed that will devel
should not know how to get along
op strength, then all not reserved to be
without them.
raised are started on the fattening
1 am very truly yours,
process and are pushed as rapidly as
MRS. F. C. *TRUK.
possible to the weight desired, one anil
a half pounds dressed being reached bj
Readlield, Me.
May _o. 1933.
the chickens in six weeks, while the
A
family remedy of established
ducks weigh from five to seven pounds
! merit. You may profit by the vxpenin ten to eleven weeks, at which age
! ence of others. Always keep "U. K.”
can be picked
quickly, trouble-

they

I
!

tate of heirs Inn
JOHNR.DrXToN.it

SAMPLE MAILED FREE.

i As

not

Probate Court
for the County *1 \\
January, A. 1>.’lb"..

At

ONE APPLICATION BRINGS RELIEF.

Sold

.*

be grat
GEOH
A true copy. Ait,-:
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PILES,

NERVOUS

should
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FOR

POULTRY

THE

County, on the 14th
ten’ of the clock >•
anv they have, why

at

voted to swine and poultry demand
the remainder. These two latter are
raised in large quantities. Some three
to tour hundred hogs are kept, the
breed varying from year to year. First
it was Yorkshires, then a cross with
the Chester Whites, and most recently
The one
a cross with the Berkshires.
'desire is for health and vigor, qualities
that the proprietor believes cannot be
' maintained with
pure-bred animals
I when kept in large numbers. The feed
consists of waste from the hotel, refuse
I on the farm, grain and all the skimmilk
that can be spared. The hogs are killed
and dressed on the farm at a weight of
about two hundred pounds and supply
I
fresh pork for the hotel.

On that side is the candy —I can see it now,
and <di,
Ilow good those striped sticks used to look
in days of long ago!
On this side is the muslin, with blue trade
marks printed on,
The bleached and unbleached side by side ;
ami here’s some slazy lawn
And dimity that wouldn’t sell (they’d bought
it by mistake);
Some blacking, fans, and currycombs, with
hoe and garden rake.
We used to carry in the eggs and butter,
and we’d buy
Our sugar, tea, and blueing and the concentrated lye.

While I gaze with soul enraptured
On each dear familiar scene,
Gone are all the griefs and burdens
Of the years that lie between.

n

dereas,“i|||

Moderation and

for the cattle, and the section dp-

feed

I’d know it by the sight of it, I'd know it
by the smell;
I’d know it by the sound of it, and know it
!
mighty well.
I’d know it if you set me down at midnight,
’mid the scent
i
Of coffee bugs and sugar bins and Country
butter blent.
With eyes shut, I can smell again the prints
upon the shell
Amid the hickory shirting—you could do
the same yourself
If you had lived among them in the days
when life was bleak
And all you s. w was in the town—say every
other week.

February Cosmopolitan. Some interpictures of I he mushroom city
lodg- esting
tell the story almost as well as does the
!
edin
the.New
York
out
regiment, taking
wait until we get there and all will be
text.
well.”
Hut when a drove of frightened a whole company. History tells us that
Every woman who is proud of her
mules came down the road like a bum- shell killed 13 men, beside wounding home wants to know all that she can
I
more.
can
almost
see
the
place, about proper and correct methods of
mer's corps on the skedaddle it had a many
at this late day, where that shell burst, furnishing, she will find a most useful
very cooling effect upon our ardor, and
article on this score by Esther SingleI am not ashamed to own at this late not ten feet from where v\e lay. The
ton on “Furniture of Noted Periods”
day that I felt better when the order other regiments of our brigade got out in The Twentieth Century Home. Such
the
best
No
could
could.
came to go into the forts near the city.
they
subtle distinctions as those between the
troops
I had seen all I wanted to of war in one stand such a fire. Our regiment was Louis XVL, Directoire and Empire
are carefully explained.
We used to wander back into the small
day. 1 thought how much better it not quite so much exposed and it re styles
room where they kept
That there may be some advantage to
mained and hugged the ground. I think
would be to light in these forts.
The “coal oil” and the axle grease—’twas
an American girl in marrying a foreignhalf
of
was bedded in the soft
was
my
body
first
stationed
at
hardly ever swept;
My company
er of high social position, is shown in an
But there it was we found the seales and
Fort Baker, where we were kept busy ground. After dark we got back into article in the
February “Cosmopolitan,”
weighed ourselves and said
with drills and guard duty. How brave the city, and that night recrossed the “The American Wife in Europe.” The It wasn’t like the steelyards out in our old
author—who
knows
shed.
is
a
and
wagon
woman,
river
to
our
old
we felt behind those earthworks with
camp ground, sad but
of the great world and the. ’Twas there that in the spring time pa
the big guns in front of us. We re- not discouraged. Sad from the loss of something
would
buy us all straw hats,
choicest things it has to offer—hides
mained there until Sept. 30th, when we nearly 20,000 brave boys and nothing behind the veil of anonymity that she The 10-cent kind, made out of straw they
use for making mats.
left to join the grand old army of the gained. Hut such are the fortunes of may be bolder of utterance. It is safe In fall we got our footgear that must last
to say that no article on social topics in
the winter through,
Potomac at Bolivar, Va. We were as- war.
the magazines for this month w ill create For pa said: “Them’s yer winter boots—
We returned to our old camp ground so much discussion as this.
signed to the 1st Brigade, 2nd Division,
ye’ve got t’ make ’em do.”
2nd Corps, commanded by that Chris- at Falmouth after the battle of Fredj The stories in the February National I’ve been in houses mercantile that covered
blocks and blocks;
tian hero General O. O. Howard. His ericksburg on Monday night, and I can !
are in the main of a humorous turn.
I’ve seen the clerks that swarmed around
empty sleeve spoke volumes to us. I never think of this camp without a Holman F. Day’s “As the Human Cat
in bevies and in flocks;
must not forget to tell you of an inci- shudder. Here we passed our first win-1 Told It,” Ida Alexander's "The En- I’ve seen the elevators; but 1 cannot make
it
seem
of
Silas Barker,” Charles
dent that took place at Bolivar which ter. Here sickness and death thinned lightenment
Like anything substantial, for 'tis nothing
Almost daily, and some-; W. Mears’ “The Sale of the Safetywe never outgrew during our three our ranks.
but a dream,
Valve,” and J. F. Conrad’s “The Course
-,Ve pitched our tents times twice a day, we performed the I in Crime at a Country College’’ are all To me the real “store” will be, as long as
years of service.
life shall last,
The poetry of the i That smelly country village place I knew
on ground that had been occupied by a last sad rites over the remains of a : very jolly reading.
there in the past,
battery and who had left some loaded comrade. 1 can now hear the mourn- j number is excellent- even better than
the National’s usually high standard. With just one clerk to sell you things—some
shells. Some of the bo>s piled up those ful notes and the muffled drum and see ; Ben Franklin Bonnell
fellow that you knew,
of California, a
shells out of the way, but in building the slow sad procession winding its' new name, appears for the first time Though sometimes on a circus day tliere’d
be as high as two.
their lires to cook coffee the wind blew way down the wood road across the j among the National’s poets.
No fun to “do th’ tradin’
like I used to,
the sparks among them, causing quite a flats and up the hill to leave a comrade
more—
The desperate increase in the cost of How any
clear
is
memory’s picture of that
commotion, as they began to explode in in his iinal resting place. How sad 1 living is staring us in the face today.
“gen’ral” country store!
The
reasons
for
it
are
and
then
asked
all.
I
would
think
of
In
direction.
home.
every
by
Imagine our surprise felt,
|
—Strickland W. Gillilan, in Leslie’s Weekly.
February Everybody’s, Charles E. Ruswhen reading in the Philadelphia
Inquir- The regiment lost more than a hundred sell, commissioned by the magazine to
It usings.
er a few days later that the members men from sickness and exposure, and
investigate the subject, begins a series
of a new regiment, the 19th Maine, had they were among the most robust men. of articles on “The Greatest Trust in
Toward the old deserted homestead
While I turn with longing eyes,
made a fireplace of loaded shells to It was not shot and shell that thinned i the World.” In the first instalment be
From the chimney, long so useless,
reveals a monster monopoly, greater
cook their coffee and fry their meat on, the ranks most.
Bight here let me | than the “Standard
Graceful
wreathes of smoke arise.
Oil,” holding in its
and that a moment later the shells ex- describe the regimental hospital at the !
Am I dreaming? do I see them
grasp all the meat, fruit, and dairy
lu each old accustomed place,
ploded and nothing had been seen of front. I know something about it, for products of the United States. He
Forms of dear ones time nor distance
the soldiers or their frying pans. Our I was carried there with others who shows the rapacity of this Beef Trust,
Ne’er from
can efface?
1

garden, also milk, cream,
eggs, chicken, duck, pork and veal, is
to
the
driven
hotel, and on the return
such tilings as are needed on the farm
are brought. The production of all these
products is the business of the farm,
and it proves to be an industry of large
proportions. The vegetables have been
spoken of. They demand a large acreage, in fact the greater part of the
The hay land, which provides
farm.
the

from

East

of

>,<u

x\

Lord Strathcona, Lord High Com:^B
llii
missioner of Canada, recently completed his eightieth year. Except on
,^B
set occasions he has eaten but two
^B
>^B
meals a day for sixty years—breakfast
and dinner. His lordship is the largest
A true copy. At to
M
landholder in the world, owning millions of acres in the Canadian North1
At a Probate Court
west, besides a vast estate in Scotland,
for the County ..t u
^B
the place of his birth.
He said recentJanuary, A. D. l^B
“I
see
no
harm
in
a
H
ly:
smoking
little, JOHN R. DUNTON
Bf
but I believe in temperance—yes, tem- fl tate of heirs
utilized. What cannot be used when it
Alexander Stevens, ;...
In
all
whether
things,
food, of Waldo, deceased.
perance
is fresh is either preserved in cans for
drink or tobacco. At the same time, in praying that the .in
I
winter or goes to the cattle or pigs.
there are none more intem- mine who aie emit;«
opinion,
my
hands for distrib n
Hut the chief aim is to meet the critiS
perate than those who insist on total therein, and order U
cal requirements of high-class hotel
I am not aware that I cordingly.
abstinence.
|
patronage.
work harder than other men.
1 have
Ordered, That 11
j
SOME OF EVERYTHIN*.
all
peisous inter*-:,
congenial work and attend to every de- -to
order to be publish*
j
Early in the morning a heavy wagon j tail of my business. In assiduity and The Republican ,1m
\
loaded with fresh peas, beans, lettuce, | concentration lies the secret of suc- at Belfast, that tl.i •>
i
Court, to be held at V
§
cucumbers and all other truck fresh cess.”

—Sey^^>^ U

selves.

January, A. I). limr,
ALBERT GRAY, cred,,
late of Montviiie.
deceased, having j.r,

OABTORIA.
The Kind You Have Always Bag!
Btut, the

proposition.
The sixty-three acres in the property
are practically all
under cultivation
each year, and Mr. Singer, with his
many helpers, makes it Work hard from
early spring until late in the fall. All
kinds of vegetables are raised in large
quantities, and sorts that have early
and late varieties, such as peas and
corn, are so arranged that there is a
plentiful supply of all. Everything is

_

<->

,"i*|

,.

er, and liis wife, who is also a potent
factor in making this farm a business

|

something to
light for. and when the next morning
we heard cannonading «e said, “just

■

THE HOTEL TAKES THE PRODUCE.

As lie sat on nis norse, which was pranc-

was

A farm conducted on a somewhat
but strictly business basis, is
that owned by H. M. Castner of Portland, Me. It lies just by the city limits
at 8 roudwater, a small village, pretty
in its location and environments, and
well known to all residents of the
“beautiful city by the sea.”

novel,

Mr. Castner is the proprietor of the
West End Hotel in Portland and runs
this farm as a part of the hotel industry. There is no exchanging of crops
or other farm produce for money, but
still every dollar produced by the farm
is credited, and at the end of the year
the farm receives proper recognition
for its part of the business scheme, and
due acknowledgment is accorded the
able and hustling manager, Jacob Sing-

soon leameu
went, my cup was run.
ing around, a shell burst close by his
to keep off the first relief, for at three
side. For an instant he lost his preso'clock tlie corporal would rouse you
ence of mind and ducked his head down
trom a refreshing sleep with the comSome of the boys saw
on his horse.
mand “fall in first relief,” and you had
that their time had come and sang out,
the
mornfive
in
three
to
to stand from
“Don’t dodge, General, the danger is all
ing. 1 also learned many other things over after the
report.” He saw the
about guard duty which J shall not exand a smile lighted up his face.
joke
plain here. The ranks were soon full, He could take a joke as well as give
and then came the sword presentations
one.
to officers.
They said those swords
About noon on the last day of the
never should be used except in their
our brigade was ordered into the
light
Poor
fellows, they
country’s cause.
field
and formed in line of battle by
.little knew what they had to go
the 19th Maine leading.
regiments,
through,
we formed in line when
Our regiment was composed of men Scarcely had
the rebels opened a cross-raking fire
from Kennebec, Sagadahoc, Waldo,
works and the shells came
Knox and Lincoln counties, and when, from their
The men dropped to I
and
fast.
thick
service
the
States
United
mustered into
on the 25th of August, 1862, it numbered the ground. The 15th Massachusetts was
40 officers and 1,000 enlisted men. We not ten feet from us and a New York
left Hath on the morning of August regiment close to them; then the 1st
27th by vail and reached Washington Minnesota. We hugged the ground for.
IIow well 1 remember, all we were worth. Think of boys m t
on the 20th.
even at this late day, my feelings when more than three or four months from
marching down Pennsylvania Avenue. home in such a hell hole as that was!
How brave and patriotic 1 felt. Xowl My hair stood on end. Oh! if 1 could

could see that there

Hospitals

of a machine will be twice as long if it At* Probate Court Wm.,i^B
the County of Wain,!
is properly housed when not in use and
„
of January, A. D. I
*
carefully handled when driven to the
certain instrumem
fields.
A will and testam., V u’ ’! »r-v
It is needless to say that under such late of Searsy,..rt. u.
'-an, H'g
a management as this all the live stock
ceased,having been .
Ordered, That
are given the best of treatment.
The interested
-,v*n vSBl
by causii,, (l
buildings are modern and modern ideas published three
1
weeks
I’.k
prevail in the care of all stock. Clean- lican Journal,
■.
ftiMl
at a p,,,
-i
Su^BSl
liness, good feeding and the constant may apjmar
Beliast, within ami
introduction of new blood are the three end
ot
Tuesday
Fei.n,
requisites which are considered neces- before noon, ami -i
the same ala,n,,I
,•
sary to have stock that will thrive and why
allowed.
'I'r"v«i ;
return dividends through the medium
of the milk pail and the egg basket or
A true copy. A ■
in a firm juicy meat, whether it be beef,
Hi
or
pork
poultry.—George B. Washburn At a Probate Cm: n
in the Massachusetts Ploughman.
for the County ,.t \t

AN HOTEL FARM.

DMINISTRA TOR’S N<

l\. hereby gives notin
appointed administratoi

MARTHA E. RANKIN
m the County of
Waldbonds as the law direr;.demands against the esia;desired to present the
all indebted thereto ate
■

ment

immediately

Hi

Liucolnville, Januai y 1

Administrator

< >.

s Non-

hereby gives notice C
appointed administratorot

c

HARRY L. SMALL, la
in the County of Waldo,
bonds as the law directs. A
mantis against the estate
desired to present the same
all indebted thereto are req
ment immediately.

Kingfield, Me., January I".
I

NOTH

NOTICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that he has been duly apadministrator
of
the estate oi
pointed

ADMINISTRATOR’S
ALFRED

JACK, late of Monroe,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
law
as
the
directs.
All persons having debonjds
mands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment

immediately.

W A LTER

Monroe, January 10, 1906—4

BARTLETT.

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that
administrator ol the

1

pointed

BURTON ROBINSON, lat.
in the County of Waldo,
bonds as the law directs. A
mantis against the estate ol san
sired to present the same foi
indebted thereto are request.1
immediately to William 1*. Ti
Me., my authorized agent.
~

SOLON MM
Arlington, Mass., Dec. 13, Ii*‘' t

STRICTLY"
^BARGAIN
EVENT.
/(*

4_
YE

yJOH^SQN’S^)
4StockTakingSaleI
IV A

To avoid the rush which

THIS ADVERTISEMENT IS INTENDED

-

rings, 57 inches wide, regularly $2.25 per yard.

^ I ■ W

^

B

occurs

afternoons,

we

$1.25
1.47

E0LEANS at 20 per

i>4

selection,
inch Damask,

Perspiration proof, regularly $1.00 per yard, clearance sale.89

I
The

RESFORTE SILKS.

greatest wearing silks on the market, will not break or tear, taffeta
finish, warranted all silk and wear guaranteed, sells regularly for
07c. per yard.
Clearance price.

1.39
1.75
1.98
3.00

j

1

j

Wrist Bags,
igs,

price.124

.124
.39
.89
.89

1.124
1.25

cent per 100,
legularly 15c. per yard,
Aprons,
01 Outfit, regularly 25c.,

2 75

**

<i

o

ii

it

it

a

t)

gj

ti

it

9

44

3.00

44

44

3. 25

2.57
2. 78

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

3 50

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

“

44

4.50

44

44

4.75
5. 00

44
44

44

jq

or

1.25

..

/5 cents per yard, clearance price

SPECIAL.
i

titubes,

«•““_

100 doz. Ladies’ plain hemstitch handkerchiefs, clearance price.3
47
pure line hemstitch bdkfs
,5
Gent’s hemstitched Japonet hdkfs. silk initial
.10
350 doz. ladies’ hemstitched handkerchiefs, used for decorating our store during
holidays, regularly 5 and 10 quality, clearance price.
01
Ladies’ Linen Collars, regularly 15 cents each .'09

^2

I

Wrappers,

clearance

5heets and Pillow Cases.

clearance price.67
.98

1
1
1

..

••

..

..

..

■

<«

:::::::::::::::::::.
.......

lot Bleached Sheets, size 72x90 inches, clearance price.39
lot special linen finish Hemstitched Pillow Cates, 42x36 inches, clearance price.12$
lot 72x90 hand torn Sheets, regularly 75 cents, clearance price.63

30 dozen Oneita Fleeced Combination Suits, in sizes 4, 5 and 6, clearance price.39
23 dozen extra tine Fleeced Combination Suits, in sizes 4 to 9, regular retail price
$1.00 and $1.25, clearance price.79
Ladies’ regular half dollar fleeced Shirts and Drawers, clearance price.39
Gent’s extra heavy Fleeced Shirts and Drawers, clearance price.39
Boys’ Fleeced Shirts and Drawers, clearance price.19

ci-rized

Waists, clearance price.$
•«

••

['

'■

1.19
1.25
1.39

Regularly .39

.59
.62
.87
.95
1.00
1.25
1.37
1.42
1.50

______

__

<

.75
1.15
1.25

black Mercerized Shirt Waists to close out at 25 per cent less than
"me
early, as there are only a few waists of each size.

I

SPECIAL.
-—_

.V1'lj $o.00, fc.oo, $6.50 and $7.00 Umbrellas
Side

in one lot,

M

__

I

ata clearance price of.....I

,

Baby Bonnets.

wait

**

•*

•*

*•

.i*>|e

•*

1

...

SPECIAL.
500

twmty-*ive

ported Cloth.

5

cent quality Imbrushes, at 5c each

5 inch Ecru Cluny Insertion, good value at 87c. per yd., clearance price, 42c.
10 cent trimming braids,
19
21
25
100 dozen butt ons retail

clearance price.p
.12 1-2
..

'lG

regularly from 10 to 25 cents per dozen, clearance price per
dozen.05

Highest quality Umbrellas—warranted in every respect.J Compare prices
and quality with what you find at other
stores for double the price.

Regular

Clearance Price.20 50 cent
39 42 cent
42 50 cent
62 42 cent
69 57 cent
73 69 cent
88
97
•“
1.00
1.19

Plain

in

“
“

“

9c

pic
19o

only, Brass Extension Curtain
Bods, fancy ends, retail regularly at

.I

20c. each, clearance

price..^

small lot Wood Curtain Rods,
complete
with brackets and ends,
regularly 17c.,
clearance price. <>0
15c. Picture Cord, clearance
price. 8c

1

YARNS.

94.26 quality, clearance price.93.29
7.00

4c

1 Gross

.25

39
4-

1.58
I.,,;,
‘J.i i8

SPtCIAL

.21
.31

Muslin.
SHAWL BARGAINS.
6.60

‘‘

Brass Extension Curtain Rods.

.J6
.>7

.25'

ti2
75
.‘.18

1.25
••

white

.35
25
35

Persian Lawn
French Organdies
French Organdies
White Muslin
White Muslin
white

••

4.00

Persian Lawn,
nainsooks and nainsook

in fact everything
f*cheeks,
\JOO OS
a discount.
at
goods
cent quality white checks and stripes
12J cent white checks and stripes
15 cent white checks and stripes
20 cent plain white Nainsook,
25 eent plain white Nainsook,
30 cent plain white Nainsook,
42 cent plain white Nainsook,
36 cent
plain white Nainsook,
25 cent Persian Lawn

SVf^“

Spu*ail.s, clearanea price £

275 Brass Extension Curtain Rods, regular price l2Ac., clearance price.
Regularly 17c. Brass Extension Curtain Rods, clearance price..
Regularly 20c. Brass Extension Curtain Rods, clearance price..
Clearance Price.$ .07
Regularly 37£c. Brass Extension Cur.;
tain Rods, clearance price.
.09
etc.

10

.21*0

.75
l.on
1 25
1-5"
1-S7
2.0(1

Muslins, Organdies,

Wfiite

Beits, clearance price.15c

Kegulai' S

“_“

"

25c
50c

BEDSPREADS

2.87
Umbrellas at clearance price..$
54.00, 4.25, 4.50 warranted
u
.«
.L
,,
2.25
i'»8
34)0 and 3.25
1-75
2.50
.hf
1.15 and 1.25

Piece Black Silk Mohair, 44 inches wide, retails regularly for $1.00 per yard,
clearance price..
3 Pieces Cotton Cheviots, 12ic. quality, clearance price.08
25 dozen extra heavy Fleeced Hose, 25c. quality, clearance price.21 1 lot 25c. quality
1 small lot Underwear, (assorted kinds and sizes, clearance price (each).09 , 1 small lot Long
1

r,

Don’t
over.

3 Inch Ecru Cluny Insertion, good value at 50c. par yd., clearance price, 25c.

T/tnit
| Underwear

prjce.$

u

HAM
CRICK.
until llu* s|o« U is pawnl

25c Complexion powder, clearance prim*.
50c
.2:.'c
10c Sachets, clearance price
5 e
25c Quadruple Fx tracts, cleanup e prie«*_ l2jc
50c
.25 c
25C Liquid Dentifrice, ri.-aranee price.. IjAc
25c Antiseptic Dental l’owder. clearance
price
.l.Ac
25c Size Horace Windsor Hatch Med. Dent..
clearanc price.
uAc
50c Size Horace Windsor Hatch Med. Dent.
clearance ptiee.
..25 c
25c Toilet (llyeerine. clearance price..... uAc
25c Fragrant Cream, ffearance price.
.t J.c
50c
25* c
50c Curling Fluid, clearance price.25 «
25c Milk of Almonds, clearance price. 12Ac
50c
...25 c
25c Cream of < rushed Roses, clearance price 12Ac
5<>c
...25 c
50c Almond Cream, clearance price...
25 c
75c Bloom "f Youth,
.37Ac
25c Rose Cosmetii »*,
76c Quintine Hair Tonic, clearance price.
37Ac
25c Medicated Soap
uje
New Complexion soap, ctearance price. 7 c
52c Vaseline, clearance mice.10 c

I

BIG VALUES*-

\

We have for this sale about 300 Flannelette Wrappers we shall sell for less
price than they can be manufactured.
Sizes from 32 to 44 bust measure. Don’t
miss this opportunity.

ia,1|i«lette

just ONK

*•

yard, clearance price...15

-—-

*

TOILET ARTICLES
at

■

.12

12V cent Outings, very best quality, per y<l., clearance price. .$ .08
i 14 cent quality Flannellettes, clearance price.08
tit Creton, clearance price.10
ie, 36 inches wide, clearance price..09
.35
■luwn, regular retail price 75c. and 87fcc. per yd., clearance price
it lily
Marine, 36 inches wide, clearance price.29
“0»*r Sheeting, clearance price.39
.52

P

..

•*

I

L

..

...

3.48

lr.test styles, to retail at 25 cents per

Si.25
mise, clearance price.65
(each).23

:

..

..

TWO-THIRDS ACTUAL VALUE.

124

1)8 cents,

...

•*

We have about $35 worth of Lunch Cloths, Bureau Scarfs, Tray Cloths, Center
Pieces, Mt. Mellick Pieces, Doilies, Sofa Pillow Tops, etc., which we offer at

200 yards new Fall and Winter Veilings,

regularly

ance price...
stf
ld5c. Soutache Hi aid, clearance price.. !r>n
10c Darning Balls, clearance price
ic
12$c Kid Curlers, clearance price.;> 9c,
Bees Wax, clearance price
3c
2c
Carpet Tacks, per paper, clearance price
Regularly 25c Curtain Cords, clearance price. 12k;
Regularly l‘2k; Curtain Cords, clearance price 5c
5c
Regularly 10c Mucilage, clearance price
Thimbles, clearance price. 3c
Linen Finish Thread, clearance price. 4c
Regularly 39c Fancy Steel Buttons per doz.,
clearance price...
19©
Regularly 5tc Fancy Steel Buttons per doz.,
clearance price.25c
Regularly I2$c quality Marquir Dress Stays
2c
per doz., clearance price
12k; Gilt Braid per yard, clearance price_ 3c
Hump Hook and Eyes per doz., clearance
2c
price.
Regularly 39c Silver Thimbles, clearance price 19c
4c
Regularly 10c Collar Studs, clearance price.
Salter’s Embroidery Silk per skein, clearance
3c
price...
Box Hairpins, clearance price. 4c
Toilet Paper per bunch, clearance Price. Tc
10,12$ and 15<* Hat Pius, clearance price. 5c
10c Stick Pin, clearance price
5c
25c Grip Markers, clearance price...12$a
Colored Dress Buttons per doz., clearance
price. 5c
Best Machine Oil, clearance price.
7c
Regularly 10c Bone Hairpins per doz clearance price.
8c
Regularly 15c Bone Hairpins per doz clearance pi ice..
11c
Regularly 17c Bone Hairpins per doz., clearance price.
13c
Regularly 20e Pom* Hairpins per doz., clearance price.
.15C
Regularly 25c Bone Hairpins per doz.. clearance price.
20c
Aluminum Hairpins p»*r d«>z.. clearance price 9c

••

3.75
3.98

1 lot 15, 17, 25 aud 27 cent quality Hamburgs clearance price.IO
.49
75 c. nt quality Men’s Laundered White Shirts,

.25
09
39

Muslin
Underwear

59

2 97

••
.25
42 and 45 cent Applique, clearance prise.32
50 cent Applique, clearance price.39
87$ and 98 cent Applique, clearance pr ce.65
$1.25 All Over Lace, clearance price.69
1 lot Net Laces, in different widths, regularly 10, 12$ and 15 cents per yard,
clearance price.;.05
.04
1 lot Torehion Laces, clearance price.

.79

i \ 50

it

lot Black Mercerized Petticoats, regularly 87c., clearance sale.S .59
<•
••
••
“.66
98c.,
“.89
gl.25.

20
50

1.50

hags,

fringed linen damask towel, clearance price.42
double damask, large size linen towel retail regularly
75 cents each, clearance price..
Very fine quality 78 and 87 cent towels, clearance price..
.75
Regularly $1.00 damask towels, clearance price.

Plain hemstitch

Itegularly 25cent Applique, clearance price.15

1.25
1.38

to"

*«

appliqueT trimhings

.95

Hags,

*«

44

the lowest of low water marks in

••

price.15

I

•i

....SPECIAL....

.25
'h set, clearance price— .-r.75

V

3.08

Hardanger Lanyas, regularly

*4

buy.

Clearance price. .$ .124
.25
.33
.58
.78
.88
»*
j 25
1 wine and case, clearance
price.124
and Holder, clearance price.25
h s, clearance price.25
.49
hatuary, clearance price..

t,

laces to bother, misfit im-

DAMASK

dozen fine damask towels regular retail prices from 50cents to $1.25 each.

Clearance price for regularly $2.00 McGee Skirts..1.49
**
2.25
1.74
44
44
41
1.98
2.50

ns.

mostly 25 cent quality, clearance
'■ Hack Combs,
hags, regularly 58 cents,
I st Hags,

gar-

clearance sale.

Leftovers from our holiday stock together with our regular goods all marked at less than actual value. These
goods are useful as well as ornamental
and the low prices should make it an

•■arance

satisfactory

possible. Wholesale prices during the January

__

sev-

5.50

3.75

40

We have never sold a more;

quality,

4.75

4.00

Fit like custom made and cost half as much.

or

as

prices, that sale will be this grand clearance sale.
Shaped Collar stiffening,reguiarly I2$c., clear-

...

1

1 15
1.35
1.55
2 19
3.10
2.87
3.50
.3.68

4.50

strings

45c.

Regular 92e per dozen Napkins, clearance price.00
$1.25
.08

YOKE UNDERSKIRTS.

no

IF THERE WAS EVER A SALE of notions
wares that’ll be long remembered ami

....

GUARANTEE IHKsK TO HE THE BIGGEST
VALUES EVER OFFERED IN BELFAST.

WE

McGEE ADJUSTABLE

ment,

Small Wares
referred to

patterns, good quality linen,
Clearance price,

enty- two inches wide. Clearance price.§
78
Regularly $1.37 damask seventy-two inches wide, beautiful finish and splendid
patterns. Clearance price.80
Damask that sells everywhere for $1.50 per yard..
The highest price damask we have in stock, regularly $1.75 per yard, beautiful double satin finish, very elegant quality pure Irish linen, to close out, during this
sale, at less than it can be bought for today. Clearance price. 1.10

.44

^MNANTS AND SHORT LENGTHS HAVE BEEN MEASUR'AGGED AT PRICES FROM ONE-QUARTER TO TWOI thirds *.:tual value.

to

in several very dtsirable

Regularly $1 and 1.25 damask, extra fine and beautiful patterns, A

quality Black Percaline, clearance sale.15
25
17
11
««
it
tt
«.
15
27
89
silk
.25
Brass Cloth Lining.07

inches wide.
Clearance price.39
regularly 874 cents. Clearance price.59
I Miitiugs, 50 inches wide.
Clearance price (per yard).45
-5 Broadcloth.
Clearance price.98c. and
1.25
was
25c.
floods,
per yard. Clearance price.12^
i'lannels. Clearance price.
39
gularly $1.25 per yard. Clearance price.75
52
in.
.02t
Cloth,
wide, regularly $1.25 per yd. Clearance price.

Notions and

and small

large.

_50c.

JOs*

20 cent

■ > POSITIVELY ONE OF THE BIGGEST DRESS GOODS
WE HAVE EVER OFFERED.

object

the assortment is

245 yards Scotch Damask, warranted pure linen,
very latest patterns, 50 inches wide, our best value,
regularly for seventy-live cents per yard. Special inducement during this sale. Clearance price, per yard,

“

regular price.

Appearance and Quality

SPECIAL.

cent

Clear.$

I'.

Represented

..

eitiugs in reds, blue, grays, brown, black and green.

L_

■

of the linen on the table often atld
to or detract from the pleasure of
the meal. We are offering our entire stock of fine Damasks at greatly
reduced prices during this January clearance sale. .Call early and make a

JAPANESE HABUTATI SILK.

DRESS PATTERNS.
discount from

as

shopping when possible.
The

SVindom Taffeta Silks, regularly $1.00, clearance sale.8 -8"
>•
<«
98
1.25,
1.19
1 50,
1.42
1.02,
125
Peau de Cygne,
1.50,

Kersey, 57 inches wide. Clearance price.98
lieviot, regularly $1.25 per yard. Clearance price.98
trance price.75
rails regularly for §1.42. Clearance price.
1.19
Black Cheviot at 45 and 09 cents per yard.
il, regularly 92 eents per yard. Clearance price.09
•
gularly $1.00 per yard. Clearance price.85
Clearance price.02
•■■ge, regularly 75 cents per yard.
ill, regularly $1.00 per yard. Clearance price.81
.48
ioth, regularly 02 cents per yard. Clearance price.,.
t, regularly $1.00 per yard. Clearance price.75
54 inches wide, regularly $1.25.
Clearance price.98

i T WINES AND

desire forenoon

“The kind that wear.” No preaching needed, no fine talk necessary, no exCut this ad. out, bring it along and pick out your bargain.

■

Ii '■nil

Guaranteed

^^BI

planation required.

Clearance

Suiting, 57 inches wide, regularly $2.50 per yard. Clear-

sey

k

WIN DOM SILKS.

impress you with the importance o£
your personal interest of coming to see.
The prices on our entire stock of dress
K
goods are cut, and the cut is deep. We
Belfast and vicinity an unprecedented opportunity to
To

of

■

zest than ever. Prices have been clipped to the vanishing point. New stocks have been
that this week’s visitors may find a plethora of bargains from which to select

so

SPECIAL NOTICE.

^

1

greater

brought forward

I};:

k

BARGAIN SEEKERS LOOK HERE!*«—^OUR GREAT ANNUAL STOCK-TAKING SALE —-

upon its second week with

I

W

Article

Every

4.29
6.89

400 skeins Arnosric domestic
yarn per
skein, clearance price,.pg
385 skeins 30 cent quality Scotch
yarn
per skein, clearance price.25
Germantown Yarn, per skein, clear-

price. 09
Hose Supporters, clearance price.15
Saxony yarn, per skein, clearance sale... .09
Kimonas, regularly $1.00 and $1.25 each,clearance price.75 Shetland Floss, per skein, clearance sale .09
ance

-————

County
SEARSPORT
E. C. Pike is in

-:-;
THE HEWS OF BKOOKS.

Correspondence.

You

can

Horace Gerald recently lost a valuable
work horse.

make better food with

C. E. Lane made a business
Aroostook county last week.

PROSPECT FERRY.

LOCALS.

Miss Miriam Grindle visited in Sandylast week_Mr. and Mrs. Harriman
visited their daughter, Mrs. M. B. Grant,
in Sandypoiut lastSunday—Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Shute of Sandypoint visited Mr.
and Mrs. Granville Shute several days last
week.

point

Boston on a business

trip.
Owing to the storm of January 25th there
no schools in the village.

were

Mr. ami Mrs. Fred McDonald are occupy-

Royal Raking powder
Lighter, sweeter,

more

Boston on the return

BUCKS PORT*

Gilkey, as

SOUTH MONTVILLE.

announcement on

mate.

Miss Gertrude Bowen, who is attending
the Castine Normal school, is at home for a
short vacation.

Deputy

Sheriff Burke

Leach made the
and notified all

Monday,

Mrs. Maria Griffin, who has been sick, is interested parties, that Sheriff Mayo would
slightly better....Mrs. Edward B. Lunt strictly enforce the prohibitory law in the
was carried to the hospital at Belfast last county.
Sheriff Mayo has notified all
week for a surgical operation.Adriel deputies that he shall look to them for the
l’ease was taken to the Belfast Hospital
strict enforcement, and all deputies who do
last week for an operation for appendicitis,
not care to aid in the enforcement will resign
which has troubled him for several months. and
new ones will be appointed in their
_Rev. E. A. Dinslow is on the sick list.
H. T. Stubbs has received a
Doubtless the big snow storm would have
etter announcing the safe arrival at Port au
prevented services at the church but the Prince, Hayti, of the three-masted schooner
pastor’s condition was such that notices Carrie A. Bucknam, Capt. Frank A. Torrey,
were given in advance that there would be
lumber from Wilmington, Jan. 14.
She
no services last Sunday.
will load there with logwood for New York.

Mrs. X. II. W. Wharfl left by boat Monday
to join her husband at his new pastorate in
Tupper’s Lake, N. Y.
C. A. Rogers and F. P. Decrow are assisting Engineer Brock on the survey of the lot
lines for the Seaport R. R.

{daces....Capt.

The members of the Epworth l.eague are
planning a valentine social to be held in the
vestry of the M. E. church Tuesday evening, Keb. 14th.

Many of our citizens are hauling wood
for I’ike's industry and the goodly piles in
the mill yard testify to the industry of
these woodsmen.

ROCKPORT.

meeting of the Twentieth
Century Club at the home of Mrs. Brastow
Miss Louise Pitcher of Camden gave a very
interesting talk on “A Voyage to the Orient,” illustrated with photographs and cosMiss Pitcher
tumes of the far away lands.
made the voyage from New York to Manila
and Singapore with Capt. and Mrs. Stanley
Amsbury in bark Adolph Obrig. On the
return trip they touched at the Island of St.
Helena and visited Longwood and learned
that the caretaker of the home which sheltered the exiled Napoleon was a Mrs. Griunell, sister-in-law of Mark Grinnell who for
several years resided in Rockport. At the
conclusion of the interesting and instructive talk the club presented Miss Pitcher
with a large bunch of carnations in appreciation of her kindness.
At

The Grinnell & Monroe wood sawing machine is meeting with much favor among our
people who have wood to manufacture,
fhe largest piles are sawed in an incredibly short time.
Penobscot Engine Co., No. 1, will hold a
meeting this, Thursday, evening, when the
positions w ill be assigned. The new rubber coats have arrived and are now ready
for the hosemen.

George Hawley of Boston is here this week
in the interests of C. II. Sprague & Co.,
coal dealers. Mr. llawley is looking fora
site to build coal pockets and has probably
found one at Mack’s Point.
Mrs. Geo. Partridge has bought the Wallace homestead on steamboat avenue. The
Wallaces have bought the Sullivan field on
the back road to Belfast and contemplate
building in the near future.

a

recent

THORNDIKE.

SWANVILIE.

Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Brown, who have
been in Massachusetts the past few months,
Mrs.
returned
home Saturday
night.
Brown’s father, P. T. Clements of Monroe,
came down Wednesday to open the house
Miss Lillian Phillips
and have it warm
is visiting friends here—Fred Black, the
mail carrier from Swanville to Belfast,
came near perishing in the blinding snow
lie lost the road and
storm Jan. 25th.
drove down across E. B. Greeley’s field toward the river, llis light was seen by A.
G. Nickerson, who went to his rescue. He
was cared for at the home of J. W. Nickerson, where he remained until F'riday noon,
when he took the trip to Belfast with the
mail... Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Cunningham
went to Brooks Sunday and their niece,
Bertha McTaggart, returned with them.
—

Mrs. Hattie Merrithew left Saturday for
South Portland and will stay for a time
with her son, Harold Merrithew, who lives
there.

Manley Ellis is in very poor health and
has been with his daughter, Mrs. W. S.
Reynolds, for several weeks, lie is now
thought to be improving slowly.
This community was shocked by news of
the sudden and unexpected death of Harvey
N. Edwards of Jackson Tuesday morning,
lie had been about his business as usual
the day previous, but was taken ill during
the night and died before morning. He was
born in Brooks and was a veteran of the
Civ'l war.

EAST PALERMO.

There is a good prospect of having a
at this plaee. Some of the members
of the Washington Grange are interested
and have tried to get Carroll Turner to
make a hall over his store until a hall can
built—W. F. Brown, who has for the past
few years been the only blacksmith here,
will soon move to Weeks Mills_Miss
Grace A. Hradstreet closed a very successful term of school here Friday. Miss Bradstreet is a well known teacher, having
taught 16 schools in this and other towns
There is more stave
very successfully
lumber being hauled at the two mills this
season than for some years.
The big fall
of snow has checked business for a few
—

days.
NORTHPORT NEWS.

lazy,

Eugene Adams cut his foot

last week.

ORGANIZED AS

were

perfectly open

to

travel,

DEPOSIT

ACCOUNTS

Every courtesy and advantage consistent

SWISS I

narrow

tracks but wide hard roads in which loaded
teams could pass anywhere.

is

busy.
quite badly

Both the boys and girls of the High
school have formed basket ball teams and
in the near future Belfast can look well to
her laurels. They are being trained by
their teacher, Mr. Woods. The officers of
the young ladies basket ball team are as
follows: Manager, Marie York ; Captain,
Edna Elwell; Secretary, Winnie Patterson ;
Treasurer, Lila Estes. The young gentlemen
have chosen officers
as
follows:
Frank
11.
Manager,
Lane; Captain,
Lawrence M. Cook; Secretary, Everett
Cilley; Treasurer, Earl A. Trundy.

Mrs. Lucy Rhodes has returned from a
visit with relatives and friends in Massachusetts.

CAMDEN.

lbe

officers of Golden Crown Lodge,
Knights of Pythias, were installed Tuesday
night by Grand Keeper of Kecords and
Seal Wilfred E. Ricker of Portland,assisted
by E. C. Holbrook as Grand Prelate and
M. ,1. Dow as Grand Master at Arms. The
new officers are as follows:
Chancellor
Commander, E. B. Edwards; Vice Chancellor, A. K. Huxford; Prelate, Rev. E. E.
Colburn; Master at Arms, C. F. Files;
Keeper of Records and Seal, E. G. Roberts,
Master of Finance, F. K. Roberts; Master
of Exchequer, A. B. Pay son; Inner Guard,
Fred Moulton; OuterGuard, Geo. II Miller.
A ,banquet followed the installation cere-

—

—

monies,

|

■

—

—

j

—

Tiie members of the lirooks High school
have organized for the purpose of starting
a school paper to be called the Mayflower.
The officers are as follows: Business Manager, Clara Springer; Assistant Manager,
Hester Rose; Editor-in-Chief, Frank II.
Lane; Assistant Editor, Hattie L. Work;
Local Editor, Earle A. Truudy; Personal
Editor, Mertie Ames; Literary Editors,
Lawrence M. Cook and Edna El well: Atlieletic Editor, Lawrence E. Estes; TreasIt is confidently expecturer, Marie York.
ed that the efforts of these literary aspirants
will throw all previous achievements in
tliis direction into the shade. Success to
them. We like to see this evidence of their
ambition.

Established for the beneht and convenience of those
seeking an incom.
TfONS and SAVINGS, and yet desiring them so invested as
always to
INTEREST PAID AT 3 PER CENT COMPOUNDED
sty,,
Money deposited goes on interest FIRST DAY OF EVERY MONTH
CATES OF DEPOSIT will be given bearing interest from day of issue
For the safety of the Depositors in either department of this
bank
SUKPLU8 and the personal liability of its STOCKHOLDERS, to the t x
National Currency Act, thus affording a very great degree of
security.
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Newport, R. I„ Jan. 26. The schooner
Henry Whitney of Matildas, Maine, bound
from New York for Waroham, Mass., with
coal, parted her cable here early today and

went ashore at the soutli end of the harbor.
The Whitney is an old two-masted vessel
and is leaking. The crew is on board but
are in no danger.
Jan. 27. The Whitney
is full of water and an attempt made by tug
Solicitor to float the craft has been abandoned for the present.
The vessel is 35
years old and is thought to be in poor

shape.
Rockland, Jan. 27. The weather was tine
today, compared with the gale of Wednesday and Thursday, rendering relief possible
to the schooners damaged by the storm.
The schooner James Rothwell of Boston,

which went ashore on Birch Island Wedwas floated today at high tide and
towed to this port by the tug F. M. Smith.
While stranded the schooner took in a large
quantity of water but her seams closed
when the vessel was floated and only a
slight ini ush of water was observed during
the trip into this harbor. The Rothwell
will be put on the marine railway at Camdem and repairs made.
The two-master Maud Seward of Stonington, which grounded on Birch Island
liar Wednesday, dragged over on to! the
island todav. The schooner is now high on
shore and full of water. Samuel Goss, the
He hopes to be
owner, arrived here today.
able to float her, Mr, Goss says lie carried
tiO insurance on the Seward.
While awaiting a cargo of granite at Stonington yesterday the schooner Caroline Grey
sprang a leak. With pumps working she
was towed to this port today where she will
be repaired.

nesday,

naiumuie,

,ian. ~m.

Retail Market.

1.30

Washington, D. C., Jan. 27. Sld, sch. Pendleton Sisters, Lambert’s Point.
Brunswick, Ga., Jan. 27. Sld, sch. Frank
Barnet, Boston; 28, sld, sch. Thelma, New
York.
Jacksonville, Jan. 27. Cld, brig Jennie
llulbert, Havana.
Sabine Pass., Texas, Jan. 22. Sld, sch. .1.
Manchester Haynes, Matthews, Providence.
Gloucester, Jan. 30. Ar, sch. Mary Farrow, Boston for Stonington.
Baltimore, Jan. 30. Cld, sch. Mollie S.

Jackson. In Belmont, January 26, to Mr.
Mrs. George Jac <vSon. a daughter.
Mendall. In Northport, January 27, to
and Mrs. Mark D. Mendall, a son.
Sargent. In Bar Harbor, January 19, to
and Mrs.
Sargent, a son.
Thomas. In Camden, January 18, to Mr.
Mrs. F. T. Thomas, a daughter.
Young. In Camden, January 20, to Mr.
Mrs. Linneus Young, a son.

MARITIME MISCELLANY.

Nantucket, Mass., Jan. 24. Wreckers are
making another effort to float sch. George

t
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Playing
ALL KINDS

January
Frank H. Spear and Miss Mary E. Fogg, both of

Brook lit).
w alsh-Cross. In Boston. January 24, Charles
W. Walsh of Boston and Bertha M. Cross of

Rockland.
DIED.

Shanghai, China, January 22,
Capt. Stanley Amsbury of Rockport.
Carr. In Belfast, January 26, John Carr, aged
60 years, 4 months and todays.
Carr. In Belfast, January 31, Mary Isabelle,
wife of the late John Carr, aged 57 years and 4
Amsbury.

Brigton, Staten Island, N. Y.,

Dorchester, Mass., 92 Alban street,
Gilmore, wife of Dr. Charles Wilnative of Searsport, Me.

Wilson. In

Mrs. Mary

son, and

a

A.

A. A. HOW
Groceries, Driiys

■,

In

In West

Heal.

|

ret

Knox Corn

BORN.

Mrs. Augusta Hosmer Heal, wife of the late
Havana, Jan. 18. Sld, sch. D. 11. Rivers, Nathan
M. Heal, aged 78 years.
Philadelphia.
In Searsport, January 31, Rev.
Kraitth.
San Juan, P. R., Jan. 24. Ar, sch. Wm. George Edward Krauth, aged 45 years.
K. Park, Philadelphia.
Norton. In Belfast, January 26. John C. NorSagua, Jan. 4. In port, sch. Fred W. ton, aged 82 years, 10 months and 2 days.
Shute. In Bucksport, January 24. Mrs. Lydia
Ayer, Nickerson, from Gulfport.
Port au Prince, Jan. 13. Ar, sch. Carrie Heath Shute, wife of George Washington Shute,
ag.d 48 years.
A. Bucknam, Wilmington, N. C.
Singhi. In Billerica, Mass., January 2t?, FerNassau, N. P. In port 25th, bark Rebec- dinand G. Singhi, aged 70 years and 22 days. ReBosfor
P.
San
ca Crowell, Dow,
mains brought to Rockland for interment.
Juan,
R.,
Small. In Rockport, January 23, Capt. Herton, arrived 14th, discharging.
Rio Janeiro, Jan. 30. In port, bark Good bert A. Small, aged 52 years.
Stewart. In Centre Mont ville, January 26,
31st.
sail
to
for
Baltimore,
News, Myrick,
Nathaniel Stewart, aged 84 years.

...

••=

Banking \w,Ns

40
4

months.
Look, Tampa.
ci.osson. In Sargentville, Me., Mrs. Lydia
Salem, Jan. 30. Sch. Edward H. Call,
Closson, aged 88 years.
Newport News.
Edwards.
Bucksport, Me., Jan. 30. Ar, sch. Win. N. Edwards. In Jackson, January 31, Harvey
Matheson, Bonne Bay, N. F., blown off in
Heath. In Orland, Mrs. Susan Heath, widow
big gale and broke main boom.
of the late Sewall Heath of West Penobsot, aged
96
years, 4 months and 21 days.
FOREION PORTS.

...

Modern

3@4

Baltimore, Jan. 28. Sld, bark Glad TidRalph
and
ings, New London.
Portland, Jan. 30. Ar, schs Henry Sutand
ton, Crotch Island for New York; T. W.
Allan, Calais for New Suffolk, Lewis
French, Gloucester, Mass.; Eva Martin,
MARRIED.
Prospect Harbor; O. L>. Withered, for
Clark’s Cove; Edna, Calais for New York ;
In Vinalhaven,
Ahes-Amrh.
January 21,
Margaret B. Roper, New York; Melville, Hiram
H. Ames ami Winifred C. Ames, both of
bound east; Ethel F. Merriam and Chester Vinalhaven.
B. Lawrence, coastwise; 31, cld, sch. Josie,
Hanson-Morrishky. In Winterport, January
22, by Rev. P. ,1. Gerrity Edward Hanson of BanSearsport.
Rockland, Jan. 30. Ar, schs. George E. gor and Miss Nellie Morrissey of Winterport.
In Boston, January 25,
kings.
Kline, Boston; .1. R. Ilodwell, Wareham for I Hoopkr-Bii and
Miss Blanche Billings, both
Oscar Hooper
Bucksport.
of Sargentville, Me.
Fernandina, Fla., Jan. 25. Ar, soh. Laura
Fernald-Varney. In Chelsea, Mass., JanuM. Lunt, Gdchrest, Boston; 26, sld, sch. ary 22, by Rev. Philip L. Frich, Henry B. Fernald
Gladys, New York.
and Ida Vanity, both of Chelsea.
Larrabkk-Campbell. In Winterport, JanuSavannah, Jan. 24.
Sld, bark Herbert
Fuller, New York; sch. Frederick W. Day, ary 26 Ralph Larrabee and Miss Bernice Campbell.
sch.
Jose
S.
Olaverri,
Charleston,
C.; 26, ar,
21.
Spkar-Fogo. In West Rrooklin,
New York.

"’
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Cranberries, p qt., 8@lO.Shorts p cw t.,
Clover Seed.
tb,
I3(ai4isugai
Flour, p bbl., 6.75a7.50 Salt, T. I.,# bu.,
H. G. Seed p bu.,
1.90 Sweet Potatoes,
lo! Wheat Meal.
Lard, i* tb,

AMERICAN PORTS.

—

“

“r

high water with steamer

Retail /‘rice.

—

».rs>

,

BOXES for rent at 83.00, *5.00, $6.50and $8.00
p,.,
construction, and equaled in few instances in this country.

Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Beef,corned, p tb, SvoJO Lime bbl.,
90@1.00
Druggists refund money if l’AZO Butter Salt, 14 tb.
20 Oat Meal p tb,
4&5
OINTMENT fails to cure any ease, no mat- Corn p bu.,
64iOnions p tb.
4
ter of how long standing, in fi to 14 days.
Cracked Corn, p bu, 64|Oil.Kerosene,gal.,14@I5
64'Pollock >' ’b,
First application gives ease and rest. 50c. Corn Meal, p bu.,
5a5£
10
tb,
If your druggist hasn’t it send 50c. in Cheese.
l6@l7{Pork ib.
1.13
Seed, p cwt., 1.50 Plaster p bbl.,
stamps and it will be forwarded postpaid. Cotton
Codflsli drv, fe) lb,
3
5a8iRye Meal p tb,

delphia.

"

SAFE DEPOSIT
uest

Piles.

New York, Jan. 24. Ar, soh. Mary Bradford, Viualhaven.
Boston, Jan. 28. Ar,schs. Henry B. Fiske,
Brunswick; Van Allens Houghton, Phila-

banking

DEPARTMENT.

Tidings, of the fleet of liio coffee clippers
owned by C. Morton Stewart & Co., sailed
yesterday with a cargo of coal for New
London, Connecticut. The departure of
the Glad Tidings ends her career as a Rio
trader, and also her ownership at this port,
she having been sold to M. S. Gilbert of
Mystic, Conn. The new owner will have
the graceful barkantine converted into a
three-masted
schooner, and will use her in
A very fine entertainment was given in
the church parlor last Friday evening with the general coasting trade. The Glad Tid
ings is the third vessel of the coffee fleet to
the following program : Solo, “Go to Sleep
Ma Babe,” Mrs. Francis Merritt; male be sold from this port during the past
the others being the barkantine
“Larboard
Messrs.
Jones
year,
duett,
Watch,”
and Morrill; male quartette, “Doctor Foster Frances and Amy. The Glad Tidings was
built
at
Belfast, Me., in 1884. She is a
Went to Glos’ter,” Messrs. Morrill, Goodwin, Jones and Brown; lecture, “Three vessel of 008 tons net.
Word was received
Boston, Jan. 81.
Years on the Pacific,” by Rev. E. E. Colburn. This lecture was from the personal yesterday that the bark Rebecca Crowell,
which
ran
ashore 20 miles east
of
Mr.
Colburn
and
Dow,
can
be
Capt.
Jmt
experience
appreciated by all who hear it. Mr. Col- of Nassau on Jan. 12, while bound from
San
P.
lb, to this port with a cargo
Juan,
burn is an interesting speaker upon any
subject which lie may treat. Our friends in of molasses, has floated and arrived at NasBelfast, Searsport and Winterport should j sau. She jettisoned part of her cargo
hear it. lee cream and cake were served while ashore, and is now discharging 1055
and a social time enjoyed after the lecture. casks of molasses, the rein tinder of her
shipment, preparatory to hauling out for
We noticed in a recent issue of The an examination,
Journal the death of Geo. W. Dorman of
Freedom. For many years Mr. Dorman
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
lived in Brooks and lie was one of the best
known men in town thirty or forty years
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
He came here seme sixty years ago
ago.
Prices Paid Producer.
Produce Market.
and married the widow Choate, formerly
Rhoda Sawyer, mid they lived on the Saw- Apples p bu.,
9.00a 12.00
40 Hay $> ton,
in
West Brooks.
5 Hides p tb,
dried, p lb,
yer place on Sprout liili
<>&
2.25 I amb p lb,
y
Mrs. Dorman was well connected and had Beans, pea,
2.50 Lamb Skins,
soil75
medium,
Her first husmany friends in Boston.
2.75
Mutton
tb,
P
0^7
Yel’eyes,
band w is captain of a steamer, in sum40
Butter p tb,
2Q@‘22 Oats p bu., 32 tb,
mer the Dorman’s house was filled with city
(*a8 Potatoes p bu.,
sides, p tb,
45&50
Our earliest recollections are Beef,
company.
5 Round Hog,
Beef fore quarters,
6
associated with Dorman and his wife as in Barley ^ bu.,
60 Straw ^ ton,
7.<>0
it*.
the pleasant summer evenings he often Cheese P tb,
p
25(0.28
tap Turkey
14 Tallow p tb,
2va4
tb,
played out of doors, entertaining the Chicken
8
Skins, per lb. BX&lliVeal p lb,
neighborhood. He was an honest and hard Calf
14a 15j Wool, unwashed,
23
Duck £ tb,
mail
and
highly respected.
working
28 Wood, hard,
4.00®4.5C
Eggs p doz.,
12 Wood, soft,
3.00
Fowl
tb,
16
Geese p lb,
A Guaranteed Cure For File*.
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Capital Stock $100,000, Surplus $20,000, Stock Liability

Waquoit and a powerful steam pump;
heavy northeast snow storm commenced at
dusk and the attempt may have to be abandoned at midnight. The sails and rigging
stripped from schooner Richard S. Learning,
Miss Inez
Hutchinson has returned wrecked on Long shoai, were sold at aucfrom Massachusetts, where she was with tion to-day.
her brother Harry, who has been dangerRockland, Jan. 31. Captain M. V. K.
ously ill. He is better and the doctors Brewster of Port Jefferson, Long Island,
N.
Y., has closed a contract with Cobb,
hope for a complete recovery, although it
will be weeks before that is accomplished. Butler & Co., for the contrcuthm of a sinHe will come home as soon as he is able to gle deck, four-masted lumber schooner of
about X,(X)i! tons. The dimensions will be
stand the journey
as follows: Keel, lit! feet; beam, 37
feet;
This is the third season Brooks has used
hold, 13 feel. The frame will be cut at
the snow roller anti experience has con- once
William Bisbee and upon its arby
vinced the most carping critic of its im- rival here about two months
hence work
mense superiority over any device ever inwill begin immediately. This ensures anvented for breaking roads. In two days other
summer
at
the yard and is good
busy
after the great storm of last week our roads

Grange

Mrs. Flora Brolian has arrived at her
The remains of the late George W. Heahl brother’s, fl. W. Elwell, after a visit with
of Mattapan, Mass., arrived on the boat her daughter, near Boston.
The Penobscot came in through the ice
Saturday morning and were taken to his
Capt. Charles Rhodes and wife returned
Saturday and in fifteen minutes after her was delivered on route No. 1 from Tuesday old home in Lincolnville Center for inter- to their Beech Hill home last week after an
extended stay in Everett, Mass.
departure, the ice had formed in her wake afternoon until Saturday. Routes 2 and 3
A wife and three sisters, Mrs. J. E.
strong enough to bear the sea-gulls which were also impassable for a few days_ ment.
The Hills brothers, Henry and Isaac,
This shows the tem- Mrs. Foster returned to her home in Rock- Scruton, Mrs. J. L. Kidder and Mrs. J. M.
were following her.
Lovett, all of Lincolnville, survive him. have filled their large ice house and that of
perature of the water.
port Jan. 24th.William Farwell and The
was 56 years of age—F. I.
L.
deceased
W. Benner from their own ponds.
attended the K. of P. jubiOne of our citizens who is in correspon- Henry Higgins
lee in Bangor last week. Mr. Farwell re- Marshal), who has been assisting in surCharles O. Dickey has cut ice at the Cove
dence with a friend in New Tork who is on
was
home
over
the
B,
&
A.
railroad,
turned home Friday morning, but Mr. Hig- veying
the inside in the railroad deal taking place
He left Monday for Hampden to fill the icehouses of H. W., E. B., A. F.
gins remained until Saturday morning, and Sunday.
here, informs us that the sale of Sears’ attended
Center_The funeral of the late Dr. Oliver El well, Mr. Dissell and others and filled the
the
funeral
of
bis
service
nephew, G.
icehouse of Ex-Sheriff Norton and those at
Island is a bona fide transaction and inShermau, whose death occurred in Ham- j the
James N. Higgins, in Brewer Jan. 27th
Battery.
sures the finest water front along the coast
B. P. Hurd recently bought a nice ilton, Bermuda, was held from his home on
Ur.
of Maine,
the Belfast road Saturday afternoon at 2 !
ii. v
Brown is eimiug a
large lot of
young carriage horse of Joseph Farwell of o’clock. Rev. Henry Jones of the St, 1 cedar
ousts, pulp wood, kiln wood, cord
The N. E. Telephone Co. is replacing the Unity. Two horses will not come amiss
turn
J Human
gii^iuu
j-jpisuupai
wood, bean poles, hoop poles, and hauling
six pin arms by double ten pm arms, giving with the doctor, who is quite a busy man
Ur. W. F. Bisbee, Reuben Leland, S. G. { to the Cove lor shipment to Rockland.
a
metropolitan appearance to the wires qpwadays—Mr. F. L. Philbrick is ship- Ritterbush and
Edmunds acted as
Joseph
to
Edward
his
Liverpool
apples
along our streets. The linemen with zero ping
bearers.
Many and beautiful floral | It was reported last Saturday that in
an(i a strong wind blowing have Walker aud son liarn' of Brocks were in pall
tributes showed the high esteem in which your beautilul but rum-cursed city not an
••'Veathei
ot
the
to
Whitt?
town
Sunday—Mr.
yi-sjfod
top
poles
George
keep
open bar was i» operation, put that pocket
'to work lively Pn
the deceased was held.
friends in Jackson last week.Mrs.
peddlers were very numerous aud spllimi
from freezing.
Charies Patterson and daughter passed last
very poor s| pjf;
Instead of commemorating the birthday week with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ai- SiSbvFolii^
I
of Christian Endeavor next Sunday even- plioiiso Huff, in Brooks.,..Lewis P, PhilMrs. FraiiBeS FiVnch has gohe to Boston i
Congratulations are in order to Mr. and
ing, as it is arranged in the topic books,
brick came front Vassalboro Friday, night for awhile.Mrs. Jane Withered has Mrs. Mark 1). Mei.dall on the arrival at
Christian Endeavor Day will be observed to pass Saturday and Sunday with his partheir
home of a bouncing boy. If he proves
gone to Prospect for a visit—Mr. Frank to be as
February 12th and the subject for the ser- I ents, Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Philbrick.
temperate, prudent and industrious
vice Sunday, Keb. 5th, will be “Christ a
Erskine came from Belfast Sunday for a as his father he will be an honored citizen
Servant and we are Servants."’ Reference,
his family, while the steam- of the town.
visit
with
short
CENTRE montvillk.
Phillipians, 2, 3—11,
er Golden Rod, of which he is engineer, is
At the regular meeting of Excelsior
Mr. Nathaniel Stewart, a civil war veter- being repaired..... Mr. F. S. Harriinan was
lean
we
can
John
From all
Lancaster, an, died Jan. 25th after a long illness, aged in Belfast recently on business—H. F. Lodge, F. and A. M., Tuesday evening,
,Jan.
of
mail
on this route,
24th, the following officers were inthe
stage
proprietor
S4 years. The last part of his life he was Partridge came from Bangor early last stalled by 1). I). G. M. Leslie D. Ames of
is high line for trips during the blizzard. \
week on account of illness, lie returned to
in his usual happy manner:
LincolnviHe
the
his
bed.
lie
was
cold weather, strong confined to
Notwithstanding
kindly eared Bangor Monday-Mrs. Dolly Black, one
\Y. M., R. A. Packard; 8. V»., Charles E.
wind and heavy snow, he has made almost I for by his daughter, Mrs. Carver.
The of the oldest ladies in town, fell Sunday
Drink water; .1. YY., Martin G. Black ; Treasschedule time on every trip the past week, j fiineial was held Sunday at 1 p. in.Mrs. and severely injured her Dip
Mr. Ivan
When mu people receive their daily even- E. A. Sprowl returned Jan. 24lli from Bos- Grant left Monday for Bangor to resume urer, A. C. Batchelder; Secretary, F. B.
S. D., Isaac Hills; .J. D., II. YY.
(Bidden;
in
such
so
weather
it
mail
regularly
ing
ton, where she lias spent severai weeks w itli bis studies in the Shaw Business College.
Albert VY. 11 assail;
teaches tiiein tu appreciate the good ser- her daughter, Mrs. Freeman Johnson.
_Mr. and Mrs. Herd llarrinian of Pros- Chapman; Chaplain,
A. F.
Elwell; 8. S., Fred L.
vice rendered by Mr. Lancaster.
The severe snow storm last week made con- pect Ferry visited relatives here last Sun- Marshal,
Charles
J.
8.,
Knovvlton;
Rhodes; Tyler,
siderable work for our road surveyors. da}.Tug Ralph Ross came here from
Obitvaky. Rev. George Edward Krauth,
George A. Lane. The impressive installaThey were equal to tlie emergency and had Bncksport Monday with freight for the tion
who died in Searsport, Jan. 31st, was 'lie i
was public and a large number of memtlie roads open Saturday in time for tlie
Northern Maine Seaport R. R. Co-Steamson of ''liarles Porterfield and
Mary Vir- mail. The carrier on K. F. 1). No. 2 was er Golden Rod recently brought 350 bags of bers and invited friends were present. A.
Mr. Krauth unable to reach here as some of the
as the
ladies of Nortliport
gil, in Krauth of Philadelphia.
roads grain and other freight here for F. S. Ilar- supper, such
to prepare, was served to
was 4"> years old, a graduate of the L'niverin Knox were not passable-George Bar- rinian... .There was an army of men on the know so well how
who
did ample justice
sit oi "i Vnnsy Ivania and held the degree of
four
tables
of
people,
low and daughter, Mrs. Rozetta Price of road shoveling snow after the severe storm
He was a!
M A trout that institution.
Ruck port, visited his mother, -Mrs. Adelia of last week. No R. F. 1). Thursday for t«< the viands set before them, alter which
teacher for nine years in the South; then j
the
were
entertained
with recitacompany
There seems to
Keller, last week and were storm-staved the first, time this winter
took a three year’s course at the Lutherian
tions and vocal and instrumental music by
the heavy snow fall.. .Samuel Whit- be an epidemic of bad colds in this vicinity, i
during
"theological Seminary Mt. \iry, Philadel-! more of Morrill
members and visitors.
visited his friend, Charles
pbia, where he was ordained, as a minister. !
A. Goodwin
PROSPECT VILLAGE,
lie held charges in Philadelphia, Cleveland, \ Thompson, recently.Cora
visited her cousin, Hattie Clough of LibMRS. WILLIAM R. GRACE.
The storm of last week was the worst
Ohio, ana Harrisonburg, Va. The past two
erty, returning home last week.Rev.
years, he was a partner in the firm of Jas. j Nathan Hunt
there were
In
for
six
many
places
years.
of
Charleston, Me., spent a
Widow of New York’s Ex-Mayor has Relait. Earle of Boston, publisher of religious I
few days last week with Allen Goodwin drifts to the depth of 7 feet which had to
literature. Failing health obliged him to !
tives in Thomaston. She was Married in
and then went to Boston on business....
is
called
On
what
the
James
he
be
shoveled.
the
and
decided to return ! Lizzie
work,
give up
First Met Mr. Grace
Tenant’* Harbor.
Thompson was taken violently sick
to "the ministry.
The strain of preaching, j
it
hill
&>ok
four
men
three
days
in Callao.
last Sunday and Dr. Pearson of Morrill was Littlefield
in his enfeebled state, was too much for him, !
was
no mail for two days.
shovel.
There
to
called.
he suffered a nervous collapse and died at i
_The L of Mr. Fred Dockhaui’s house
[From the Thomaston Herald.]
the home of his brother-in-law, Dr. li. II, i WINTER PORT.
caught fire and but for the efforts of kind
The. brief item which lias appeared in a
Sellers. Mr. Krauth was a gifted scholar,
would
have
lost
his
tine
he
set
of
number of the State papers within a few
The W. li. C. made a presentation of flags neighbors
an eloquent preacher and a Christian gen- (
Fie extends his thanks to all
buildings.
relative to how and where the late extleman. Many friends mourn his loss. lie to the G. A. R. and the Primary schools Sat- who so kindly lent a helping hand
John days
Mayor William R. Grace of New York first
leaves a widow, Jennie Sellers Krauth of
at Union Hal), which was Pendleton of Stonington is visiting his aged met his wife, has a local flavor which will
urday
evening
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Pendleton_ be read with interest
Bangor, and a sister, Mrs. Harriet R.
prettily decorated for the occasion. The parents,
by Herald subscribSparth of Philadelphia.
Mr. Manley Knowlton is poorly_Dr.
Hags were very handsome and were made Horace Gould of Buck port spent Sunday ers.
widow
of
the ex-mayor, is an
Mrs.
Grace,
of
silk
and
surmounted
a
by gilt eagle. The with his father, I. F. Gould-Mrs. Lizzie
ISLESBOHO.
exercises wer- interesting and the children’s Gould has returned from a visit in Belfast. own cousin of Capt. E. S. Smalley of this
and
he
was
present at the wedding of
Friday evening, Jan. 27th, the officers of parts reflected great credit on their teachers, _The friends here of Ella Partridge of town,
William R. Graeeand Miss Lillius Gilchrest,
Island Lodge, F. & A. M., were installed in Misses Harriet Moody and Leua Sprout Belfast send congratulations.Mr. A. which took
place at the home of the bride’s
1 The program was as follows: March, piano;
Larrabee is very sick with stomach trouble.
W. Gilchrest and
their new and commodious hall. About 200
song, Star Spangled Banner, choir; prayer. He is attended by Dr. Stevens of Stockton parents, Capt. George
at
Tenants
Harbor in 1859. The house
wife,
of
of
Rev.
to
were present, consisting
G. Springs_Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. LittleHarry llill; presentation
flag
Masons, memwhich the Gilchrest family lived is now
bers of their families and invited friends. A. R. by Mrs. Lucinda McDermott, Presi- field attended the installation of Odd Fel- owned
by the widow of Whitney Long, who
dent; response by Captain Benj. Atwood, lows and Rebekahs in Winterport_The
The efficient installing officer was Past
died
several weeks ago. This is the old homeCommander; song, choir; presentation of apple buyer will find 100 bushels of nice
stead, and Mrs. Grace when she comes to
Master Ernest Sprague; Marshal, J. A. flag to the President for the schools by Mrs. ones for sale at Ivory George’s.
Maine never fails to visit the scene of her
instructor; presentation
Sprague. Tlie choir of the F. B. church Ella Dorr, patriotic
childhood. The last time she was in Tbomof flags to the schools by the President; STOCKTON SPRINGS.
furnished the music, all ot which was exaston was about a year ago.
saluting the flag by schools; remarks byMr. J. I'. Gerrity of Bangor spent a day
cellent. The officers installed for the ensu- Ellery Bowden, Supt. of schools; music,
Capt. George W. Gilchrest was commanin
town
the
middle
of
last
the
recitations
school
week,
children ; song,
guest der of ships built in this town, among them
by
ing year are as follows: \V. M., L. N. Gil- piano;
Miss Marie Ward well, Mrs. C. R. of his mother-in-law and sister-in-law, Mrs. being tte Kochambeau, Chimborazo, L. Curkey S. W., Charles R. Pendleton, J. W., choir,C. R.
ling, and F.dward O’Brien, and Capt. SmalHill,
Lougee, Joshua Treat; benedicWellington Coombs; S. 1)., L. F. Pendleton ; tion, Rev. Mr. .Schneider—The services at Killman and Mrs. Daniel Thompson. ley during those years had acted as third,
J 1)
Alton Hatch: S. S.. Amasa Williams.
the Methodist church last Sunday were very Mr. R. P. Goodhue left Friday afternoon second and first mate for Capt. Gilchrest.
The story that leads up to the meeting of
m mu morning service nve
J. S., Geo. E. Dyer; Sec’y, Calvin Kimball; impressive,
for Brewer, en route to his Boston home.
Mr. Grace and Miss Gilchrest begins way
came forward for baptism, six were receivand
Mrs.
B.
Pendleton
_Mr.
Sylvester
W.
C.
Scott;
Treas., Olney
Tyler,
Hatch; ed into the church on
which time she
probation and two in spent last week in Thomaston, the guests in far off Callao in 1858, at
was on a trip to that port with her father in
Marshal, J. A. Sprague; Chaplain, Wm. full connection. Communion followed, in of
their daughter Maud and husband, Mr.
his
ship.
After the installation exercises which a large number participated.Con- and Mrs. George Demuth—Miss >larion
Keller.
ror some lime previous »ir. urace nau
gratulations are in order at the homes of Pendleton returned last week to Park,
were over remarks were made by Itev. H.
C. Hull, Itev. Geo. E. Tufts, Dr H. C. IJo- Charles Miles and Will Hersey—a fine boy- where she and her mother are boarding sonducteil astoreshipat the Chincalslauds
to Callao.
It was
lau, Mr. Robert Ileinenway, and a few oth- having arrived at the home of the former on with Capt. and Mrs. W. Y. Griffin through rind from there he went
ers. At 10.30 all repaired to the large dining
Friday and a girl at the other Saturday- toe winter—air. oamuei r„ Kenaen re- in this place that Mr. Grace first saw his
hall where a most bounteous and excellent night— Mr. Ralph Larrabeeand Miss Ber- turned Saturday from a week’s business future wife, and being much attracted by
there became
We are glad to report her fine, ladylike appearance,
supper was served. Then followed a pleas- nice Campbell were united in marriage on trip to Boston
between the two that it
ant social occasion, the company breaking
Wednesday evening, Jan. 25. The wedding Mrs. Levi Griffin as improving from her re- such an affection love.
Mr. Grace had acsoon ripened into
up about 12.30.Saturday evening, Jan. took place at the home of the bride’s par- cent severe ill turn, and hope her recovery
at the islands,
21st, some 25 pupils of the public schools ents, Mr. and Mrs. George Campbell, Rev. may be more rapid than usual... Mondays, cumulated about $200,000
led by Miss Sawyer, the efficient principal llarry Hill officiating. On account of the party—eight in number—arrived from Ban- when he left and came to New York. About
of the “East Side" school, gave a fine liter- severity of the storm many of the invited gor to begin work on the wharf sites at this time Capt. Gilchrest and his daughter
sailed for the same port and then came to
ary entertainment in the town hall. The guests were unable to attend. The happy Cape Jellisnn.
They brought a camping
tickets were 25 cts. and about 300 were pres- couple left on the boat for Boston and other out outfit with them and are lodged in the their old home at Tenant’s Harbor. Shortly
after Mr. Grace arrived at the Gilchrest
The proceeds will be used to buy ap- places on a bridal trip, accompanied by the house formerly owned by Sawyer Ellis.
ent
homestead and ere long William R. Grace
paratus for the High school. Other enter- best wishes of a large circle of friends_ Heavy machinery came toSandypoint by tug and
Miss Lillius Gilchrest were united in
The
friends
of
Mrs.
Elisha
tainments are to follow for the same purmany
Whitney, boat the same day to be hauled to the Cape
pose— ( apt. W. S. l’endletoiv representa- formerly Miss Amy Flynn of this place, by teams, and soon a piledriver, now under marriage.
will be grieved to learn of her death last construction at I ucksport, will be in
They afterward went to New York and
tive in the Maine legislature, has spent the
operalast three Sundays at home, arriving Satur- week at her home in West Hampden. The tion at the so-called Treat’s point at our the wealth of Mr. Grace began to grow
the time of his death, about
Another company of rapidly, until at
day evenings, and returning to Augusta funeral services were held Sunday. Mrs. harbor entrance.
a year ago, it is estimated that he left a forMonday mornings-Mr. Lewis Habbidge Whitney leaves a husband and two little workmen is expected to augment the pres- tune
of
between
$30,000,000 and $40,000,000.
ones—a
babe
of
5
weeks
and another not ent crew next week, and all indications
of Boston, formerly of lslesboro, arrived
Miss Clara Atwood is point to a busy year in our town. The har- iioth Mr. and Mrs. Grace were given to
here Jan. 28 to visit relatives anil to take yet two years old
work
and it is said that $2,000,his mother, Mrs. Martha Habbidge, home visiting her sister, Mrs. Kennedy,, in Bos- bor is being sounded each hundred feet for philanthropic
with him to spend the winter. She will ton-Mr. Oliver Atwood was at home from charting, etc. At last our magnificent land- 000 or more was given for charitable puralso visit her two married daughters, who Eastport last week for a brief visit, and protected haven has found an apprciative poses. It is reported that Mrs. Grace has
to the extent of many millions of
Miss Rurnrey of Eastport was also the
reside in Massachusetts.Mrs. Sarah A.
eye in the person of the B. & A. President, property
Hatch, who for the past six weeks has been guest of Mr. and Mrs. Atwood_Miss Mr. F. W.Cram of Bangor, who has imagined dollars.
Eleven children were born to Mr. and
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Ralph H. Howe, Sophie Chase is quite ill_Mr. George that Stockton harbor would one day beWest Newton, Mass.,arrived home January Crockett is laid up with an abscess_Mrs. come necessary to the development of | Mrs. Grace, five of whom are living. She
is
a very pleasant lady, and although she
and
sons
are
at
the Commercial Aioostook county, “the garden of Maine!”
28—The severe storm of Jan. 25th and 2tith Dwyer
House—Miss Nellie, only daughter of it looks now as if more than our olden pros- has millions, knows and treats the poor as
caused the roads to drift badly in places.
as the rich.
well
The Graces have a faithThe snow is now 18 inches deep in the Capt. and Mrs. Thomas Morrisey, and Mr. perity and
activity is about to dawn upon
woods. The sleighing has been excellent Edward Hanson of Bangor were married the town....Mr. Elkins was in our village ful coachman, Tom, who has attended to
for a month past, and there has been a Tuesday morning, Jail. 21th. The wedding Tuesday endeavoring to buy real estate of these duties in their family for about 35
Mrs. Grace is about 65 years of age.
large amount of pleasure driving. There took place at St. Gabriel’s Catholic church, Mrs. C. S. Kendell—The Y. L. W. C. gave years.
Levi Gilchrest, son of F. E. Gilchrest of
Rev. P. J. Garrity performing the cere- a
are quite a number of speedy horses of high
very pleasant entertainment Monday this
town, is in the employ of the W. R.
class in town and they make a fine appear- mony. The bridesmaid was Miss Katherine evening in Penobscot hall to a company of
Grace Co., having first started in with them
McGrath of Bangor and the groom was atance on the streets.The wing pews on
young friends. Music, whist playing in
thirty
1886,
doing small work in the office. Now
tended
his
John
Hanson of and dancing were each enjoyed for a speciby
one side of the pulpit platform of the F. B.
nephew,
church have been removed, the pulpit plat- Augusta. Miss Nellie is very popular with fied time the and hour of separation was de- he has a very responsible position for this
firm
at
their
store in Lima, Peru, where he
form extended to the side of the church and the young people in town and all extend ferred to the early morning. A very enjoysixteen ciiairs arranged upon it to better ac- their best wishes for her future happiness. able occasion was the verdict of all pres- and his wife are living.
The annual meeting of the Winterport ent, for which outside friends extend thanks
commodate the choir. The chorister is Mr.
Fish and Game Appropriation.
J. A. Sprague and organist Mrs. Isaac Bur- Civic Association was held in Odd Fel- to The Club— Because of the severe snowlows’
Block Saturday, Jan. 21st. The fol- storm of Jan. 25th, the Current Events
gess.Rev. Dr. Leighton Parks, rector of
St. Bartholomew’s church, N. Y., who has a lowing officers were elected for the ensuing Club postponed the meeting with Mrs.
Augusta, Mb., January 26. At>the hearyear:
President, C. R. Hill; Vice Presi- Charles C. Park until this week, Feb. 1st. ing held this afternoon before the committee
summer cottage here, has sent one of his reL.
P.
Hackett; Treasurer, Jas. Freecently published sermons to some lslesboro dent,
.Sunday and Monday gave ub ideal win- on inland fisheries and game, Hon. L. T.
friends. The sermon treats of the evils of man ; Secretary, S. H. Morgan. The re- ter weather—so bright and mild that all Carleton, chairman of the fish and game
divorce and the consequent breaking up of maining members of the Executive Com- felt like improving the fine sleighing. Tues- commission, appeared on the resolve carryfamilies—thus rendering the children of di- mittee, Albert Conant, G. H. York end day was beautiful in sunshine, but rather ing $25,000 for 1905 and a like amount for
vorced parents more unfortunate than or- G. H. Clement. There was a good attend- cold for pleasure driving.Capt. L. M. 1906 for the purpose of operating the fish
phans. The Episcopal church has taken ance of the members and an interesting Partridge continues to improve slowly hatcheries and feeding stations for fish and
the protection of the same. Mr. Carleton,
from his recent severe illness.
strong ground on Christian marriage and session was held.
the Scriptural teachings concerning divorce.
in speaking in support of the resolve,
stated that this is tne usual appropriation
Other denominations are beginning to folIt makes no difference how many medi- There’s a pretty girl in an Alpine hat,
low. Dr. Parks shows that marriage is a cines have failed to cure you, if you are
made by the Legislatures and in his judgA sweeter girl with a sailor brim,
divine institution and says that “Those troubled with headache, constipation, kid- But the handsomest girl you’ll ever see,
ment is the smallest sum for which the
There was no
whom God hath joined together no man
Is the sensible girl who uses Rooky Moun- work can be performed.
ney or liver troubles, Hollister’s Rooky
shall put asunder.” The breaking up of Mountain Tea will make you well. R. H.
tain Tea.
opposition and the committee voted ought
homes is a most unfortunate evil.
on
resolve.
to
the
R. H. Moody.
pass
Moody.
The most severe storm of the season visited this vicinity Jan. 25th and 26th. The
roads were so badly drifted that no mail

W. O. Estes has returned from
Jackson, where she has been caring for her
sister, Mrs. Minnie Tasker, who for some
weeks has been very ill.
Mrs.

FRANKFORT.
Mrs. Delia Hill, who broke her arm and
dislocated her wrist by falling on the icy
sidewalk in Brewer a few weeks ago, has
returned from Bangur, where she went to
have her arm cared for by Dr. Edmunds,
furs. Hill is dependent upon her own exertions for a livelihood, and this accident
will debar her from working for many
months.

not too lame, or

ESTABLISHED IN 1836.

Mrs. Flora Thompson and Miss Myrtle
who have been visiting relatives in
Brooks, returned to Boston this week.

palatable

Everybody,

Belfast National

Forbes,

car

Walter Towers left Wednesday morning
to join sch. James W. Paul, Capt. Nathan

trip.

The boys of the II ieh school are practicing basket bail. The old Yankee Blade
hall is used as a place of meeting.

and wholesome.

loads of shovel handle blocks to Brooks.
_Mrs. Sewell Butterfield is failing very
fast.

to

J. H. Gordon and wife visite d relative
in Exeter, N. H.t last week and visited

ABSOLUTELY PURE.

ing Mrs. R. F. Sullivan’s tenement.
CLARK’S CORNER (Prospect.)
C. H. Gross has been on the sick list....
Capt. Amos Dow, S. S. California of the
Hawaiian line, is spending a few days in Levi Clark has been very sick with pneutown.
monia, but is better at this writing....Mr.
News has been received of the sudden and Mrs. Elmer Clark are expected home
death of Harvey N. Edw ards at his home in this week from Spruce Head....The Gray
boys have a contract to move two or three
Jackson, Me.

trip

FOR SALT.
The Cleaves Ho
This house has
right in the centn
sight of the terminus
R. It also has a mhouse. Stable 40x.se
carriage house 40xiu.
and very nicely an >
the advantages >>t
right on the coa-t, boa'
drives. It is within a :*
pect, Frankfort, sa.
port and Belfast. Has
Belfast Bay and sungood opening for a insini-1
it is the only hotel
S. Holmes, Belfast, '!■
1
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NOTH'^

CAUTION
I forbid all persons f•*'
account, as 1 shall pay
this date.

January 30,1905.
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